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The administration of President Mauricio Macri in Argentina faces an economy 
that is poorly connected with the world economy. Argentina needs to lift and 
stabilize economic growth to create more and better jobs while reigniting 
productivity to bring income closer to that of more advanced economies 
(figure ES.1).1 Integration into global markets provides opportunities to unleash 
the country’s growth and higher productivity potential by creating conditions 
and incentives for markets to function better and resources to be used more 
efficiently. In addition, further integration into the world economy can help 
deliver inclusive growth, as consumers will gain from the availability of foreign 
goods and services, greater variety, and prices that are more competitive, while 
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) can have more opportunities to expand 
their activities.

ARGENTINA HAS SUBSTANTIAL SCOPE TO INTEGRATE 
FURTHER INTO THE WORLD ECONOMY

The economy is particularly closed to trade. Partly as a result of policies put in 
place by previous governments, Argentina’s trade flows have fallen by almost 
half over the last decade. They dropped from 42 percent of gross domestic 
product (GDP) in 2002 to 26 percent in 2016, slightly above the 1998 level of 
23 percent.2 Trade in services is lower as a share of GDP than in all neighboring 
countries. Argentina’s average import tariff was 13.6 percent in 2015 
(figure ES.2),3 similar to Brazil’s (13.5 percent) but well above the level of com-
parator countries. Nontariff measures (NTMs) further restrict trade flows, 
with effects similar to those of tariffs as high as 34 percent. As of October 2016, 
import licenses for around 1,600 tariff lines were still not subject to automatic 
approval.4 Countries around the world participate, on average, in about four-
teen free trade agreements each; Argentina is a signatory to only one.5

Foreign direct investment in Argentina is low. The value of foreign direct 
investment (FDI) inflows amounted, on average, to only 2 percent of GDP 
between 2000 and 2015, below the regional average and the average for 
upper-middle-income countries (3.6 percent and 2.4 percent of GDP, 
respectively).6 Consistent with low FDI inflows, stock of FDI is also low, and well 

Executive Summary
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below the level of comparator countries (figure ES.3). Weak FDI inflows and 
stock exacerbate Argentina’s already low rate of overall investment, which is 
critical for closing its infrastructure gap. Gross capital formation in Argentina 
was 16 percent of GDP in 2016, below the regional average (19 percent) for latin 
America and the Caribbean (lAC) in the same year and significantly below the 
average among upper-middle-income countries (32.3 percent) in 2015.7

The lack of integration with global markets is mirrored by a lack of competition 
in domestic markets. New data collected jointly by the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the World Bank Group (WBG) 

FIGURE ES.1

GDP growth accounting in Argentina, 1992–2016
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FIGURE ES.2

Average import tariff in Argentina vs. comparator countries

Source: Data from WTO ITC UNCTAD Tariff Profiles, 2016.
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suggest that product market regulation (PMr) is not conducive to competition in 
key sectors of the economy, including transport, energy, and retail. In fact, accord-
ing to 2016 data, product market regulation is 30 percent more restrictive in 
Argentina than the average across 19 lAC countries and highest among relevant 
comparator countries (figure ES.4).

FIGURE ES.3

Inward FDI stock over GDP in Argentina vs. comparator countries, 2015
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FIGURE ES.4

Product market regulations in Argentina vs. comparator countries, 
2013–16
(index scale 0 to 6 from least to most restrictive)
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lack of integration could be associated with the significant price differen-
tials observed among essential food products, sold in relatively concentrated 
domestic markets. Overall, households in Argentina spend 28 percent of their 
overall consumption on food products, more than the 14 percent in comparator 
countries.8 International price comparisons conducted for this report using 
panel data for 2010–15 suggest that prices for a series of food products that 
make up 85 percent of the food consumption basket were, on average, almost 
50 percent higher in Argentina when compared to international peers and 
35 percent higher than in countries in the Pacific Alliance. households in 
Buenos Aires paid, on average, 13 percent more for basic food products than 
their peers in capital cities worldwide.9 These results take into account differ-
ent income levels, import tariffs, and transport costs. Prices for chicken, dairy 
products, wheat bread, and white rice are significantly higher. This is generally 
consistent with information on the relatively high concentration in these 
product markets; however, the level of concentration is only one indicator of 
the intensity of competition. Further analysis undertaken at specific stages 
of the supply chain would contribute to identifying specific barriers and con-
straints that might be affecting competition.10

THE CURRENT ADMINISTRATION IS TACKLING THESE 
CHALLENGES HEAD-ON, WITH NOTABLE EARLY PROGRESS

Complementing macroeconomic and fiscal reforms, the government lifted for-
eign exchange controls and rolled out reforms to stimulate private investment. 
The administration approved a new public–private partnership framework and 
gradual reductions in energy and transport subsidies.11 Trade-related reforms 
have included the reduction of export taxes and the establishment of a new 
import administration system to replace Declaración Jurada Anticipada de 
Importación (DJAI), the mostly discretionary licensing regime in place until 
2015, with a simpler monitoring system, Sistema Integral de Monitoreo de 
Importaciones (SIMI).12 Even just this import licensing reform is expected to 
boost GDP by at least 0.14 percent over baseline projections by 2020.13

Argentina is displaying a renewed interest in engaging in trade negotiations 
and taking a more active role in the international policy arena. Argentina has 
accelerated negotiations for new free trade agreements (FTAs) with the 
European Union (EU) and countries of the Pacific Alliance and has bid success-
fully for the G20 presidency and the hosting of the Eleventh World Trade 
Organization (WTO) Ministerial Conference.

The government has taken steps to restructure and strengthen its institutions 
for investment promotion and competition policy. The renewed investment 
 promotion agency (IPA), Agencia Argentina de Inversiones y Comercio 
Internacional (AAICI), has already facilitated investment in at least 539 cases. 
This contributed to the announcement of 778 new investment projects in the 
first 24 months of President Macri’s administration, totaling US$102 billion in 
new investment.14 This is more than double the annual amount between 2012 
and 2015. The new head and staff at the competition authority, Comisión 
Nacional de Defensa de la Competencia (CNDC), have already reduced the time 
required for merger reviews by almost 50 percent, sanctioned one price-fixing 
cartel, presented a new competition bill to the National Congress, and promoted 
changes to strengthen competition in the card payment market.15
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ARGENTINA HAS MUCH TO GAIN FROM CONTINUING TO 
PURSUE ITS STRATEGY OF OPENING MARKETS AND 
INTEGRATING INTO THE WORLD ECONOMY BY BOOSTING 
TRADE, COMPETITION, AND INVESTMENT

Partial and general equilibrium analyses suggest that trade, competition, and 
investment policy reforms will boost growth and productivity. This report presents 
a set of robust empirical analyses to assess the potential impacts from such reforms.

Argentina’s strategy of pursuing unilateral trade policy reforms and regional 
trade integration will yield permanent gains, if implemented successfully. Using 
a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model tailored specifically to Argentina, 
this report assesses the effects of several trade reform measures (see box ES.1). 

Economic impact of trade reforms: A CGE analysis

The CGE analysis conducts a comparison between 
economic outcomes (including GDP, exports, imports, 
output, and others) that would accrue from policy 
reforms and the baseline projection of the economy 
with current policies in place through the medium 
and long terms (2020 and 2030). Figure BES.1.1 illus-
trates how to interpret the CGE results. The estimated 
impact of the reform in the long run, for example, is 
represented by the vertical distance (α) in the figure 
between a baseline projection of the economy through 

2030 without reform and the alternative scenario 
reflecting the policy changes. Certain effects, such as 
the potential effect on GDP, can accumulate over time 
(as represented by the area between the curves). 
Overall, the simulated effects of potential trade- 
opening scenarios using CGE models may underesti-
mate the actual impact.a The results for Argentina are 
similar in percentage terms to those for CGE simula-
tions of comparable trade reforms for other countries, 
such as Brazil.b

a The CGE model does not include some possible dynamic factors proposed in the literature, such as productivity increases from endogenous 
growth effects via technological spillovers and “learning by doing” or FDI and foreign technology inflows that may be induced by the reform. 
Moreover, certain policy changes that are often difficult to quantify, such as reforms related to NTMs in goods and services, and restrictions on 
investment, present analytical challenges that may affect the estimated economic effects. CGE results may underestimate the likely impacts 
due to these limitations. Ex post evidence in the trade reform literature tends to suggest larger gains than ex ante analysis, such as that 
presented here. See, for example, Casacuberta, Fachola, and Gandelman (2011); Wacziarg and Welch (2008); Salinas and Aksoy (2006); 
Felbermayr, Prat, and Schmerer (2011); and Falvey, Foster, and Greenaway (2012).
b See, for instance, Petri and Plumer (2016), as well as Araujo and Flaig (2016).

BOX ES.1

FIGURE BES.1.1

Interpreting CGE results
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Conservative simulations of the potential gains from unilateral trade policy 
reform suggest that:

• removing all export taxes would expand GDP by at least 1 percent over base-
line projections by 2020. The potential fiscal implications of this measure 
need to be taken into consideration, however.16

• Expanding the import licensing reform (initiated at the end of 2015) would 
boost the GDP gains already achieved through the removal of the DJAI to at 
least 0.22 percent over baseline projections by 2020.17

Conservative simulations of the potential gains from successful trade negoti-
ations suggest that:

• A more integrated Mercosur—with lower external tariffs and streamlined 
internal NTMs—would expand Argentina’s economy by at least 1 percent over 
baseline projections by 2030.18

• A Mercosur–EU FTA would boost Argentine exports to the EU by 80 percent 
over baseline projections by 2030.19

• A Mercosur–Pacific Alliance FTA would boost Argentine exports to Pacific 
Alliance countries by 25 percent over baseline projections by 2030.20

GIVEN THAT THE GAINS WOULD ACCUMULATE OVER TIME, 
ARGENTINA FACES THE COST OF NOT PURSUING THESE 
REFORMS WITH EVERY YEAR THAT PASSES

Trade liberalization reforms would involve the reallocation of labor across sec-
tors; employment would shrink relative to the baseline in certain sectors and 
would need to be absorbed by expanding activities relative to the baseline. 
Simulations drawn from the CGE model suggest that certain sectors would be 
more susceptible to losing jobs in response to trade reforms. Overall, for most of 
the trade integration scenarios modeled, sugar, metal products, footwear, auto 
parts, and other manufacturing sectors are expected to be more susceptible 
to experiencing large or moderate losses in formal employment. On the other 
hand, some sectors emerge as formal employment generators, regardless of the 
trade integration scenario under consideration. These include services and 
other agriculture and meat sectors.

Argentina can gain even more from “deeper” trade agreements and comple-
mentary regulatory reforms that foster domestic competition. Partial equilib-
rium analysis suggests that “deep provisions,” such as commitments with regard 
to competition and investment in regional trade agreements, as well as reforms 
that tackle anticompetitive business practices, remove entry barriers, and 
modify product market regulations that restrict competition, would translate 
into tangible gains:21

• With a Mercosur agreement as deep—in terms of the number of enforceable 
provisions—as the agreement among the EU, Colombia, and Peru, Argentina 
would export between 1 percent and 9 percent more parts and components to 
Mercosur members.

• Increasing competition in the manufacturing sector would increase the 
annual growth rate of labor productivity by 7 percent, on average, with all else 
being equal.
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• reducing the regulatory restrictiveness of competition in Argentine service 
sectors (such as energy, transport, professional services, and telecommunica-
tions) would translate into an additional 0.1 percent to 0.6 percent growth in 
annual GDP, with all else being equal.

THE NEW GLOBAL TRADE LANDSCAPE OPENS UP THREE 
SPECIFIC OPPORTUNITIES FOR ARGENTINA: CONNECTING 
TO CERTAIN REGIONAL AND GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS 
THROUGH FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT, TRADING 
SERVICES, AND EXPANDING E-COMMERCE

Trade is not growing as quickly as before, and its nature has been evolving 
rapidly, leading to the emergence of new opportunities. Setting global economic 
integration as a priority may seem to be an unusual choice in light of protection-
ist threats worldwide and slower growth in total trade volumes, but the chang-
ing nature of trade over the past decade opens up specific opportunities for 
Argentina. As a result of technological changes, the content and mode of trade 
have shifted. First, trade in intermediate goods has grown faster than trade in 
final goods, and FDI has played a crucial role in such global value chains 
(GVCs).22 Second, services can be traded by virtually connecting provider and 
consumer or by one or the other moving across borders. Today, trade in services 
makes up over 20 percent of global trade.23 Third, information communications 
technology (ICT) tools can facilitate cross-border e-commerce and the partici-
pation of smaller and new entrants in global markets by boosting their ability to 
reach a sufficient scale.

One opportunity these changes open up for Argentina is the opportunity to 
connect to specific segments of regional value chains (rVCs) and GVCs by facil-
itating trade in intermediate goods, attracting strategic FDI, and building on 
existing capabilities in specific industries. Trade in parts and components is 
higher, on average, for countries that have signed deeper agreements with provi-
sions on investment, competition, and others.24 As mentioned above, evidence 
provided in this report suggests that a deeper Mercosur agreement would boost 
Argentina’s trade in parts and components with its regional partners. Foreign 
investors who seek efficiencies in Argentina—as opposed to resources or market 
access—offer the opportunity to connect domestic firms and, in particular, 
SMEs, to GVCs. For example, building on existing capabilities in specific market 
segments (such as auto and food processing), Argentina can attract FDI in these 
sectors while strengthening linkages with local suppliers in order to reorient the 
production structure and integrate into GVCs and/or rVCs.25

Second, Argentina can leverage comparative advantages in services to 
increase FDI and exports. Argentina is competitive in knowledge-based ser-
vices, such as software and information technology services, business services, 
and audiovisual services. Twenty-eight clusters already host 1,000 companies 
and employ 37,000 workers, and Argentina has attracted some of the world’s 
leading information technology (IT) companies.26 Proper interinstitutional 
coordination across federal and provincial governments may help to attract 
more FDI into the knowledge-based service sectors, but investment incentives 
need to be well coordinated, applied in a (fiscally) conservative manner, bal-
anced, competitively assigned, and properly monitored.
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Third, Argentina can foster inclusive trade by facilitating cross-border 
e-commerce for SMEs. retail e-commerce in Argentina grew by 50 percent 
between 2010 and 2015, displaying much stronger progress than selected peer 
economies in the region and the average in latin America.27 however, its share 
in world retail e-commerce is one-fifth that of Australia and Brazil, which points 
to untapped potential. Updating legislation on electronic transactions and signa-
tures, privacy and data protection, and consumer protection for online purchases 
could enhance the growth of e-commerce. By the same token, trade facilitation 
efforts (in particular, in cross-border procedures) need to be enhanced signifi-
cantly to facilitate e-commerce and trade more broadly.

ARGENTINA CAN IMPLEMENT MITIGATION MEASURES TO 
OFFSET THE TRANSITION COSTS OF OPENING UP TO THE 
GLOBAL ECONOMY

Integrating into the global economy and taking advantage of available oppor-
tunities will entail transition costs in some segments of the economy. 
Microeconomic reforms, trade integration, and the associated changes in rela-
tive prices would trigger a reallocation of production factors (within and 
between firms and sectors) that entail efficiency gains but also adjustment 
costs. Some segments of Argentina’s manufacturing sector are susceptible to 
adjustment costs. According to data from the Argentine Chamber of Commerce 
and Services, the total number of workers in the private sector in sensitive 
sectors such as automobiles, home appliances, and textiles represents close to 
1.7 percent of Argentina’s total labor force, and these industries are concen-
trated mainly in Buenos Aires and the central region, particularly in Córdoba 
and Santa Fe.28

International experience suggests that there is no one-size-fits-all strategy 
for effective mitigation measures, but that protecting workers instead of jobs is 
good practice. When well-designed and tailored to the country context, both 
active labor-market policies (such as job search assistance and training) and pas-
sive policies (including income support and social insurance programs) have 
proved effective. Complementary policies and reforms in other markets (such as 
housing, credit, and infrastructure) play a crucial role in facilitating mobility, 
thereby reducing adjustment frictions.29

Argentina has recently put in place adjustment programs to help domestic 
workers and companies become more competitive, which is a step toward facil-
itating the reallocation of labor in a context of trade opening and technological 
changes. Argentina launched the Programa de Transformación Productiva at the 
end of 2016. This adjustment program is designed to help companies enhance 
their competitiveness through mechanisms that facilitate improving productive 
processes; implementing jumps in scale or technology; developing new prod-
ucts; and reorienting production toward more competitive and dynamic activi-
ties that demand long-term, high-quality employment. Within three months of 
the launch of this program, about 20 firms had presented expansion or  conversion 
projects with the potential to add up to 1,000 more workers. The government 
has also launched the Programa “111 mil, aprende a programar,” an initiative 
that seeks to train “100,000 programmers, 10,000 professionals, and 1,000 tech-
nological entrepreneurs” in the next four years to meet the demand from com-
panies in the knowledge-based service sector.30 Additional programs of this kind, 
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together with policies to protect workers and reduce adjustment frictions, will 
increase the social benefits of trade integration.

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE IN STRUCTURAL 
MICROECONOMIC REFORMS REVEALS POTENTIAL GAINS; 
HOWEVER, PRIOR EXPERIENCE HAS ALSO SHOWN THAT 
PROPER SEQUENCING AND MONITORING ARE ESSENTIAL 
TO SUCCESS

The economy-wide benefits of trade liberalization are well established, and 
studies of countries that have executed more comprehensive structural reform 
packages suggest that FDI and competition policy improvements are comple-
mentary. A microeconomic reform program to open markets to competition in 
Australia complemented unilateral trade liberalization and added 2.5 percent to 
GDP.31 Substantial structural reforms that opened Sweden up to FDI in the early 
1990s encouraged private-sector participation and strengthened competition, 
and these reforms were followed by the highest productivity growth rate in the 
OECD (aside from the United States) during the period from 1995 to 2011, 
together with wage increases. Mexico complemented its early moves toward 
trade openness with important domestic market reforms beginning in the early 
1990s, before accessing NAFTA.32 These country case studies are discussed in 
this report and can inform not only the sequence and nature of reforms, but also 
successful compensation mechanisms to support the adjustment process and 
mitigate social costs.

Based on international experience, such ambitious reform programs require 
a long-term national commitment and interinstitutional coordination. 
Comprehensive reform programs in Australia, Mexico, and Sweden were grad-
ual and took a decade or more. Argentina’s new strategy should, therefore, aim at 
results beyond the current legislative period. Argentina could consider estab-
lishing a national policy and respective institutional setup that could sustain a 
comprehensive reform package to integrate into the global economy over the 
coming decade.

TO SCALE UP AND SUSTAIN REFORM EFFORTS FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL TRANSITION TOWARD A MORE COMPETITIVE, 
OPEN, AND INCLUSIVE ECONOMY, THIS REPORT 
HIGHLIGHTS BEST PRACTICES IN TERMS OF INSTITUTIONAL 
SETUP AND POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

Institutions in charge of trade, investment, and competition policy are key to 
implementing a broad national policy of integration into the global economy. 
Successful institutions are typically structured efficiently and allow comple-
mentarity and coordination among them:

• According to international experience, successful institutions in charge of 
promoting FDI have certain good practices in common: a precise mandate 
that allows effective interaction with investors, separate regulatory and pro-
motional functions, and a clear sector strategy. Activities related to trade pro-
motion and investment promotion have, by nature, different needs in terms of 
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staff expertise, skills, target audiences, clients, and stakeholders. Best prac-
tices point, in general, to a split between trade promotion and investment pro-
motion, although some IPAs with joint mandates have been successful in 
attracting FDI. Ireland’s IDA and the republic of Korea’s KOTrA are good 
examples of IPAs with separate and joint mandates, respectively. Particularly 
potent are investment promotion agencies that have some semiautonomous 
status, either as an autonomous public body, a joint public private or private 
entity, or a semiautonomous agency that reports to a ministry rather than 
merely being the subunit of a ministry. Another feature of the most effective 
investment promotion agencies is that they focus on promoting specific loca-
tions and do not have regulatory roles. A precise mandate to serve investors, 
to focus on foreign investors and not just domestic investors, and to target 
strategic sectors—as in the case of knowledge-based services in Argentina—is 
also key to a conducive investment climate. To address these responsibilities, 
IPAs can benefit from staff with a private sector–minded culture and deep 
business knowledge.

• Effective competition agencies design and implement enforcement and advo-
cacy tools to ensure the greatest impact on market outcomes, work to embed 
competition principles in broader public policies, and operate under techni-
cal and functional autonomy. Autonomy can be critical to applying effective 
sanctions and issuing recommendations based on objective criteria alone and 
without political interference. More than half of the world’s 120 competition 
agencies are institutionally independent from ministerial control. Of these 
independent agencies, 22 are in developing and transition economies.33 To use 
scarce public resources effectively, effective competition authorities also typ-
ically focus on the most harmful violations of competition—cartel 
 agreements—and use other antitrust tools, such as merger control, as residual 
tools. Agencies set appropriate thresholds for merger notifications to be able 
to focus on transactions that are large and may reduce competition signifi-
cantly in the medium term. A comparative review across 82 countries sug-
gests that these thresholds are generally aligned with the size of the economy. 
Through dedicated competition advocacy units, agencies also identify and 
recommend changes to rules and regulations that may have facilitated anti-
competitive practices in the first place. Authorities also develop joint pro-
grams and/or collaboration mechanisms with sector regulators in order to 
foster procompetition economic regulation.

• Preparation and conduct of negotiations, as well as implementation of their 
outcomes, are the core responsibilities of trade institutions. To ensure 
 effective trade negotiation, best practices highlight three main responsibili-
ties: analysis, communication and coordination, and representation. Trade 
institutions should have institutional capacity to collect, analyze, utilize, and 
disseminate trade-related information and to ensure independent assess-
ment of the negotiated agreement. Communication and coordination with all 
stakeholders is also important. Countries such as the United States have set 
up sophisticated interagency coordination processes to ensure the flow of 
information among all involved government agencies. In terms of consulta-
tion and legitimization of internal negotiations with the private sector during 
trade negotiations, countries like Mexico, through the Coordinating Body of 
Foreign Trade Business Associations, have successfully established a recog-
nized consultation process that channels the participation of the private sec-
tor and strategic social groups. These functions are best served by 
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representatives who are fully trained in trade policy and negotiation tech-
niques and institutions that are equipped with crucial resources and skills 
that ultimately guarantee the predictability of trade agreements.

AGAINST THIS BACKDROP, THE REPORT MAPS KEY 
CHALLENGES THAT FIRMS HAVE BEEN FACING IN 
ARGENTINA AS THEY ATTEMPT TO INTEGRATE INTO THE 
GLOBAL ECONOMY. TO ADDRESS THESE CHALLENGES, 
THIS REPORT PROPOSES MEASURES IN THE AREAS OF 
TRADE, INVESTMENT, AND COMPETITION POLICY

Successful integration into the global economy relies on the following four con-
ditions faced by firms: (1) opportunities to enter and invest; (2) access to efficient 
input markets; (3) ability to compete on a level playing field; and (4) capacity to 
expand and thrive in global markets (figure ES.5).

Specific measures designed under trade, investment, and competition policy 
areas can influence these conditions and have positive effects on market and pro-
ductivity dynamics while boosting shared prosperity. Figure ES.6 illustrates how 
particular policy measures under these three policy areas are associated with 
each of the four conditions firms face in integrating into the global economy. If 
implemented in a coherent way, these measures can have positive effects on pro-
ductivity dynamics and consumer welfare and generate more and better jobs. 
For example, opportunities to enter may depend on licenses (which might be 

FIGURE ES.5

Essential conditions for successful integration into global markets
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general or sector specific), approval from the CNDC to acquire or merge with a 
local company—potentially an incentive (especially for foreign companies) from 
investment promotion agencies to cover the risk and cost of investment—
approval to import (import licenses and tariffs) inputs, and so on. When this 
condition is met, the domestic markets are more contestable, can benefit from 
knowledge spillovers, and can generate new and better jobs.

Based on this framework, this report highlights potential reforms across 
these policy areas to address business and market challenges in Argentina. 
Evidence collected for the report suggests that firms that already operate or seek 
to invest in Argentina have faced challenges across all four conditions, and that 
the solutions to these challenges lie in all three policy areas (trade, investment, 
and competition) across the four conditions. That is, no one policy alone can 
ensure that these conditions are fulfilled and firms can integrate into the global 

FIGURE ES.6

Associations between trade, investment, and competition policy areas and conditions for successful 
integration into global markets
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economy (figure ES.7). A summary of policy recommendations is presented in 
the matrix at the end of this summary (table ES.1). It reflects a systematic review 
of all policy areas and regulatory frameworks in key sectors, as well as the prior-
itization process described below.

rather than sequencing reforms among policy areas, this report suggests 
sequencing specific reform options within each policy area so as to advance in all 
three areas simultaneously. When assessing the potential sequence of reforms, 
priority should be given to reforms that are feasible in the short term and can 
achieve tangible results. Argentina should focus first on policy steps that remove 
key bottlenecks and yield results in the short term and later on those that require 
significant resources or comprehensive legal reforms. Table ES.1 organizes 
the recommendations along these lines. For example, removing import bans on 
used machinery and equipment would, arguably, benefit in particular smaller 
businesses that cannot afford new machinery and equipment. Setting up a sys-
tematic inventory of incentives is a small but necessary step toward conducting 
a thorough evaluation and streamlining of incentive programs. raising merger 
notification thresholds is an urgent step toward more efficiently using the scarce 
resources of the competition authority. Strengthening the capacity to investigate 
cartels is a critical prerequisite for an effective leniency program, under which 
the first cartel member to come forward can seek exemption from fines in return 

FIGURE ES.7

Proposed policy actions for Argentina and how they relate to the policy areas of 
trade, investment, and competition

Trade Investment

Competition

Lower tariffs and NTMs in priority sectors
Unilaterally reduce NTMs in input products
Remove nonautomatic licenses to increase

predictability
Boost regional integration agreements to

increase market accesss

Strengthen
the legal

framework
for e-commerce

Harmonize technical
standards with trade

partners

Open up key sectors
for investment

Strengthen anticartel enforcement
Overhaul merger control framework

Strengthen procompetition sector regulation
in key input services

Implement competitive neutrality principles

Revise incentives framework
Introduce effective policies to promote

linkages with local suppliers
Set up comprehensive regulatory
improvement and simplification

mechanisms

Address red tape
and bureaucratic

hurdles that affect
ease of doing
business and
trading across

borders
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for assistance in pursuing the rest of the cartel. In addition, ensuring the auton-
omy of the competition agency is key to addressing the most harmful private and 
public barriers to competition.

ARGENTINA CAN OPEN UP OPPORTUNITIES TO ENTER AND 
INVEST BY ADDRESSING CHALLENGES IN THE BUSINESS-
ENABLING ENVIRONMENT

Currently, entrepreneurs generally face difficulties in starting businesses, regis-
tering property, and paying taxes. Obtaining a construction permit, for example, 
takes almost a full year. Argentina ranks at 117th out of 190 countries in terms of 
the overall ease of doing business (World Bank Group 2018). Some firms cannot 
invest at all because of absolute barriers to entry, such as limits on foreign invest-
ments in air transport. Where firms want to invest, there is little predictability in 
terms of which incentives they can access, and they are often required to negoti-
ate with several levels of government.

Argentina can address the red tape and bureaucratic hurdles by setting gen-
eral procedures for regulatory simplification and establishing a broad applica-
tion of the silence-is-consent rule. The government can further open up key 
sectors for investment and eliminate barriers that limit market entry (for exam-
ple, in the air transport sector) and improve the incentive framework by setting 
up systems to help adjudicate, monitor, and evaluate incentive schemes. Finally, 
the government can facilitate entry of firms that organize their activities around 
imports of final goods rather than investment in production by lowering tariffs 
and NTMs in protected sectors, such as furniture and home appliances, as was 
recently done with computers.34 The large number of measures related to prod-
uct standards reveals opportunities to streamline regulations to lower trade 
costs.

ARGENTINA CAN PROVIDE INVESTORS WITH ACCESS TO 
MORE EFFICIENT INPUT MARKETS BY STRENGTHENING 
PROCOMPETITION REGULATIONS

Improved regulatory design in key service input markets could achieve higher 
contestability in communications technologies, allow for price signals to attract 
investment in electricity generation, and reduce the risk of collusion among 
transport providers. Currently, only 40 percent of broadband connections in 
Argentina provide speeds above 4 megabits per second, compared to 67 percent 
of top performers in the region. SMEs lost, on average, 2.4 percent of sales due to 
outages, which is double the amount in comparator countries. logistics costs 
have increased by 40 percent since 2003 in real terms (Castro, Szenkman, and 
lotitto 2015).

In industrial input markets, investors seeking more competitive inputs from 
abroad face nonautomatic licenses and other NTMs, as well as local content 
requirements. Since 2005, Argentina has increased its use of temporary barriers 
to trade (for example, putting antidumping measures in place) more rapidly than 
many other middle-income countries.35 A review of the market characteristics of 
products affected by these temporary measures suggests that these barriers may 
often reinforce market dominance.
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Argentina can strengthen procompetition regulation in key network sectors, 
such as transport, electricity, and telecommunications. It can further strengthen 
anticartel enforcement, in particular in homogeneous input markets, and simul-
taneously reduce NTMs, including nonautomatic licenses for input products. 
Finally, Argentina can actively promote linkages with domestic firms by setting 
up online databases of national suppliers, redesigning performance require-
ments, and avoiding local content requirements.

ARGENTINA CAN FURTHER LEVEL THE PLAYING FIELD AND 
ENSURE UNDISTORTED MARKET CONDITIONS TO ALLOW 
THE MOST PRODUCTIVE AND EFFICIENT FIRMS TO GROW

Argentine state-owned enterprises (SOEs) operate in 17 sectors without a clear 
set of rules that guarantee competitive neutrality relative to private investors. 
These and other direct government interventions in the market (such as the 
price control system) can generate business risk and reduce investor 
confidence.

To ensure that government interventions in the market do not reduce pre-
dictability for potential market entrants, Argentina can establish rules that set 
the right incentives for SOEs to compete in the markets or that simulate compet-
itive outcomes. For example, it can incorporate SOEs under the same regime as 
joint-stock companies and introduce tax and regulatory neutrality principles for 
SOEs. In addition, it can fully revoke instruments that can—even if gradually 
being phased out—eventually allow for discretionary application, such as the 
Supply law that enables price control.36

ARGENTINA CAN PROMOTE FIRMS’ CAPACITY TO EXPAND 
AND THRIVE IN GLOBAL MARKETS AND TO FULLY 
INTEGRATE INTO THE GLOBAL ECONOMY BY REDUCING 
NONTARIFF MEASURES, BOOSTING INVESTOR 
CONFIDENCE, AND FACILITATING MORE EFFICIENT REVIEW 
OF PROPOSED MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

In the past, adverse government interventions have prevented investment from 
expanding and thriving. Participation in global production networks has been 
stifled by high tariff and nontariff barriers on parts and components. As of 
October 2016, over 1,600 tariff lines were still subject to import licenses not sub-
ject to automatic approval, and other NTMs and procedural obstacles remained. 
Existing import bans on used capital goods constrain expansion, potentially 
more so for SMEs that are less able to afford new machines.37 Furthermore, 
Argentina has an unfavorable track record on investor–state disputes, even 
though most of these arose under previous governments.

Argentina can reduce NTMs and harmonize technical standards with trade 
partners and, thereby, facilitate both exports and imports. It can establish clear 
protocols to address problems faced by foreign investors and proactively create 
a legal obligation for regulatory agencies to publish proposed regulations before 
they are enacted. A systematic investor response mechanism could also increase 
investor confidence. Finally, Argentina can overhaul the framework for review-
ing mergers and acquisitions to accelerate efficient firm consolidation.
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TO ACHIEVE THE FULL POTENTIAL OF ARGENTINA’S 
REINTEGRATION INTO THE GLOBAL ECONOMY, 
INSTITUTIONS WILL NEED TO COORDINATE EFFECTIVELY 
SO THAT REFORM INITIATIVES ARE CONCURRENT, 
COHERENT, AND INTEGRATED IN DESIGN AND 
IMPLEMENTATION

reforms in these areas need to be implemented in a coherent way to ensure 
that positive payoffs stemming from reforms on one front are not curtailed by 
inappropriate (or lack of ) reforms on the other two fronts. In this way, firms 
can enter and invest in the market, access inputs to their products, compete on 
a level playing field, and expand and thrive in global markets. In line with 
figure ES.7, the AAICI will not be able to promote FDI in GVCs successfully if 
trade in parts and components is obstructed by NTMs involving other govern-
ment institutions. By the same token, the CNDC’s objective of ensuring a level 
playing field among domestic and foreign competitors could be hampered by 
potential discretionary and selective investment incentives relevant to AAICI. 
Similarly, attempts by the Ministry of Production’s Undersecretariat for 
Foreign Trade (Sub-Secretaría de Comercio Exterior) to expand market access 
for Argentine exporters could be impaired by distortive regulation of input ser-
vices (such as logistics, telecommunications, and energy). The CNDC can also 
act as a market intelligence institution, providing recommendations and anal-
ysis on market structure and dynamics to other public bodies in order to foster 
more contestable markets. This can positively influence a better economy-wide 
regulation agenda.

Ultimately, Argentina can design better policies and regulations to break down 
barriers to competition. In some cases, this will involve jointly removing or over-
riding rules that hinder competition; in other cases, it means designing different 
rules and regulations that achieve public policy objectives while minimizing 
market distortions and preventing firms from engaging in anticompetitive 
behavior. A comprehensive regulatory reform agenda with clear prioritization, 
improvement mechanisms, and monitoring can tackle this systematically. Given 
the connections among trade, investment, and competition policy—in theory and 
in practical application—all institutions will need to coordinate to ensure that 
integrating Argentina into the world economy elicits the greatest possible gains in 
terms of increasing the welfare of the broader population.

looking forward, Argentina could benefit from a comprehensive strategy to 
improve data availability—especially at the firm level—as well as further analyt-
ical work. Systematic data collection and statistics are key for detailed design of 
reform options and estimations of the potential impact of further reform. While 
individual surveys, such as the Pilot Survey on Innovation and Employment 
Dynamics (Encuesta Nacional de Dinámica de Empleo e Innovación, or ENDEI, 
in Spanish) yield valuable information, Argentina could aim to collect firm-
level panel data in a consistent manner and make it publicly available to aca-
demia, specialized government units, and private think tanks, making sure to 
adhere to the usual data protection standards. This information can also be 
complemented by market-level information stemming from competition 
enforcement and advocacy implementation. This would allow a broader body 
of research to become available as an input into effective, evidence-based policy 
design and as a means to help identify policy changes that could foster addi-
tional reform momentum.
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TABLE ES.1 Matrix of policy recommendations

SHORT TERM MEDIUM TERM LONG TERM

QUICK WINS: URGENT POLICY ACTIONS WITH 
SHORT-TERM IMPACT THAT ARE RELATIVELY 

FEASIBLE 

IMPORTANT MILESTONES: POLICY ACTIONS 
WITH SUBSTANTIAL IMPACT THAT REQUIRE 

MORE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL REFORMS, 
NEGOTIATIONS, OR INSTITUTIONAL EFFORTS 

POLICIES THAT REQUIRE HIGH-LEVEL, 
COMPLEX INSTITUTIONAL REFORMS AND 

COULD ENCOUNTER SUBSTANTIAL 
POLITICAL OPPOSITION AND/OR INVOLVE 
SIGNIFICANT EXTERNAL CONSTITUENCIES

Open up further opportunities to enter and invest

Lower tariffs and NTMs in priority sectors

Limit nonautomatic licenses to the 
minimum (such as hazardous imports) 

Unilaterally reduce tariffs for highly 
protected sectors 

Harmonize standards among Mercosur 
parties

  Pursue FTA with EU Pursue “community reforms” at Mercosur

Improve incentive framework to attract efficiency-seeking FDI more effectively

Introduce a systematic inventory of 
incentives

Create a procedural mapping of steps to 
adjudicate incentives

 

  Strengthen monitoring and evaluation of 
incentives

 

Open key sectors for investment and eliminate barriers that limit market entry

Limit government’s liability for losses of 
Aerolineas Argentinas

Eliminate “public hearing” for granting 
new licenses for air transport services

Open domestic air transport market to 
foreign carriers

Address red tape and bureaucratic hurdles that affect ease of doing business, particularly in the entry phase 

Improve regulation efforts to facilitate 
doing business in key areas

Apply broadly the “silence is consent” rule Devise a general procedure for regulatory 
simplification

Enhance access to more efficient input markets for firms

Unilateral NTM reduction in input products

Remove import ban on used machinery, 
equipment, instruments, devices, and 
parts

Reduce NTMs for key industrial inputs  

Introduce effective policies to promote linkages with domestic firms

Develop a central (online) database of 
national suppliers

Redesign performance requirements and 
local content rules—for example, revise tax 
benefits in auto industry

 

  Introduce behavioral incentives for firms to 
enhance capacities

 

Strengthen anticartel enforcement, especially in homogeneous input products

Strengthen cartel investigation techniques 
(IT forensic capabilities)

Elevate sanctions for cartels  

  Introduce leniency program  

Strengthen procompetition sector regulation in key input services

Implement rules to protect competitive 
neutrality in the telecom sector

Fully enforce Mobile Virtual Network 
Operator (MVNO) framework

Allow pay-TV companies to offer telecom-
munication services

Guarantee effective nondiscriminatory 
access in rail freight 

Review toll exemption rules for private 
(“self”) cargo transport and public cargo 
transport (to third parties)

 

Enhance predictability and a level playing field for the private sector 

Implement competitive neutrality principles and eliminate instruments that can limit competition

Eliminate the government’s ability to 
control prices

Incorporate state-owned enterprises 
(SOEs) under the same regime as private 
joint-stock companies

Introduce regulatory and tax-neutrality 
principles for SOEs

continued
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NOTES

 1. As seen from the growth accounting exercise, total factor productivity has, in fact, been 
dragging down growth rather than boosting it over the past few years.

 2. All values are from the World bank’s World Development indicators (WDi) database.
 3. Simple average of most favored nation (mFn) rate for 2015.
 4. more recently, in January 2018, the ministry of Production issued a resolution 

(no. 5-e/2018) that eliminates 314 products from the list of nonautomatic import licenses.
 5. Argentina is party to five partial-scope agreements, according to the World trade organi-

zation’s regional trade agreements database.
 6. World bank group (Wbg) analysis using data from the Argentine central bank shows that, 

between 2012 and 2015, half of this FDi constituted reinvestment of earnings artificially 
boosted, at least in part, by restrictions on repatriation of investors’ profits.

 7. See WDi database. low (private and public) investment has led to a declining capital stock 
in Argentina, with direct effects on infrastructure quantity and quality. According to the 
World bank (2015), Argentina dropped 62 positions in the worldwide ranking of infrastruc-
ture quality between 2006 and 2015, as per the World economic Forum survey. investing 
more in infrastructure would be a key driver to increase the country’s competitiveness by 
enabling firms to reap the benefits of further integration with the global economy. FDi can 
play a pivotal role in this area.

 8. Percentage of household final consumption expenditures spent on food that was consumed 
at home (in 2016), as computed by economic research Services of the US Department of 
Agriculture. the comparator countries are the same as used throughout this report. When 
considering only the developing economies in this comparator group, the average share is 
18 percent. Data are available at https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/food-expendi 
tures.aspx.

TABLE ES.1, continued

SHORT TERM MEDIUM TERM LONG TERM

QUICK WINS: URGENT POLICY ACTIONS WITH 
SHORT-TERM IMPACT THAT ARE RELATIVELY 

FEASIBLE 

IMPORTANT MILESTONES: POLICY ACTIONS 
WITH SUBSTANTIAL IMPACT THAT REQUIRE 

MORE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL REFORMS, 
NEGOTIATIONS, OR INSTITUTIONAL EFFORTS 

POLICIES THAT REQUIRE HIGH-LEVEL, 
COMPLEX INSTITUTIONAL REFORMS AND 

COULD ENCOUNTER SUBSTANTIAL 
POLITICAL OPPOSITION AND/OR INVOLVE 
SIGNIFICANT EXTERNAL CONSTITUENCIES

Enhance the capacity of firms to thrive and expand

Remove nonautomatic licenses to increase predictability

  Ensure that nonautomatic licenses are set 
to the minimum

 

Reduce regulatory and legal uncertainty through broad regulatory improvement mechanisms

Introduce a clear procedural protocol to 
solve problems faced by foreign 
investors and arising from regulatory 
conduct 

Create legal obligation for regulatory 
agencies to publish text or proposed 
regulations before enactment

Establish a systemic investor response 
mechanism

Strengthen the legal framework for e-commerce

Remove exemptions to e-signatures and 
e-documents; give validity to all types of 
e-signatures

Strengthen consumer protections specific 
to electronic consumers 

 

Overhaul merger control framework

Raise notification threshold for mergers Introduce fast-track procedures for 
mergers unlikely to have anticompetitive 
effects

 

  Improve procedural effectiveness in 
reviewing mergers

 

Note: While this table identifies short-, medium-, and long-term priorities based on the binding constraints, medium- and long-term priorities should be 
addressed simultaneously with short-term priorities if they require changing the same law. The reforms may also involve other third parties (such as 
regulators, cancillería, parliament, and others), which this table does not highlight.

https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/food-expenditures.aspx�
https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/food-expenditures.aspx�
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 9. Estimations based on Numbeo data for 2010–15.
 10. Argentina’s competition authority has initiated market studies in some of these product 

markets.
 11. The exception is the social tariff for transport services targeted to poor people.
 12. The elimination of the DJAI and introduction of the SIMI, at the end of 2015, eliminated 

the preapproval process. This new regime maintained about 1,400 tariff lines subject to 
nonautomatic licenses. Subsequent resolutions have modified the list of nonautomatic 
licenses, with the end result of increasing tariff lines to 1,626 in October 2016.

 13. With the removal of the DJAI, the NTM ad valorem equivalent is reduced by five percent-
age points for many goods sectors. The Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) exercise 
compares the resulting economic outcomes accrued by the introduction of SIMI/replace-
ment of DJAI versus a baseline projection through 2020 without the reform. CGE results 
show that real GDP would be 0.14 percent higher than the baseline value by 2020.

 14. Based on Télam (2017) and AAICI (2018).
 15. The competition authority (CNDC) had determined that the payment card acquirer, pro-

cessor, and point-of-sale operator Prisma (owned by Visa and 14 Argentine banks) had a 
dominant position in the market and recommended changes to the legal framework for 
payment cards, many of which have since been implemented. In September 2017, CNDC 
accepted a divestment plan by Prisma that also obliges the firm to offer its payment pro-
cessing services to competitors in a nondiscriminatory way. In March 2017, banks, payment 
card companies, and chambers of commerce in Argentina agreed on a plan to reduce inter-
change fees gradually from 3 percent to 1.8 percent by 2021.

 16. See discussion on the fiscal implications in the main report.
 17. As mentioned above, CGE results show that the removal of DJAI and introduction of 

SIMI at the end of 2015 would increase real GDP by 0.14 percent above the baseline value 
by 2020. This “elimination of DJAI” scenario is considered a partial reform in the sense 
that nonautomatic import licenses still cover a share of trade in certain sectors; as of 
October 2016, about 1,600 tariff lines remained with import licenses that were not subject 
to automatic approval. CGE simulations suggest that expanding this reform to eliminate 
all remaining nonautomatic licenses would bring the GDP gains from 0.14 percent to 
0.22 percent above the baseline projections for 2020.

 18. This scenario includes a reduction in tariffs in all Mercosur countries for world imports by 
50 percent (tariffs within Mercosur are essentially zero), a 15 percent cut in NTMs within 
the borders of Mercosur, and the elimination of export controls among Mercosur parties.

 19. This scenario includes reciprocal tariff reductions, where the average tariff applied to EU 
products by Argentina would fall from about 11 percent to about 3 percent by full imple-
mentation in 10 years, while the average tariff in the EU for Argentine products would fall 
from about 3 percent to close to zero. Also, NTMs would be streamlined by 15 percent and 
export controls eliminated among the parties.

 20. This scenario is similar to the Mercosur–EU agreement, but with lower tariff reductions. 
The average tariff applied by Argentina to products from the Pacific Alliance would fall 
from about 1 percent to 0.3 percent, and the average tariff in the Pacific Alliance on prod-
ucts from Argentina would fall from 2.3 percent to 0.3 percent.

 21. Empirical estimations used as inputs for these results include a gravity model on trade in 
parts and components, a panel-data estimation with firm-level data on price–cost margins 
and firm-level productivity, and a panel-data estimation of the link between regulatory re-
strictiveness in service sectors and growth in industries that use such services intensively 
among OECD and additional developing economies.

 22. Trade in intermediate goods contributed more than trade in final goods to the growth of 
total manufacturing trade in 2001–08 and 2009–14 (World Bank et al. 2017).

 23. The share of service exports increased from around 9 percent in 1970 to around 20 percent 
in 2014 (loungani et al. 2017).

 24. Most modern-day trade agreements contain provisions that cover a wide array of NTMs, 
both at the border and behind the border—for example, technical barriers to trade (TBTs) 
and sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures, rules on investment and intellectual prop-
erty rights protection, provisions on competition policy, and so on. recent FTAs tend to 
go beyond multilateral rules. The literature refers to these new trade agreements as “deep” 
to distinguish them from traditional FTAs that focus only on market access commitments—
sometimes referred to as “shallow” (Osnago, rocha, and ruta 2015).
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 25. A more detailed GVC analysis could offer insights into the potential for upgrading and 
diversifying these exports.

 26. See Nahirnak 2016 for further details.
 27. According to data from eMarketer.
 28. See Camara Argentina de Comercio y Servicios 2017 for further details.
 29. Evidence suggests that adjustment frictions can reduce the gains from trade. In the case of 

Mexico, Kambourov (2009) finds that a lack of flexibility in the labor market slowed the 
reallocation of labor in response to trade reform, so that the benefits of the reform were as 
much as 30 percent less than would have been achieved under a more flexible labor market. 
Similarly, Dix-Carneiro (2014) finds that the reallocation in the labor market following 
trade liberalization in Brazil would accelerate from fourteen years to four years if capital 
were completely mobile.

 30. See Ministry of Production, Argentina website: https://www.argentina.gob.ar/111mil.
 31. See Productivity Commission (2005) for further details.
 32. See Dougherty (2015) for further discussion.
 33. See UNCTAD (2011) for further discussion.
 34. Import tariffs for certain computer items were brought down to zero in March 2017.
 35. Estimations based on the World Bank’s Global Antidumping Database (Bown 2016) 

measuring the stock of antidumping measures (antidumping investigation resulting in an-
tidumping measures, minus measures revoked over time) in Argentina and 32 other econ-
omies. The average number of measures in place in Argentina in 2005–09 was 79, which 
increased to 103 by 2010–14 (a 30 percent increase). Middle-income countries in the data-
base accounted for 936 measures in place in 2005–09, which increased to 1,070 measures 
by 2010–14 (a 14 percent increase). high-income countries accounted for 565 measures in 
2005–09, which decreased to 532 measures by 2010–14 (a 6 percent decrease). By 2010–14, 
Argentina would be the top-seven user of antidumping measures, after India, the United 
States, Turkey, Brazil, China, and the EU.

 36. Although the Macri administration initially reduced the number of products included 
under the “Precios Cuidados” program, in September 2017 it extended it again until January 
2018, maintaining 325 products on the list and adding 151 new products.

 37. Argentina generally restricts or prohibits the importation of used and remanufactured 
goods, including agricultural machinery, auto parts, and medical equipment. Capital goods 
that may be imported are subject to higher duties than new ones. recently, in December 
2016, the government introduced a program to facilitate imports of used production lines 
as part of investment projects, subject to approval under certain conditions, including that 
these production lines are complete and autonomous (decree 1174/2016).
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NEW PRIORITIES: STRENGTHENING THE ARGENTINE 
ECONOMY’S INTEGRATION INTO GLOBAL MARKETS

The government of Argentina is undertaking a major transition in its economic 
policies, moving beyond correcting urgent macroeconomic imbalances to prior-
itizing reintegration of the Argentine economy in global markets to ensure a 
return to sustainable growth. Following President Mauricio Macri’s inaugura-
tion in 2015, substantial economic reforms were undertaken in 2016. Argentina 
removed foreign exchange controls, tightened monetary policy, reached a major 
deal with holdout creditors, and reduced subsidies on utility prices and trans-
port services to narrow the fiscal imbalance (box 1.1). The government improved 
supply-side policies for connecting with international markets. Export taxes on 
most crops, beef, and most industrial manufacturing products were eliminated, 
while export taxes on soy were reduced by 5 percentage points. In addition, 
Argentina officially replaced its previous Declaración Jurada Anticipada de 
Importación (DJAI) import licensing system with a new, simpler monitoring 
system, Sistema Integral de Monitoreo de Importaciones (SIMI), thus moving, in 
line with World Trade Organization (WTO) procedures, from de facto nonauto-
matic to automatic import licenses for the majority of products and facilitating 
imports. The government also sent a new competition bill to Argentina’s 
congress,1 created a new investment promotion agency, and removed prohibi-
tions on repatriating profits.

Integration into global markets can improve the efficiency of the Argentine 
economy, providing opportunities for private investment to flourish and for the 
associated benefits to accrue to consumers. Productivity growth remains critical 
in Argentina, and its insufficiency lies at the heart of the country’s lack of income 
convergence with most developed economies.2 Policies that support further 
integration into the global economy have the potential to boost productivity 
gains, both economy-wide and within sectors and firms.3 Economic integration 
would open several sources of efficiency simultaneously. First, firms would have 
access to larger markets with higher elasticity of demand. Second, entering such 
markets would allow Argentina to exploit economies of scale without encoun-
tering large declines in prices. Third, it would spur competition, as domestic 

Quo Vadis, Argentina? Context, 
Outlook, and Possible Scenarios1
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Main reforms to date

• Foreign exchange controls lifted and exchange 
rates unified (December 2015). Exporters, 
importers, and the public could now buy foreign 
currency freely at a unique exchange rate with-
out authorization from the Federal Tax Agency, 
resulting in the unification of the official and 
unofficial exchange rates.

• restrictions on the repatriation of profits 
removed (December 2015). A successful tax 
amnesty program was implemented to encour-
age repatriation of undeclared funds held abroad. 
It resulted in additional tax revenues amounting 
to 1.6 percent of gross domestic product (gDP).

• credibility of the national statistical system 
restored (December 2015). As a result, the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) lifted its 
Declaration of censure on Argentine official 
statistics.

• new imports administration system implemented 
(December 2015). To facilitate imports, Argentina 
replaced its licensing system for authorizing 
imports (DJAI), which had been mostly subject 
to a nontransparent preapproval process, with a 
simpler import monitoring system (SIMI).

• Export taxes reduced (December 2015). 
Argentina eliminated export taxes on agricul-
tural goods (including beef, wheat, and corn) 
while cutting the tariff on soybeans by 5 percent-
age points (from 35 percent to 30 percent).

• new investment promotion agency created 
(March 2016). by a decree of the Ministry of 
Production (resolution 83/2016), the statutes 
of Fundación Exportar—a private entity dedi-
cated exclusively to export promotion—were 
amended to create the Argentina Investment and 
Trade Promotion Agency (Agencia Argentina de 
Inversiones y comercio Internacional, or AAIcI) 
and dedicate it not only to export promotion but 
also to investment promotion and facilitation.

• return to international financial markets 
(March–April 2016). Argentina reached a major 
deal with holdout creditors and successfully 
returned to international capital markets with 

a bond issuance of US$16.5 billion in April 2016, 
the largest single bond issuance in history for an 
emerging economy.

• Energy and transport subsidies reduced, with 
a social tariff maintained for low-income users 
(March–April 2016). Electricity and gas tariffs 
were increased, although they had to be revised 
following a Supreme court ruling based on the 
lack of mandatory public hearings. Transport 
subsidies were also reduced (with the excep-
tion of the social tariff for poor people). Energy 
subsidies will continue to decrease gradually 
until they are eliminated by 2019, except for 
social tariffs.

• Social safety net expanded (April 2016). Family 
allowances were expanded to reach 4.1 million 
children, up from 2.9 million.

• Income tax reform implemented (April 2016 and 
December 2016). The income tax floor was raised 
from Arg$15,000 gross per month to Arg$30,000. 
In December 2016, the congress approved 
another reform to the income tax that raised all 
tax brackets and decreased the minimum income 
tax rate.

• Monetary policy adopted (September 2016). 
The central bank formally adopted an inflation- 
targeting regime with a floating exchange rate 
(target of 2 to 25 percent by the end of 2016, 
falling to 5 percent by 2019). It committed to 
decreasing financial assistance to the central 
government gradually.

• International relations normalized. In november 
2016, the IMF conducted its first Article IV con-
sultation with Argentina in a decade. Moreover, 
Argentina held the WTO Ministerial conference 
in 2017 and will hold the g20 presidency in 2018.

• Inflation-indexed accounting unit (Unidad de 
Valor Adquisitivo, in Spanish) introduced by 
the central bank to support the development of 
the market for mortgages in Argentina. Mortgages 
are growing but from negligible levels.

• Framework for public–private partnerships 
approved. congress approved a new public– private 

BOX 1.1

continued
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firms are pushed to face fiercer pressure from either import competition or the 
entry of foreign companies and as those who enter export markets face compe-
tition from international peers. Fourth, it would relax technological constraints 
through access to better-quality and competitively priced inputs, which increase 
returns to investment and innovation while allowing firms to join the growth 
platform provided by international production networks. Finally, consumers 
would benefit from the availability of foreign goods and services, greater variety, 
and more competitive prices. For a detailed review of these effects identified in 
the theoretical and empirical literature, refer to appendix A. Spurring integra-
tion into the global economy can also help create more and better jobs (see 
box 1.2 for further discussion).

Among many policies that are important for integrating into the global econ-
omy, particularly relevant—and also challenging—are trade, investment, and 
competition policies. Adequate macroeconomic policies, labor market policies, 
credit and financial policies, innovation policies, and business regulations can all 
shape the incentives and opportunities for economic agents at home and abroad 
(appendix b). As documented in the empirical literature (see appendix A) and 
suggested by international evidence covered in this report, investment and com-
petition policy reforms are important complements to trade liberalization. They 
are particularly important, in fact, for integration into the 21st century’s global, 
interconnected, and competitive world economy. These three policies are often 
shaped and determined by diffuse rules, policies, and regulations in many indi-
vidual markets and sectors. In such specific segments of the economy, particular 
interest groups can block reforms that would benefit the overall economy. 

Trade, investment, and competition policies are not set in one law or one 
institution alone. While there is often one investment law and one competition 
law, many sector-specific laws or public policy programs have effects on the 
attractiveness of the economy for investment and the intensity of competition. 
This has two implications. First, policy improvement requires detailed analysis 
of sector-specific laws, regulations, and their implementation; and, second, no 

partnership framework to help address the coun-
try’s existing infrastructure deficit and to stim-
ulate private investment in major sectors of the 
economy, such as infrastructure, housing, services, 
production, applied research, and technological 
innovation.

• Transparency promoted in government. President 
Macri declared his intention to place Argentina 
among the top countries in the world in terms 
of transparency. The primary measures included 
passing the Access to Public Information law 
in 2016 (which entered into force in September 
2017), ongoing reforms in procurement for 
public infrastructure (contrat.ar portal) and 

public procurement (via compr.ar portal), and 
a renewed commitment to open government 
with the open data portal (datos.gob.ar) and the 
implementation of the second open government 
action plan.

• new export regime for SMEs established. The 
Ministry of Production and the Federal Tax 
Authority published Joint general resolution 
no. 4049-E/2017 in the Official Gazette. It set 
out the framework of a simplified export regime 
called “Exporta Simples,” which implements a 
fast track procedure for SMEs to make it easier 
to export their products via private postal service 
providers (couriers). 

Box 1.1, continued
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one institution alone can change trade, investment, or competition policy. For all 
three to be coherent and efficient in achieving their objectives, institutional 
cooperation and coordination are indispensable.

Effective trade, investment, and competition policies reinforce each other in 
fostering firms to source, produce, and sell across borders. From a microeco-
nomic perspective, there are multiple, nonexclusive contractual modes for 
integrating domestic firms into global markets: exporter, importer, outsourcer, 
outsourcee, foreign owner, and foreign direct investor.4 The success of firm 
internationalization through any combination of these modes depends on how 
policies shape incentives and rules. While foreign investment policy encourages 
or discourages entry of new international actors, trade policy influences the size 
of the output market and the range of input sources available to firms, and com-
petition affects “behind the border” market entry and the contestability of both 
input and output markets while providing incentives to innovate and increase 
productivity (figure 1.1).

based on robust empirical analysis for Argentina and a comprehensive review 
of international experience in this regard, this report develops recommendations 
for each institution in charge of the three respective policy areas, together with a 
roadmap of specific reforms that all institutions can promote jointly. This report 
and its recommendations build on the results of a robust set of empirical analyses 

Implementing product market reforms can help create better-quality jobs and 
has the potential to increase aggregate employment in the long term

creating new (and better) jobs is essential in Argentina, 
owing to high unemployment and underemployment 
rates. Of Argentina’s workforce, 11.2 percent are under-
employed, meaning that employees work part-time 
jobs because they cannot get full-time positions 
(InDEc 2017).

by boosting productivity growth—among other 
mechanisms, through labor reallocation toward more 
productive firms and sectors—reforms in the area of 
trade, investment, and competition can help improve 
the quality of jobs by increasing demand for highly 
skilled workers or by allowing workers to learn while 
working and be deployed to higher-value-added tasks. 
Making jobs more productive typically generates 
higher wages. From a trade perspective, a set of 
(strong) stylized facts helps to support this view: first, 
exporters are more productive than nonexporters 
(see, for instance, bernard and Jensen 1999 and Melitz 
2003, among many others), and, second, exporters 
tend to pay higher wages than nonexporters (see, for 
instance, brambilla, Depetris chauvin, and Porto 2016, 
who show that Argentine exporters pay 31 percent 
higher wages than nonexporters).

The impact on aggregate employment will 
depend on macroeconomic conditions and labor 
market institutions. Empirical evidence on the 
impact of product market reforms on employment 
points to overall positive gains in the long term. 
A  comprehensive literature review presented by 
Schiantarelli (2016) shows that procompetitive 
product market reforms generate significant 
employment in the long term in Organisation for 
Economic co-operation and Development (OEcD) 
countries by stimulating firms’ demand for labor 
and their willingness to invest. Favorable long-term 
employment effects are more likely if labor markets 
are rigid and tend to be enhanced by product mar-
ket deregulations that encourage labor market 
reforms. In addition, the empirical literature using 
cross-country data suggests that countries that are 
more open to trade have lower unemployment (see, 
for instance, Felbermayr, Prat, and Schmerer 2011). 
Additional empirical evidence provided by 
hollweg, lederman, and Mitra (2014) suggests that 
pro-opening reforms increase both employment 
and wages. 

BOX 1.2
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comprising a tailor-made computable general equilibrium (cgE) model for 
Argentina that allows for simulations of different trade liberalization scenarios; 
a partial equilibrium exercise based on a gravity framework to estimate the aver-
age effect of deeper integration on trade within global value chains (gVcs); firm-
level analysis of potential productivity gains from enhanced competition; 
simulation of a reform of product market regulation and its effect on growth in 
service-intensive industries; and a cross-country price comparison using pan-
el-level data. Furthermore, this report draws on worldwide comparative analysis 
of institutional characteristics of trade, investment promotion, and competition 
authorities. A new comparative review of international experience with struc-
tural microeconomic reform programs yields insights for Argentina’s design and 
sequencing of such reforms. competition policy reform opportunities are devel-
oped following the Wbg’s Markets and competition Policy Assessment Tool 
(McPAT). Finally, the individual reform recommendations are presented in an 
integrated step-by-step framework from the firm perspective to illustrate the 
critical challenges to investment and internationalization for Argentine firms. 

HOW INTEGRATED IS ARGENTINA WITH THE 
GLOBAL ECONOMY?

Argentina trades little, and its share in world exports has been declining since 
the 2008 global financial crisis. Trade openness, as measured by exports and 
imports over gDP, has been below the level that Argentina’s per-capita income 
would predict, with no signs of improvement (figure 1.2; figure 1.3). Trade 
openness in Argentina fell from 40.5 percent in 2005 to 23 percent in 2015.5 
Aided by strong commodity prices in international markets, Argentina’s exports 

FIGURE 1.1
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grew above the world average before the global economic collapse of 2008, with 
an average rate of 20 percent per quarter between the first quarter of 2006 and 
the fourth quarter of 2008. As a result, Argentina gained market share, as indi-
cated by the green area in figure 1.4. Since the crisis, Argentina’s exports have 
been retrenching by 2.6 percent each quarter, on average, resulting in losses of 
world market share for Argentina, as indicated by the red area in figure 1.4.

FIGURE 1.2

Trade openness and GDP, 2000–11
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FIGURE 1.3

Trade openness and GDP, 2012–15
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contrary to global trends, trade in services is declining in Argentina, and 
fewer firms start to export each year than one or two decades ago. Argentina’s 
export sector is not very dynamic; the entry density of new exporting firms in the 
country has been declining since the peso devaluation in 2002, falling from 121 
new exporting firms per one million habitants in 2001 to less than 30 in 2014 
(figure 1.5). Argentina may also be forgoing a major source of efficiency and an 

FIGURE 1.4

Export growth and change in market share: Argentina vs. world, 
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FIGURE 1.5

New exporting firm entry density in Argentina, 1998–2015
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enabler of trade in higher-value-added goods, as trade in services fell to merely 
5.5 percent of gDP in 2015, the lowest among neighboring countries (figure 1.6).

In addition, Argentina’s integration into gVcs, the 21st century mode of trade, 
is somewhat limited and is relatively stronger on the seller (forward) side than 
on the buyer (backward) side. The production of export goods is becoming 
increasingly unbundled; global trade in parts and components has grown faster 
than trade in final goods over the last 20 years.6 In gVcs, a country does not need 
the capability to produce an entire export good but instead contributes a seg-
ment of its production process. The latest Trade in Value Added (TiVA) data 
from OEcD, for 2011, suggest that Argentina could participate more strongly in 
gVcs, especially in buying goods produced abroad and using them as inputs for 
production of higher-value export goods. backward gVc participation— 
measured as the share of foreign value added embodied in Argentina’s gross 
exports—amounted to 14.1 percent in 2011,7 less than in comparator countries 
such as bulgaria, costa rica, Malaysia, Mexico, Poland, and romania (box 1.3).8 
Forward gVc participation—measured as the share of Argentina’s value added 
embodied in foreign countries’ gross exports—was higher when compared to the 
backward participation measure, amounting to 16.8 percent, and essentially 
reflected Argentina’s export of agribusiness commodities (for example, the use 
of Argentine soy in soy products). Argentina’s forward gVc integration was still 
lower than in Australia, brazil, and Peru, however (figure 1.7).

Overall, Argentina’s limited integration into gVcs relates to its low partici-
pation in free trade agreements (FTAs). Worldwide, more and more countries 
participate in FTAs,9 but Argentina is an exception to this pattern. Part of 
this may be explained by the fact that, as part of the Mercosur customs union, 
Argentina cannot negotiate bilateral trade agreements on its own. Instead, it 
must seek consensus and coordination with all Mercosur members. As of 2015, 
countries participated in an average of 14 agreements. The European Union 
(EU) participated in the largest number of agreements (37), followed by 
European Free Trade Association members (between 31 and 29), Singapore (21), 

FIGURE 1.6

Trade in services: Argentina vs. comparator countries, 2007–15
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FIGURE 1.7

GVC participation: Argentina vs. comparator countries, 2011
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Comparator countries

Throughout the report, Argentina is benchmarked 
against a consistent set of countries: Australia, brazil, 
bulgaria, costa rica, Finland, Ireland, Malaysia, 
Mexico, the netherlands, new Zealand, Peru, Poland, 
romania, South Africa, and the United Kingdom.

This set of peers was selected on the basis of three 
criteria. The first relies on an algorithm that identifies 
peer countries that are similar in economic develop-
ment and/or size, competitors with similar export bas-
kets, or “neighboring” countries within the region, as 
well as benchmark countries. The algorithm employs 
five specific economic dimensions: (1) export basket 
composition (measured as product share in exports, 
using Standard International Trade classification 
(SITc rev2) with one digit and using products 0 to 8, 

based on data from the World Integrated Trade Solution 
(WITS); (2) gDP per capita, using WDI data; (3) popu-
lation as a measure of size, using WDI data; (4) human 
capital, measured as average of years of schooling 
among the population aged 15 years or more in 2010; 
and (5) physical capital, measured as capital stock per 
capita in 2010, using WDI data. Per this first criterion, 
the following set of comparator countries was selected: 
brazil, bulgaria, costa rica, Malaysia, Peru, Poland, 
South Africa and romania.a The second criterion draws 
from a selected set of OEcD countries: Finland, great 
britain, Ireland, netherlands and new Zealand. The 
third includes Australia, a country whose economy 
bears similarities to the Argentine economy, and 
Mexico, to enlarge the subset of lAc comparators.

a. The algorithm calculates the Manhattan distances among all countries (Argentina and potential peers) for each dimension. For two 
points with coordinates (x

1
, …, x

n
) and (y

1
, …, y

n
), the Manhattan distance between the two is defined as |x

1
 – y

1
|+|x

2
 – y

2
|+…+|x

n
 - y

n
|. The 

five coordinates are not on the same scale, which calls for standardization. Countries with weighted smallest distances are selected as final 
comparators. 

BOX 1.3

chile (22), Turkey (18), Mexico (10), and Egypt (5) (map 1.1). Argentina had only 
one preferential trade agreement in force, the Mercosur.10

According to WDI data, Argentina receives little foreign direct investment 
(FDI) in comparison to  small or large latin American economies. FDI in 
Argentina amounts to only 2 percent of gDP and has consistently been below the 

https://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?queryid=75537�
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average for lAc. global FDI flows rose by 38 percent in 2015, reaching US$1.76 
trillion—their highest level since the global economic and financial crisis of 
2008. An intense wave of cross-border mergers and acquisitions, mainly in 
developed countries, accounted for this recent growth of global FDI. Argentina 
shared this upward trend in FDI accruals during 2015, reaching almost US$12 
billion, after enduring an intense downward trend during the preceding years. 
The share of FDI inflows in Argentina’s gDP is among the lowest across a 
selected group of advanced and emerging markets (figure 1.8). This share has 

MAP 1.1

Number of active agreements by country, 2015
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Source: Data from World Bank Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA) Content dataset (https://wits.worldbank.org/gptad/trade 
_ database.html).

FIGURE 1.8

FDI inflows as a share of GDP: Argentina vs. comparator countries, average 2000–15
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stayed systematically at around 2 percent, below not only the best performers in 
latin America (such as costa rica) but also the largest regional economies (such 
as brazil and Mexico). Argentina’s performance is no better when compared to 
countries outside the region; Argentina has had one of the lowest FDI-to-gDP 
ratios in the world since 2000. consistent with low FDI inflows, stock of FDI is 
also low, and well below the level of comparator countries (figure 1.9).

While FDI flows into many sectors, it does not translate into higher export 
complexity. Overall, FDI inflows have been quite diversified across sectors; data 
for 2010 to 2015 suggest that the chemicals (15 percent), mining (11 percent), and 
financial (10 percent) sectors accounted for the largest individual shares of FDI 
(figure 1.10). Meanwhile, several smaller sectors contributed to a substantial por-
tion of FDI inflows; besides food and beverages (8 percent) and communication 
(7 percent), sectors such as automotive, machinery and equipment, wholesale, 
and others also accounted for some FDI inflows. This diversification in foreign 
investment has not translated into higher economic and export complexity, 
however (figure 1.11). Unsophisticated, unprocessed products—primarily in the 
agricultural sector—still dominate Argentina’s export portfolio, leading to a rel-
atively low economic complexity index (EcI).11 Argentina’s EcI was −0.502 
(ranking 72nd out of 107 countries) in 2014.12 FDI complexity13 in Argentina was 
also low, at –0.39 (ranking 78th) in the same year. This value falls below the 
global average and below other latin American countries (such as brazil and 
costa rica) with similar EcI standings. 

Argentina has both the most restrictive product market regulations in the 
region and more restrictive regulations than other countries of similar size and 
income level. The OEcD’s product market regulation (PMr) indicators measure 
the degree to which policies or regulatory measures promote or inhibit compe-
tition in areas of the product market where competition is viable.14 Data collected 
jointly by the World bank group (Wbg) and OEcD suggest the existence of sig-
nificant regulatory constraints on competition in Argentina. compared to other 

FIGURE 1.9

Inward FDI stock as a share of GDP: Argentina vs. comparator 
countries, 2015
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lAc countries and countries outside the region with similar market character-
istics, PMr in Argentina is restrictive (figure 1.12). In fact, the PMr scores 
assigned according to the restrictiveness of legal and regulatory provisions in 
each country indicate that product market regulation is 30 percent more restric-
tive in Argentina than across 19 latin American countries, on average. 

FIGURE 1.10

Sectoral composition of FDI inflows in Argentina, 2010–15
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FIGURE 1.11

FDI complexity and economic complexity index: Argentina vs. 
comparator countries, 2014
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The extent to which Argentine government interventions in markets restrict 
competition in product markets is driven in particular by the degree of state con-
trol and barriers to trade and investment (figure 1.13). In key sectors, private inves-
tors face both state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and private national incumbents 
that appear to benefit from regulatory protection. Investors face business risks as 
a result of a policy that regulates prices for over 400 specific consumer goods. 

FIGURE 1.12

PMR indicator: Argentina vs. comparator countries, 2013–16
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FIGURE 1.13

Decomposition of PMR indicator: Argentina vs. comparator countries, 
2013–16
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This policy, “Precios cuidados,” is being phased out by the current administration 
but has not yet been revoked, and in September 2017 the number of products 
included was extended.15 Furthermore, investors are exposed to the potential for 
discretionary application of unusually complex administrative procedures. lack 
of competition in input markets, such as professional services, can limit the 
competitiveness of downstream firms.

The prevalence of anticompetitive business practices and government- 
imposed barriers to competition can affect the price level of basic tradable con-
sumer goods. International evidence shows that a lack of competition is 
associated with higher prices for homogeneous staple goods.16 high concentra-
tion in specific segments of the supply chain, lack of effective antitrust enforce-
ment, and low market contestability due to regulatory barriers to foreign or 
domestic market entry can reduce the intensity of competition and allow firms 
to raise prices above the competitive level on international markets.

In Argentina, basic food product markets exhibited prices that were nearly 
50 percent higher, on average, than those of international peers in 2010–15. 
The underlying empirical analysis used different panel-level data sources for the 

Price comparison analysis: Are prices higher in Argentina?

The price comparison analysis uses two data sources 
to explore whether food prices in Argentina are 
higher than in comparator countries: (a) “numbeo” 
database, and (b) the EIU database. The sample was 
restricted to products with yearly data available in 
both numbeo and EIU. The sample covers yearly 
information on prices for 11 products from 2010 to 
2015. both databases apply a common methodology in 
gathering price data across countries, thus strength-
ening the comparability of price information used in 
this analysis.

The baseline empirical specification for the price 
comparison analysis follows the equation,

Ln(priceijt) =  b1GDPit + b2Ln(Xit), + b3 Argentina + hj 
+ dt + eijt,

where i = country; j = product; t = year; Xit = GDP per 
capita, cost of imports, tariffs; dt = year fixed effects, and 
hj = product fixed effects. The Argentina dummy vari-
able captures the relative difference between price 

levels in Argentina and the average across other coun-
tries after adjusting for differences in per-capita gDP 
PPP, import costs, customs duties, and product type, 
as well as time-specific effects. The variable to cap-
ture costs to import (taken from the Trading Across 
borders dataset) accounts for domestic transport 
costs. Other sources of transport costs (overseas ship-
ping) depend on the origin and destination of each 
product, for which data are not consistently available. 
In the case of Argentina, many of these goods come 
from domestic production.

The food products were selected based on avail-
ability across databases,a relevance in the Argentine 
consumption basket, and product characteristics. For 
example, products that are relatively similar (or homo-
geneous) across countries were selected to minimize 
the differences associated with product differentia-
tion. The analysis uses different sets of comparator 
jurisdictions to account for potential distortions in 
markets of other countries.b

a. The analysis uses the following products: milk (regular, 1 liter), loaf of fresh white bread (500g), rice (white, 1kg), eggs (12), local cheese 
(1kg), chicken breasts (boneless, skinless, 1kg), beef round (1kg, or equivalent back leg red meat), apples (1kg), bananas (1kg), oranges 
(1kg), tomatoes (1kg), potatoes (1kg), onions (1kg), and lettuce (1 head).
b. The comparator countries in Latin America with available data include Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, 
Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. The comparator countries in the OECD with available data are Australia, Canada, 
the Czech Republic, Denmark, Hungary, Iceland, Israel, Japan, Korea, Latvia, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

BOX 1.4
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2010–15 period and estimation techniques to compare the average prices of 
11 basic food items for which there was comparable information at the interna-
tional level (for details on the methodology, see box 1.4). These food items 
make up 85 percent of the food consumption basket (figure 1.14).17 The results 
suggest that the prices for these products in that period were 49 percent higher 
than in OEcD countries,18 after accounting for differences in income per capita, 
cost of import (which captures domestic transport costs), and tariff rates 
(table 1.1, specification (3)).

FIGURE 1.14

Product share in food consumption basket
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Source: Data from INDEC (2016).

TABLE 1.1 Price comparison analysis: Argentina vs. comparator countries 
in the OECD

(1) (2) (3)

Argentina 0.667***

(0.126)
0.693***

(0.160)
0.487***

(0.084)

Log of GDP per capita PPP 
(2011 international $)

0.971***

(0.133)
0.972***

(0.136)
1.100***

(0.150)

Log of cost of import — −0.038
(0.147)

−0.047
(0.109)

Tariff rate, applied — — 0.071***

(0.024)

Number of observations 1,242 1,242 1,242

R-squared 0.817 0.817 0.827

Source: An elaboration using Numbeo data.
Notes: Results are from an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression using data from Numbeo. All 
regressions include product and year fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the country level are 
in parentheses. Significance is indicated by ***, **, and * at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, 
respectively. — = not available.
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Prices were 35 percent higher in Argentina than in Pacific Alliance countries. 
Drawing on numbeo data19 and comparing the simple level of food product 
prices across countries in 2010–15, prices in Argentina appeared to be 21 percent 
higher than in a large set of comparator countries in latin America.20 however, 
this difference can be explained in part by other factors, such as the tariff rate. 
Arguably, there are many other countries in latin America where prices may not 
be competitive due to government interventions or lack of effective competition 
law enforcement. A more appropriate benchmark is countries in the Pacific 
Alliance (namely chile, colombia, Mexico, and Peru), which have generally 
more open regulatory and trade regimes than other latin American countries. 
The country-level regression results comparing prices in Argentina to those in 
the Pacific Alliance are reported in table 1.2. They show that food prices 
were about 35 percent higher in Argentina than in Pacific Alliance countries, 
after controlling for income levels and potential cost drivers (table 1.2, 
specification (3)).21

Even when comparing food prices among the typically more expensive 
capital cities, results suggest that, in 2010–15, households in buenos Aires paid 
13 percent more, on average, for basic food products than their peers in capital 
cities worldwide. Within countries, there is often substantial price-level 
variation.22 hence, the country-level average price level might not be represen-
tative across all households in the economy. Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) 
data for food prices in capital cities around the world suggest that, after taking 
into consideration differences in purchasing power and trade costs, prices 
were still 13 percent higher in buenos Aires (table 1.3, specification (4)). The 
difference in countrywide estimations suggests that the wedge between domes-
tic and international price levels may be more accentuated outside the 
Argentine capital.

Even after controlling for an overvalued exchange rate, price differentials 
remain. Price differences may be explained in part by an overvalued exchange 
rate, but even after accounting for available proxies for differences in pur-
chasing power, several of the comparisons presented above still find 

TABLE 1.2 Price comparison analysis: Argentina vs. comparator countries 
in the Pacific Alliance

(1) (2) (3)

Argentina 0.391***

(0.032)
0.461***

(0.028)
0.347***

(0.053)

Log of GDP per capita PPP 
(2011 international $)

0.193
(0.111)

0.092
(0.047)

−0.045
(0.061)

Log of cost of import — −0.166**

(0.046)
−0.546***

(0.115)

Tariff rate, applied — — 0.103**

(0.035)

Number of observations 300 300 300

R-squared 0.904 0.910 0.921

Source: An elaboration using Numbeo data.
Notes: Results are from an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression using data from Numbeo. All 
regressions include product and year fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the country level are 
in parentheses. Significance is indicated by ***, **, and * at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, 
respectively. — = not available.
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a significant wedge in prices. The differences in income level and exchange 
rate may affect price levels and are accounted for in this analysis.23 given that 
there may still be differences in purchasing power that are not captured 
(for example, in the case of an overvalued exchange rate), we also convert the 
unit values in local currency into U.S. dollars using a purchasing power parity 
(PPP) conversion factor. Even though these specifications do not explain the 
variation as well,24 and the PPP  conversion factor for Argentina may be 
endogenous to the price differentials analyzed,25 several specifications 
still point to a statistically significant price difference of over 10 percent 
(appendix F). More importantly, evidence that there is no statistically signif-
icant difference in prices for some food products suggests that the results of 
these regressions are not affected by general currency overvaluation or infla-
tion trends (table 1.4).

While there is broad evidence that the price level for basic food products is 
higher, on average, in Argentina, results vary among specific product markets 
and may reflect different degrees of intensity of market competition. The results 
suggest that the prices for certain individual products are significantly higher in 
Argentina than in comparator countries in the OEcD and the Pacific Alliance. 
chicken breasts, eggs, dairy products, wheat bread, and white rice had signifi-
cantly higher prices. The analysis of tariff equivalence of nontariff measures 
(nTMs) suggests that this is not necessarily due to protection from imports. The 
price differences are more consistent with information on a relatively high 
degree of concentration in these product markets: one bread company makes up 
80 percent of production,26 and out of one thousand milk companies, four pro-
cess 40 percent of the entire market.27 The level of concentration is only one 
indicator of the intensity of competition, and further analysis would need to be 
undertaken at specific stages of the supply chain, as other factors also determine 
effective competition.28 Argentina’s competition authority has selected several 
food product markets for in-depth market studies, including meat and dairy 
products, as well as the supermarket sector.

TABLE 1.3 Price comparison analysis: Buenos Aires, Argentina, vs. cities 
in all other countries

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Argentina 0.018
(0.029)

0.087***

(0.028)
0.097***

(0.035)
0.134***

(0.042)

Log of GDP per capita PPP 
(2011 international $)

— 0.199***

(0.029)
0.196***

(0.030)
0.149***

(0.036)

Log of cost of import — — −0.020
(0.049)

−0.002
(0.050)

Tariff rate, applied — — — −0.023*

(0.012)

Number of observations 11,684 11,433 11,433 11,433

R-squared 0.626 0.678 0.678 0.682

Source: An elaboration using EIU data.
Notes: Results are from an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression using EIU data. All regressions 
include product and year fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the city level are in 
parentheses. Significance is indicated by ***, **, and * at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, 
respectively. — = not available.
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TABLE 1.4 Market structure information for individual food products

PRODUCT

LEVEL OF PRICES IN 
ARGENTINA/BUENOS AIRES …

CONCENTRATION NUMBER OF 
FIRMS

MARKET SHARE 
OF LARGEST 

PLAYER

VERTICAL 
INTEGRATION

PRODUCT 
DIVERSITY

NTM TARIFF 
EQUIVALENT

IMPORTANCE OF 
IMPORTS

. . . VS. 
OECD

. . . VS. 
COMPARA-
TOR CITIES 
(NUMBEO)

. . . VS. 
COMPARA-
TOR CITIES 

(EIU)

Oranges — — Lower Low 36 major firms 30% (exports) High Low Low Low

Apples — — — Low (medium only 
in exports)

42 major firms 24% (exports) Medium Low High Low and 
increasing

Potatoes — Higher — Medium 4 major process-
ing firms

75% (potato 
chips), 60% 
(frozen potatoes)

Low Medium Low —

Tomatoes Higher Higher N/A Medium 40 firms — Low Low Low Low

White 
bread

— Higher N/A High 200 (industrial 
bakeries)

80% High High Medium Low

White rice Higher Higher N/A Medium 40 18% Low Low Medium High

Chicken Higher Higher Higher Medium 60 — High — N/A Low

Eggs Higher Higher Higher Medium 13 (industrial) 40% High — N/A Low

Cheese Higher Higher N/A Medium 20 (in 2008) — — High Medium Low

Milk Higher Higher Higher High 900 >40% — Low N/A Low

Source: Author’s own summary based on publicly available information. Note that the data may refer to specific segments of the value chain (for example, processing rather than production). Cells with “−“ in 
columns 2 to 4 suggest that the difference is not statistically significant.
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HOW MUCH COULD ARGENTINA GAIN FROM FOSTERING 
CONTESTABLE MARKETS AND INTEGRATING INTO THE 
WORLD ECONOMY?

boosting competition intensity can increase productivity growth. competition 
enhances productivity by improving allocative efficiency, enhancing productive 
efficiency, and boosting innovation. Empirical studies have linked the intensity 
of competitive pressures—proxied by price-cost margins (PcMs)—to the 
increase in labor and total factor productivity growth in developed economies29 
as well as developing countries, such as Turkey, Tunisia, and china.30 An early 
study from the United Kingdom shows that an increase of 10 percentage points 
in PcMs is associated with, on average, a 1.3–1.6 percent loss in total factor pro-
ductivity growth.31 For Tunisia, World bank (2014) estimated in 2013 that a 
decrease of 5 percentage points in PcMs was associated with an additional 
5 percent growth in labor productivity.

In Argentina, more competition in manufacturing sectors could add almost 
7 percent to annual labor productivity growth. Empirical analysis using data 
from over 3,500 firms surveyed in the 2010–12 Encuesta nacional de Dinámica de 
Empleo e Innovación (EnDEI) suggests that higher PcMs (implying that firms 
face lower levels of competition intensity) are significantly associated with lower 
growth in labor productivity in the following year (box 1.5). The coefficients fur-
ther suggest that increasing competition intensity (using a 10 percent decrease 

Estimating the association between the intensity of competition and 
productivity growth in the Argentine manufacturing industry

Following the standard in the literature, we approxi-
mate market power using the price–cost margin, 
which is derived from the lerner Index. The PcM 
measures margins (that is, the difference between 
price and marginal cost) as a proportion of price. In 
the absence of information on price and marginal cost, 
the extent of pricing power in an industry is proxied 
by the difference between value added and labor costs 
as a proportion of sales (all measured in current 
prices), as follows:

PcM
value added salaries

sales
,jt

jt jt

jt

( ) ( )−
�  (1)

where j denotes the firm and t denotes the respec-
tive year (varying from 2010 to 2012). Sales, valued 
added, and salaries are all taken from the EnDEI 
enterprise survey. Owing to a lack of data, financial 
costs of capital are not included in the average 
costs. however, Aghion et al. (2005) show that 

excluding costs of capital from the lerner measure 
does not affect the results, given that these costs 
are relatively small and constant over time. changes 
in PcM within a sector drive changes in productiv-
ity, while the different levels of PcMs across sec-
tors are not indicative of differences in productivity 
levels. Typically, the capital stock or cost and the 
capital rent as a fraction of value added do not 
change dramatically from year to year within 
one sector.

We use real labor productivity growth as our mea-
sure of productivity growth. We calculate real labor 
productivity by firm j as real value added per worker, 
as recorded in the EnDEI survey.

Using contemporaneous values of the measures to 
evaluate the relationship between market power and 
productivity growth could be problematic. higher 
margins could be the result, rather than a cause, of 
innovation and changes in productivity growth. 

BOX 1.5

continued
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from the average PcM as a proxy) would be expected to generate additional 
growth in labor productivity of 7 percent per year, on average (table 1.5, specifi-
cations (1) and (2)).32 Productivity growth may accelerate to a much greater 
extent in individual sectors and up to 10 percent for wood products, basic metals, 
and paper industries (figure 1.15).

reducing regulatory restrictiveness in the service sectors can strengthen 
competition and accelerate growth. Product market regulation that limits entry, 
distorts the level playing field, or does not enable more efficient producers to 

Similarly, the cost advantage gained from innovation 
could translate into higher margins. We address this 
problem, therefore, by relating PcMs from the pre-
ceding year (denoted as “[t-1]”) with changes in con-
temporaneous productivity growth, as done in other 
studies (for example, Aghion et al. 2008). Exceptional 
growth in labor productivity can occur independently 
from firms’ innovation efforts. The analysis therefore 
accounts for productivity shocks that occur economy- 
wide at specific points in time and for differences 
across firms in the growth rates of productivity that 
are unrelated to competition levels and do not change 
over time by including firm and year fixed effects. 
(For robustness, we also include estimations with sec-
tor- instead of firm-level effects. however, this is less 
conservative since it allows firm-specific effects to 
influence the results.) recent studies (for example, 

Aghion et al. 2005, 2008) have shown that the rela-
tionship between market power and productivity 
growth could be nonlinear, and so we allow for that by 
including the squared term of PcM in the regression 
analysis.

based on Aghion et al (2008), we estimated the 
following fixed effect regression:

ln lP / lP PcM PcM

firm timej t

j,t j,t-1 jt-1 jt-1

2

j
j

t
t jt∑ ∑

( ) = α +β + γ  
+ θ + δ + ∈

 (2)

where ∆lPi,j,t,t−1/lPi,j,t−1 is defined as the growth rate of 
real labor productivity of firm j, from year t-1 to t. The 
term PcMjt−1 denotes the one-year-lagged markup in 
firm j, as computed in equation (1). If competition 
spurs productivity growth, we would expect a 
negative coefficient for PcM. 

Box 1.5, continued

TABLE 1.5 Relationship between competition (PCMs) and 
labor productivity

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(LINEAR) (NONLINEAR) (LINEAR) (NONLINEAR)

PCM[t-1] −2.471***

(0.234)
−2.661***

(0.307)
−0.249***

(0.013)
−0.619***

(0.062)

PCM[t-1] squared — 0.427
(0.279)

— 0.472***

(0.070)

Constant 0.832***

(0.065)
0.807***

(0.065)
0.211***

(0.009)
0.230***

(0.008)

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes No No

Sector fixed effects No No Yes Yes

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of observations 6,675 6,675 6,675 6,675

R-squared 0.571 0.575 0.038 0.063

Source: An elaboration using ENDEI data.
Notes: Results are from a fixed effects ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. The dependent 
variable is the real labor productivity growth; PCM = (value added – salaries)/sales. Standard errors 
(clustered at either firm or sector level) are in parentheses. Significance is indicated by ***, **, and 
* at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, respectively. — = not available.
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gain market share can lead to higher prices, lower quality, and less availability.33 
PMr data suggest that, in Argentina, this affects transport, communications, 
electricity, and professional services (such as legal, accounting, and architectural 
services). These sectors provide inputs to firms in other sectors. hence, struc-
tural reforms and competition-driven market outcomes could translate into ben-
efits for other sectors that use such services intensively.34 A simulated scenario in 
which Argentina undergoes reforms that decrease the regulatory restrictiveness 
of service sectors suggests that such reforms would translate into additional 
growth of 0.1 percent to 0.6 percent in annual gDP, with all else being equal.35

Easing barriers to trade in Argentina would also improve the overall econ-
omy; in sum, the greatest gains in terms of economic growth can be achieved 
from a Mercosur-wide reduction in tariff and nontariff measures. reducing tar-
iffs on world imports by 50 percent in all Mercosur countries, cutting nTMs 
within the borders of Mercosur by 15 percent, and eliminating export controls 
within Mercosur could boost gDP by at least 1 percent compared to baseline 
projections to 2030. This would open Argentina to all world trade and allow 
importers to source from the most efficient producers worldwide. While the 
greatest gains would be achieved in this scenario, the current political economy 
context makes this an elusive goal in the short term. A Mercosur–EU FTA would 
boost Argentina’s exports to the EU by a remarkable 80 percent by 2030, relative 
to the baseline. Argentina’s companies would still benefit from access to more 
efficient inputs, but only from Europe, so gains for the overall economy would be 
smaller than in the case of a 50 percent tariff cut by all Mercosur members for 
worldwide imports. Unilaterally, Argentina could pursue nTM reforms, such as 
eliminating all nonautomatic licenses and export taxes to the world, which could 
boost gDP notably in the medium term (by about 0.22 percent and 0.97 percent 

FIGURE 1.15

Expected gains in labor productivity following a 10 percent decrease in mean 
PCMs for 2011–12
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above baseline projections, respectively, to 2020). Sectoral effects are likely to be 
heterogeneous in these scenarios, with particular gains for agriculture and food 
products and for services.

Argentina also has options for unilateral trade liberalization. Three types of 
unilateral reforms can be modeled using a cgE framework customized for 
Argentina (table 1.6; box 1.6). The first option is a unilateral tariff reform. In prin-
ciple, the scope for unilateral tariff liberalization is limited, given Mercosur com-
mitments. One way to lower tariffs, however, would be to make use of national 
exceptions to the common external tariff (cET). Against this backdrop, the first 
scenario targets the liberalization of the most protected sectors as of 2015 
(including, among others, footwear, furniture, and textiles and apparel);36 in this 
case, the number of tariff lines that could be lowered to zero in each sector is 
identified,37 and the associated tariff reduction at the sector level is computed.38 
Two hypothetical variants of tariff reforms are simulated: liberalizing one sector 
at a time, and simultaneous sector liberalization.39 A second type of scenario 
comprises the reform of the nonautomatic import license system. Two variants 
are modeled: the elimination of DJAI (already implemented in 2015),40 and the 
hypothetical expansion of this reform to eliminate all remaining nonautomatic 
import licenses. Finally, the third type of scenario comprises reforming export 
taxes. Two (complementary) settings are considered: the recent (by early 2016) 
elimination of export taxes applied to several products, and the hypothetical 
expansion of this reform to eliminate all remaining export taxes.

A unilateral tariff liberalization reform targeting highly protected sectors 
would increase gDP, with different impacts across sectors. Argentina imposes 
relatively high tariffs on its imports from the rest of the world on a most-favored 
nation basis; the simple average tariff in 2015 was about 14 percent.41 liberalizing 
the 10 highest tariff sectors42 one at a time would have a negligible impact on the 
overall economy; the largest individual effect would result from eliminating the 
tariff on furniture, and this would increase real gDP by at least 0.05 percent over 
baseline projections to 2020 (figure 1.16).43 A combined and simultaneous tariff 

TABLE 1.6 Unilateral liberalization scenarios and economy-wide effects

TARIFF LIBERALIZATION NTM LIBERALIZATION: IMPORT 
LICENSING REGIME NTM LIBERALIZATION: EXPORT TAXES

ONE SECTOR 
AT A TIME SIMULTANEOUS ELIMINATION 

OF DJAI 

REMOVAL OF 
REMAINING 

NONAUTOMATIC 
IMPORT LICENSES

ELIMINATION/
REDUCTION OF EXPORT 

TAXES APPLIED TO 
SEVERAL PRODUCTS

ELIMINATION OF 
ALL REMAINING 
EXPORT TAXES

Assumptions

Target the top protected sectors. 
Focus on tariff lines that can be 
lowered to zero in each targeted 
sector; this would reduce the 
average tariff for each sector.

Already 
implemented 
(end of 2015)

Already implemented 
(end of 2015, early 
2016): trade-weighted 
average export tax fell 
from about 14 percent 
to 8 percent.

Average export tax 
is brought down 
from 8 percent to 
0 percent.

Deviations from the baseline by 2020 (percent)

GDP 0.05  
(furniture)

0.16 0.14 0.22 0.27  0.98

Exports 16.1* 
(footwear)

 26.8* (footwear) 3.00 4.50 8.20 16.80

Imports 129* 
(furniture)

121.8* (furniture) 2.50 3.50 7.10 14.50

Source: Estimates from CGE analysis.
* Estimated numbers refer to trade effects for the sectors in parentheses only.
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Brief description of the CGE analysis

A dynamic cgE analysis assesses several implications 
of trade integration for Argentina. The analysis uses 
economic data and an economic model to simulate how 
an economy would react to exogenous policy changes. 
The model used is the lInKAgE model, a dynamic, 
multisector, multiregion model with economy-wide 
coverage for each region. For each economy, the model 
tracks the linkages between sectors through input–
output transactions, as well as various sources of final 
demand, including private and government consump-
tion, imports, exports, and investment.

The cgE analysis uses data based on the global 
Trade Analysis Project (gTAP) database,a modified to 
update the data and identify subsectors of interest for 
Argentina. Starting from the gTAP database 9.2, the 
base year of 2011 was updated to 2015 and the input–
output structures for Argentina were updated to 
reflect the latest official tables from the national 
Institute of Statistics and censuses (Instituto nacional 
de Estadística y censos de la república Argentina, or 
InDEc). The sectoral dimension in gTAP was 
expanded to include several new sectors of interest in 
Argentina. These included beef, soybeans, soybean 
products, wine, footwear, furniture, home appliances, 
and auto parts that are part of more aggregated 

gTAP sectors. Appendix c displays the cgE model’s 
final sector aggregation.

The potential economic effect of a policy change 
can be measured at any point in time relative to a 
baseline projection absent the reform. The dynamic 
analysis starts from the development of a long-term 
baseline scenario, which reflects a projection of the 
Argentine and global economies with current policies 
in place (figure b1.6.1). This baseline is used to com-
pare alternative scenarios under which policies are 
changed (or “shocked”) to reflect the reform in ques-
tion (whether it is a unilateral or reciprocal liberaliza-
tion). The construction of the baseline targets certain 
economy-wide variables based on available forecasts—
for example, real gDP per capita and labor supply. 
These include macroeconomic projections by the 
World bank’s global Economic Prospects dataset and 
working-age population growth by the United nations 
World Population Prospects dataset.

The economic effects of trade agreements would 
have a permanent impact on trade, production, and 
employment. The regional integration scenarios con-
sidered provide economy-wide increases in trade and 
output. To the extent that these reforms are not 
rescinded, trade and output values would remain 

BOX 1.6

FIGURE B1.6.1

Annualized real GDP growth in Argentina under the baseline
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liberalization of these highly protected sectors would have greater benefits for 
the economy (expanding gDP by at least 0.16 percent above baseline projections 
to 2020) but would require Mercosur-wide changes.44 While the overall 
Argentine economy would grow following tariff liberalization, import competi-
tion would reduce the real output of all sectors for which tariffs were liberalized. 
Figure 1.17 shows how much real output would change by 2020 and by 2030—
relative to projected values without the reform—under both scenarios: opening 
all sectors simultaneously or opening one at a time. 

A unilateral nTM reform with a focus on a less restrictive licensing regime 
would bring permanent effects on total trade and economic activity. The 2015 
elimination of prior approval for many imports (through the replacement of the 
DJAI with the SIMI) was a key reform in reducing nontariff barriers to trade.45 
cgE estimations show that this change will permanently accelerate trade, 
increasing both imports and exports by at least 2.5 to 3 percent, respectively, by 
2020, compared to baseline projections to 2020 without this reform. real gDP 
will also be 0.14 percent higher than baseline projections to 2020 (figure 1.18). 
Expanding this reform to eliminate remaining nonautomatic licenses would 
bring even greater benefits; total imports would be at least 3.5 percent higher 
than baseline projections to 2020, and total exports would be at least 4.5 percent 
higher. Similarly, economic activity would be higher, boosting gDP at least 
0.22 percent over baseline projections to 2020.

above their baseline levels over time. Effects on real 
gDP, for example, are found to be positive, but are 
modest on a percentage basis. This reflects in part the 
relatively large size of the economy and its domestic 
orientation, as well as the specifics of the liberaliza-
tion (whether it is full versus partial, unilateral versus 
reciprocal, or preferential versus most-favored 
nation). yet the small gDP effects are in perpetuity 
and can translate into significant cumulative real 
income gains over time.

Estimated results from the cgE analysis may be 
interpreted as partial effects. The ability to assess 
comprehensively the impact of policy changes 
depends on the extent to which all changed conditions 
can be measured. While the model is dynamic in the 
sense that the capital stock can change over time, 
the model does not include other dynamic factors pro-
posed in the literature, such as productivity increases 
from endogenous growth effects via technological 

spillovers, “learning by doing,” or inflows of foreign 
technology and FDI induced by liberalization. These 
effects, while potential, are difficult to measure and 
incorporate in this type of analysis. Moreover, certain 
policy changes that are often difficult to quantify—
such as reforms related to nTMs in goods and services 
and restrictions on investment—present analytical 
challenges that may affect the estimated economic 
effects. Owing to these limitations, the cgE results 
presented in this report are likely to be conservative.

cgE analyses are best thought of as tools for under-
standing the implications of different scenarios. 
Thanks to their rich structure, they capture complex 
linkages between sectors and long-term developments 
in demand and supply. They provide a rigorous frame-
work that is most useful in helping to understand the 
underlying and contradicting economic forces and 
mechanisms at play and in comparing different 
scenarios in ex ante policy analysis.

a. GTAP is a network of researchers coordinated by the Center of Global Trade Analysis in Purdue University’s Department of Agricultural 
Economics. For further details, see https://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/.

Box 1.6, continued

https://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/�
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FIGURE 1.16

Real GDP deviations from the baseline due to unilateral tariff 
liberalization, 2020–30 
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Source: Estimates from CGE analysis.

FIGURE 1.17

Sectoral output deviations from the baseline due to unilateral tariff 
liberalization, 2020 

Source: Estimates from CGE analysis.
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While output as a whole would expand, the effect would vary by sector. 
Simulations suggest that real output in the manufacturing sector would be 
1.5 percent lower than if DJAI had continued; this contraction would be led by 
retrenchments in pharmaceuticals, auto parts, and other manufacturing sectors 
(figure 1.19). not all manufacturing sectors would shrink, however. In the vehi-
cle sector, for example, imports would increase, but real output would still 
expand from higher sales in the domestic and foreign markets, owing to cheaper 
imported parts. real output in the food and agriculture sector, on the other hand, 

FIGURE 1.18

Trade and GDP deviations from the baseline due to import license 
reforms, 2020

Source: Estimates from CGE analysis.
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FIGURE 1.19

Sectoral output deviations from the baseline due to import license 
reforms, 2020 
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would grow above the baseline; this expansion would be led by higher exports of 
soybeans and soybean products, partly compensating for the increase in net 
imports in other sectors. These sectoral patterns hold in the scenario where all 
nonautomatic licenses are removed. however, the contraction in real output for 
manufacturing is accentuated because the remaining nonautomatic licenses are 
concentrated in these sectors.

Trade and economic activity would expand in response to a unilateral nTM 
reform focused on easing export taxes, and, again, different sectors would face 
distinct impacts. In 2015, export taxes were the predominant form of export con-
trol and accounted for 7 percent of total tax revenue for the country. by early 
2016, Argentina had mostly eliminated export taxes, but certain products were 
still taxed, including soybeans and soybean products.46 cgE estimations suggest 
that, as a result of the export tax reduction implemented in 2016, exports will be 
8 percent higher and imports about 7 percent higher in 2020 than under a sce-
nario without reforms. real gDP will be 0.27 percent higher than baseline pro-
jections to 2020 (figure 1.20). If all export taxes were eliminated, the (weighted) 
average export tax would decrease from the current 8 percent to zero, the impact 
on both exports and imports would double, and the effect on real gDP would 
more than double to 0.98 percent above baseline projections to 2020.47 The elim-
ination of all export taxes would have the strongest impact on the agricultural 
sector, with real output being almost 16 percent above baseline projections to 
2020 (figure 1.21). growth in the real output of the food and agriculture sector 
would be driven largely by a drastic expansion in soybean products, soybeans, 
and other food and agriculture products.48

Argentina has taken up trade negotiations with various potential partners, 
and this could result in substantial reciprocal trade liberalization. Up to now, 
Argentina has sat at the margins of regional integration trends in other parts of 
the world. recently, however, there has been a renewed interest in deepening 
integration with the global economy. Three prospective trade agreements are 

FIGURE 1.20

Trade and GDP deviations from the baseline due to export control 
reforms, 2020 
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particularly relevant. Four major trade negotiation scenarios are modeled 
(table 1.7).49 In the first scenario, each Mercosur country unilaterally reduces tar-
iffs by 50 percent with respect to non-Mercosur countries.50 The second sce-
nario considers a reciprocal preferential trade agreement between Mercosur 
and the EU, under which the average tariff applied by Argentina to EU products 
would fall from about 11 percent to about 3 percent by full implementation in 
10 years, while the average tariff in the EU for Argentine products would fall 
from about 3 percent to close to zero.51 In the third scenario, a potential EU 
agreement is assessed with the exclusion of the United Kingdom as part of the 
EU.52 The final scenario considers a preferential trade agreement between 
Mercosur and the Pacific Alliance, under which Mercosur countries and Pacific 
Alliance countries gradually reduce tariffs over 10 years. For Argentina, the 
trade-weighted average tariff applied to products from countries in the Pacific 

FIGURE 1.21

Sectoral output deviations from the baseline due to export control 
reforms, 2020
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TABLE 1.7 Regional liberalization scenarios and economy-wide effects

“COMMUNITY REFORMS” 
AT MERCOSUR EU–MERCOSUR FTA EU27–MERCOSUR FTA PACIFIC ALLIANCE–

MERCOSUR FTA

Assumptions

Tariffs Tariffs in all Mercosur 
countries reduced by 50%

Bilateral tariffs: in 
Argentina from 11.0% to 
3.0%; in the EU from 
2.7% to nearly 0%

Bilateral tariffs: in 
Argentina from 11.0% to 
3.0%; in the EU from 2.7% 
to nearly 0%

Bilateral tariffs: in 
Argentina from 1.0% to 
0.3%; in the Pacific 
Alliance from 2.3% 
to 0.3%

NTMs Reduced by 15% 
intra-Mercosur; export 
controls eliminated

Reduced by 15% among 
parties; export controls 
eliminated

Reduced by 15% among 
parties; export controls 
eliminated

Reduced by 15% among 
parties; export controls 
eliminated

Deviations from the baseline by 2030 (percent)

GDP 0.94 0.37 0.35 0.19

Exports 5.9 7.0 6.5 3.5

Imports 4.6 5.8 5.4 3.0

Source: Estimates from CGE analysis.
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Alliance would fall from about 1 percent to 0.3 percent. The average tariff faced 
by Argentina in the Pacific Alliance would fall from 2.3 percent to 0.3 percent.53

A free trade agreement between the EU and Mercosur would boost Argentina’s 
exports to the EU by 80 percent by 2030, relative to the baseline. An agreement 
between the EU and Mercosur would reduce bilateral tariffs by more than the 
other liberalization scenarios. As a result, Argentine exports would increase by 
at least 7 percent and imports by 6 percent over baseline projections by 2030, 
with slightly lower effects in an FTA with the EU, excluding the United Kingdom 
(table 1.7). Argentina’s exports to the EU alone would grow by 80 percent and 
imports from the EU would expand by close to 50 percent, relative to baseline 
projections (figure 1.22). Similarly, trade between Argentina and the rest of 
Mercosur would expand, although to a lesser extent, as the two economic blocks 
integrated by reducing nontariff barriers. The sizable expansion in trade with 
the EU would divert trade from other parts of the world. An FTA with the EU 
would expand real gDP by at least 0.4 percent above baseline projections to 2030 
(table 1.7).

reforms within Mercosur would have a smaller effect on total trade but a 
larger permanent impact on overall economic activity. When compared with the 
EU scenario, the scenario of “community reforms at Mercosur” would boost 
trade to a slightly lesser degree because tariff liberalization would only be partial 
in all sectors (table 1.7). This liberalization, however, would apply to all countries 
in the world, so allocative efficiencies would be expected to be larger. Except for 
slightly lower exports to other Mercosur countries, relative to baseline projec-
tions, exports to all other regions would be higher (figure 1.22). This most- 
favored nation liberalization, albeit partial, would increase real gDP by at least 
1 percent over baseline projections to 2030 (table 1.7).

FIGURE 1.22

Argentine exports (by region), deviations from the baseline due to 
multilateral reforms, 2030 
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Integration with the Pacific Alliance would also contribute to the growth of 
the Argentine economy, mostly through exports to Pacific Alliance countries. 
bilateral exports to Pacific Alliance countries would increase by 25 percent and 
imports by about 10 percent over baseline projections to 2030 (figure 1.22). In 
this scenario, where integration within Mercosur would also be enhanced, trade 
with other Mercosur countries would also expand. real gDP in this scenario 
would be 0.2 percent higher than baseline projections to 2030 (table 1.7).

Different regional integration scenarios have distinct output effects across 
sectors. An FTA with the EU would boost real output relative to baseline pro-
jections in the agriculture and food sector (figure 1.23); this would be driven by 
expansion of soybean products and beef.54 real output in manufacturing, how-
ever, would be lower (−1.6 percent) relative to baseline projections to 2030, 
driven mainly by contractions in auto parts and pharmaceutical activities. On 
the other hand, output in the vehicle sector would expand relative to the base-
line. The sectoral pattern is similar under a unilateral reform by Mercosur, with 
a larger contraction in manufacturing (–3.3 percent) relative to baseline projec-
tions to 2030. In this case, the vehicle sector would see lower real output (rela-
tive to the baseline), owing to increased import competition, and the same 
would occur in the auto parts, textiles and apparel, furniture, and footwear sec-
tors. real output in all other sectors would expand relative to baseline projec-
tions to 2030 as resources would shift to other activities. The sectoral impact of 
integration with the Pacific Alliance would be more modest and less heteroge-
neous relative to the baseline. real output in the agricultural and food sector 
would expand above the baseline—driven, as in the other integration scenarios, 
by higher real output of soybean products and beef activities. In manufacturing, 
some sectors, such as auto parts, textiles and apparel, and footwear, would 

FIGURE 1.23

Sectoral output deviations from the baseline due to multilateral 
reforms, 2030 
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experience a decrease in real output, but the pharmaceutical and vehicle sec-
tors would expand, and the real output for manufacturing overall would be 0.6 
percent above baseline projections to 2030. real output in overall services 
would expand, although by less than in other scenarios. Finally, output in natu-
ral resources and energy products would expand, driven by higher exports of 
fuel and fuel products.

Employment effects would vary by regional trade integration scenario, with 
certain sectors being more susceptible to losing jobs relative to the baseline sce-
nario, which would need to be absorbed by expanding activities. by linking the 
cgE estimations of changes in the sectoral wage bill with formal employment 
numbers by sector (from the Boletín Trimestral de Empleo Registrado),55 it is pos-
sible to identify sectors that would release formal employment relative to the 
baseline to 2030 under different trade negotiation scenarios.56 Table 1.8 displays 
the results for each trade integration scenario using a “heat map,” in which the 
varying colors indicate relatively small (light green), moderate (orange), or large 

TABLE 1.8 Heat map of sectors in which employment would be lower than the baseline to 2030, by trade 
integration scenario

“COMMUNITY REFORMS” AT MERCOSUR EU–MERCOSUR FTA PACIFIC ALLIANCE–MERCOSUR FTA

Dairy      

Sugar      

Fruits and vegetables      

Wine      

Meats      

Other agriculture and 
food

     

Natural resources and 
fuel

     

Agricultural machinery      

Computers      

Other machinery and 
equipment

     

Metal products      

Footwear      

Textile and apparel      

Furniture      

Home appliances      

Pharmaceuticals      

Vehicles      

Auto parts      

Other manufacturing      

Communication, 
financial, and business 
services

     

Other services      

Source: Estimates from CGE analysis.
Note: Light green indicates small losses in formal employment, orange indicates moderate losses, and red indicates large losses. Dark-green cells indicate 
sectors that would absorb labor, but the table makes no distinction with respect to the relative intensity at which labor is absorbed in those sectors.
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(red) losses of formal employment; dark green sector cells indicate sectors that 
would absorb formal employment.57 Key results are summarized below:

• reforms within Mercosur would trigger moderate or largely negative impacts 
on formal employment in the following sectors: sugar, fruits and vegetables, 
metal products, footwear, textile and apparel, furniture, vehicles, auto parts, 
and other manufacturing.

• Under the EU-Mercosur scenario, sugar, natural resources and fuel, other 
machinery and equipment, metal products, footwear, pharmaceuticals, auto 
parts, and other manufacturing sectors would experience moderate to large 
losses in formal employment, relative to the baseline.

• Under the Pacific Alliance–Mercosur scenario, sugar, metal products, and 
footwear sectors would experience a moderately negative impact on formal 
employment, relative to the baseline.

Overall, this analysis suggests that, relative to the baseline, the sugar, metal 
products, footwear, auto parts, and other manufacturing sectors would be more 
susceptible to experiencing moderate or large losses in formal employment for 
most of the trade integration scenarios modeled. On the other hand, some sectors 
emerge as formal employment generators above the baseline, regardless of the 
trade integration scenario modeled; these include overall services, as well as 
meats and other agricultural and food products. Measures that can support the 
transition process and the affected labor force are discussed later in the chapter.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FDI, TRADE IN SERVICES, 
E-COMMERCE, AND COMPETITIVE DOMESTIC MARKETS: 
MAKING THE MOST OF THE NEW GLOBAL TRADE 
LANDSCAPE

The current trade scenario poses substantial challenges for outward economic 
growth strategies. Trade growth has been low since 2011; growth in total trade 
volumes has shrunk to an average of 3 percent since 2012, substantially lower 
than the average of 7.1 percent in 1987–2007, before the global financial crisis. 
Structural factors, rather than cyclical components, largely explain this slow 
growth. A decline in the ratio between world trade elasticity and gDP suggests 
that trade has been growing more slowly since the global crisis—not only because 
global gDP growth has been lower, but also because trade itself has become less 
responsive to gDP.58 Opening the economy in this context is a challenge, espe-
cially in light of the renaissance in protectionist rhetoric.59

changes in the characteristics of world trade also bring new opportunities, 
however. First, the unbundling of production of export goods has given rise to 
gVcs, and the signing of deep FTAs has been the main vehicle for bringing in 
new disciplines that allow factories to connect across borders in a seamless way. 
Second, trade in services has given rise to new export and diversification oppor-
tunities. Argentina can take advantage of both, and the attracting of strategic 
foreign investment can be a key to success. Investors that seek efficiencies in 
Argentina—as opposed to resources or market access—are in a position to 
connect to gVcs and to develop more competitive service exports, such as 
knowledge-based services. Third, growth in cross-border e-commerce opens 
opportunities for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to participate in 
global markets.
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Integrating into gVcs requires deeper trade agreements, with provisions in 
areas such as investment and competition. The world has witnessed an acceler-
ation of FTA deals while Argentina has sat on the sidelines. The depth of cover-
age of these FTAs has been increasing as well; agreements signed before 1991 
included 9 policy areas, on average, whereas agreements signed between 2005 
and 2015 included 15 policy areas, on average.60 Mercosur, the only preferential 
trade agreement to which Argentina is a signatory,61 includes provisions in 
17 areas.62 by contrast, the maximum depth of agreements signed by other latin 
American countries ranges from 20 to 30 provisions.63 Evidence suggests that 
gVc-related trade (proxied by trade in parts and components) is higher on aver-
age for countries that have signed deeper agreements (figure 1.24).

Signing deep FTAs would be a fruitful way for Argentina to connect to spe-
cific segments of rVcs and gVcs and attract foreign investment. results of a 
gravity model show that deepening Mercosur would further increase Argentina’s 
gVc-related exports to its FTA partners (box 1.7). If Mercosur had the same 
depth as the EU–colombia and Peru agreement, Argentina would export 
between 1 percent and 9 percent more (US$54 million–$480 million) to Mercosur 
members.64 revising Mercosur would require introducing policy areas such as 
visa and asylum, data protection, health, and industrial cooperation. by the same 
token, if Mercosur and the Pacific Alliance were to sign an agreement as deep as 
the Pacific Alliance’s deepest agreement with an economic bloc (EU–colombia 
and Peru, with 20 policy areas), then Argentina’s gVc-related exports to Pacific 
Alliance countries would increase between 6 percent and 13 percent. The agree-
ment would need to include three policy areas that are not in Mercosur— 
investment, movement of capital, and innovation policies—to achieve this boost.

building on existing capabilities, some segments of the automotive industry 
emerge as providing good opportunities to connect domestic firms to global 
markets. half (50 percent) of local production in the automotive industry is 

FIGURE 1.24

Deep free trade agreements and GVC-related trade: Simple 
correlations
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Methodology for estimating the impact of deep integration on 
GVC-related trade

gravity equations are derived from models that seek 
to explain or predict the relationship between a 
(dependent) variable (in this case, bilateral trade in 
parts and components) and a set of other (independent 
or explanatory) variables whose values can be esti-
mated (in this case, elements of deep integration).

An augmented gravity equation is estimated for 93 
countries, using data from 1990 to 2014, to investigate 
the effect of deep integration on gVc-related trade. 
This methodology has been used extensively by econ-
omists to test empirically the determinants of trade 
flows and to estimate the effects of preferential trade 
opening on trade flows. Estimation of the effects of 
free trade agreements (FTAs) on bilateral trade flows 
using a gravity equation is susceptible, however, to an 
endogeneity problem.

Endogeneity arises when an explanatory variable 
in an equation is correlated with the error term of the 
equation, and the error term is the unexplained devia-
tion of sample data from their unobservable “true” 
value. Studies such as baier and bergstrand (2007) 
show that omitted variables and, to a lesser extent, 
simultaneity are the two most important sources of 
endogeneity bias caused by FTAs. The omitted vari-
ables problem of FTAs arises because the error term 
may retain the effect of some unobservable country- 
specific policy variables, which at the same time affect 
both trade and the probability of forming an FTA. If, 
for example, the formation of an FTA also induces 
reforms in trade-restrictive domestic regulation, the 
likelihood of an FTA is higher (since the expected 
gains from the FTA are higher), and the omission of 
the domestic regulation variable will bias the FTA 

coefficient downward. A simultaneity problem can 
arise, for instance, when the governments of two 
countries that trade more than their “natural” levels of 
trade may be induced to form a FTA, as there is less 
probability of trade diversion. In this case, the FTA 
coefficients will be biased upward.

To account for this potential bias, the approach 
used by baier and bergstrand (2007) is followed here.a 
Specifically, we estimate a fixed-effect gravity 
regression:b

GVCijt = b1Depthijt + b2Depthijt* ARG + dij + dit +djt + eijt,

where GVCijt is a measure of gVc-related trade 
between countries i and j. gVc-related trade is prox-
ied by trade in parts and components.c Depthijt is a 
measure of the depth of FTAs. A statistically signifi-
cant and positive coefficient β1 implies that signing a 
deeper agreement is associated with greater gVc-
related trade. This variable is calculated as the num-
ber of enforceable provisions that are included in a 
certain agreement (normalized between 0 and 1).d 
Depthijt * ARG is an interaction term between depth 
and a dummy variable equal to one if the exporting or 
importing country is Argentina. This variable cap-
tures the heterogeneous effects of deep FTAs for 
Argentina. A positive (negative) and significant coeffi-
cient implies that for the same level of depth, Argentina 
exported or imported relatively more (less) than the 
average country in the sample. The δs are a series of 
fixed effects: i for importer, j for exporter, and t for 
five-year periods from 1980 to 2014. Finally, εijt is the 
error term.

a. As an additional robustness check for endogeneity, the regressions are estimated using an instrumental variables approach. In particular, 
the variable of interest—depth between country i and country j—is instrumented with the (weighted) average depth of all the agreements 
signed by i and j with any other country, excluding the agreement(s) they have in common.
b. To account for the presence of zeroes in trade flows, equation (1) is estimated using the Poisson pseudo-maximum likelihood (PPML) 
estimator proposed by Silva and Tenreyro (2006).
c. Parts and components are defined as BEC 21, 22, 42, and 53.
d. Other indices based on principal component analysis are used to calculate the depth of FTAs. See Osnago, Rocha, and Ruta (2015).

BOX 1.7
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exported, with brazil accounting for 80 percent of exports. While exports of car 
parts and accessories are oriented mostly toward Mercosur and other neighbor-
ing countries like chile, foreign firms in Argentina also export final vehicles—
trucks—to Australia, the EU, Mexico, and South Africa. Argentina could further 
attract FDI in these segments, while strengthening linkages with local suppliers 
to reorient the production structure and integrate into gVcs and rVcs.

The recent design of incentives in this sector has not been conducive to 
attracting strategic FDI and fostering global integration, however. rather than 
allowing firms to source inputs from the most efficient producers and support-
ing local producers in increasing their productivity, the tax incentives distort 
the market by offering tax benefits for the preferential use of local components 
(box 1.8). 

Supporting domestic linkages by tackling market failures and building capac-
ities can help Argentina take better advantage of FDI and add more value to 
exports. Argentina’s automotive industry, for example, has significant produc-
tion capacity in the form of 11 international car manufacturers and over 600 auto 
parts firms. Most of the auto parts firms are small and produce standardized, less 
sophisticated auto parts, which may be destined for car manufacturers or for the 
aftermarket. Programs to support their linkages with larger firms would need to 
improve the timeliness, quality, and quantity of their production, given the 
industry’s demanding standards and just-in-time system of production. 
Appropriate measures would include behavioral incentives for technical train-
ing, skill building, and attainment of international certifications. In addition, an 
online database of national suppliers could help overcome imperfections in 
information markets. If larger firms had online access to high-quality informa-
tion on local auto parts companies, this would increase industry-wide efficiency 
by bringing down the costs associated with identifying adequate and reliable 

Tax benefits for the use of local auto parts in the automotive industry

In July 2016, the new regime for the Development and 
Strengthening of the Argentine Auto Parts Sector 
(régimen de Desarrollo y Fortalecimiento del 
Autopartismo Argentino, law no. 27263) was intro-
duced. The law gives automotive companies and road 
and agricultural machinery manufacturers tax bene-
fits when they give preference to the use of local com-
ponents, with the overall objective of strengthening 
the auto parts sector and fostering greater national 
integration.

The law grants an electronic tax credit that may be 
used by motor vehicle and auto parts producers to pay 
domestic taxes. The tax credit ranges from 4 percent 
to 15 percent, depending on the product and the 

amount of domestic content used in the assembly of 
each vehicle or part. Automobiles incorporating at 
least 30 percent domestic auto parts can access this 
benefit. In addition, companies are expected to pres-
ent new projects or substantially modify the units they 
are producing to ensure that they are using new and 
exclusive car platforms (that is, platforms that are 
developed only in Argentina within Mercosur) and to 
maintain their staffing levels.

by some accounts, this legislation is seen as a short-
term palliative measure for the auto parts industry, 
which mainly comprises domestic companies, while 
longer-term strategic initiatives to address the sector’s 
competitiveness are developed and implemented. 

BOX 1.8
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local suppliers. Matchmaking events, such as the biennial Automechanika 
buenos Aires fair, can mitigate information asymmetries between Tier 3 firms 
and local and foreign buyers (box 1.9). A more detailed gVc analysis could pro-
vide further insights into strategic areas and segments in which to upgrade. 

The second significant change in the global trade landscape is in trade in ser-
vices. Over the last two decades, the four modes of trade services have expanded 
rapidly: shipping services, such as software, from one country to another; 
consumers purchasing services abroad (tourists); service providers establishing a 
commercial presence in the consumer’s country; and service providers (a mining 
engineer, for example) traveling to the consumer’s country. Today, the service trade 
accounts for over a quarter of global trade flows. Developing countries’ share of 
world service exports has grown from 3 percent in 1970 to 20 percent in 2014.65

Potential deeper linkages in the automotive industry

The strategic importance of the automotive industry 
in Argentina has motivated consecutive governments 
to pay special attention throughout its 60-year history 
in the country. Today’s industry has significant pro-
duction capacity, which was stimulated gradually by 
protectionist measures coupled with an attractive 
domestic market, public policies aimed at supporting 
the growth and development of local firms, early 
development of technical know-how, and availability 
of a large supply of skilled workers.

The auto parts sector comprises a number of com-
panies that directly supply auto companies (Tier 1 
companies), involving engineering processes and 
often global production. These are typically multina-
tional subsidiaries or large companies that work 
closely with auto companies through confidentiality 
agreements and on the basis of detailed specifications 
and design. A second group of companies (Tier 2) sup-
plies specialized auto parts and components to Tier 1 
firms. A third group of companies (Tier 3) produces 
standardized, less sophisticated auto parts that may be 
destined for car manufacturers or for the aftermarket. 
There are around 200 Tier 1 and Tier 2 firms, and 
about 450 Tier 3 companies. Tier 3 companies are 
mostly SMEs.

While there are existing linkages between Tier 1 
and automakers, and between Tier 1 and Tier 2 firms, 
there is room to promote adequate and stronger link-
ages between Tier 3 companies and larger firms. To do 
so, many Tier 3 companies will need to be brought up 
to higher standards—in terms of timeliness, quality, 
and quantity of production—given the industry’s 

demanding standards and just-in-time system of pro-
duction. The design of behavioral incentives aimed at 
promoting technical training, skill building, and 
attainment of international certifications could help 
bring Tier 3 companies up to the required standards.

In addition, an online database of national suppli-
ers is an important tool for promoting linkages. global 
experience has shown that imperfections in informa-
tion markets often lead to suboptimal levels of link-
ages in an economy. Providing online access to 
high-quality information on local auto parts compa-
nies would not only help overcome this market fail-
ure, but it would also bring down the costs associated 
with identifying adequate and reliable local suppliers 
for automakers and Tier 1 firms. To be useful, the 
database would need to be designed carefully to 
ensure that it is easy to access and search, and that it 
includes prescreened, up-to-date information, 
including contact details, a description of the compa-
ny’s products, production capabilities, technical spec-
ifications, and quality standards and certifications. 
Importantly, the database would need to be updated 
periodically.

In addition, systematically organizing matchmak-
ing events to bring together Tier 3 firms and local and 
foreign buyers—and following up on such events to 
obtain feedback and measure results—would help 
bridge information asymmetries. The biennial 
Automechanika buenos Aires fair, which includes side 
events where local auto parts companies meet foreign 
buyers and local automakers, is a step in the right 
direction. 

BOX 1.9
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While opening the economy could be detrimental to certain protected sectors 
in Argentina, it would also provide opportunities to expand other activities, such 
as services. The cgE simulations show that easing barriers to trade in Argentina 
would improve the overall economy, with positive impacts on trade and gDP in 
the medium and long terms. Different activities would face different effects, 
however. As illustrated in figure 1.23, manufacturing as a whole would suffer the 
largest contraction in real output, relative to baseline projections, in almost all 
integration scenarios modeled (despite the heterogeneity across sectors within 
manufacturing). real output of overall service activities, on the other hand, would 
grow, relative to baseline projections, in all regional integration scenarios.

Trade in services is determined by a country’s connectivity, capacity, and reg-
ulatory framework; in Argentina, therefore, investment, trade, and competition 
reforms are essential. First, high-quality and efficient electronics and informa-
tion and communications technology (IcT) infrastructure (telecommunications 
networks, for example) are critical for effective communication, dissemination, 
and processing of information. Second, the availability of skilled labor is partic-
ularly essential for knowledge-based service (KbS) exports, which require edu-
cation and skills development. Finally, the quality of a country’s institutions has 
been shown to have a strong influence on trade in services. corruption and com-
plex export procedures can stifle trade in services. case studies of developing 
countries that have succeeded in exporting services shows that reducing barri-
ers to trade and fostering investment contribute to the importance of the service 
sector and enhance a country’s export potential.66

The KbS sector represents a fruitful opportunity for Argentina, not only as a 
source of export revenues but also as an input to manufacturing exports and 
competitiveness.67 Despite a decline in overall trade in services as a proportion of 
gDP since 2007 (figure 1.6), Argentina maintained a positive trade balance in 
central KbS activities. These included “other business services” (sectors such as 
legal services, accounting and tax consulting services, business consultancy, 
advertising, and technical services) and “telecommunications, computer, and 
information services” (table 1.9). KbS activities have also contributed to the 

TABLE 1.9 Service trade balance in value, Argentina

SERVICE LABEL 2012 
(US$, THOUSANDS)

2016 
(US$, THOUSANDS)

Other business services 2,348,000 1,370,070

Telecommunications, computer, and 
information services

864,080 547,502 

Construction (11,090)  (2,117)

Government goods and services n.i.e. (223,580) (36,103)

Financial services (72,181)  (267,078)

Personal, cultural, and recreational services (141,355) (283,161)

Insurance and pension services (340,733) (317,443)

Charges for the use of intellectual 
property n.i.e.

(1,970,532) (1,950,244)

Transport (2,415,990) (2,446,178)

Travel (1,015,080) (3,597,592)

All services (2,978,500) (6,982,344)

Source: Data from International Trade Centre’s Trade in Services Statistics database (http://www 
. intracen.org/itc/market-info-tools/trade-statistics/).
Note: Figures in parentheses are negative values. n.i.e. = not included elsewhere.

http://www.intracen.org/itc/market-info-tools/trade-statistics/�
http://www.intracen.org/itc/market-info-tools/trade-statistics/�
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value added embodied in total gross exports from Argentina.68 The “other busi-
ness services and IcT” sector generates the most export value added. It is 
responsible for 7.4 percent of total export value added (figure 1.25), more than 
services that have traditionally been considered major catalysts for economic 
activity (such as transport and distribution).

The positive performance of KbS to date in Argentina reflects a combination 
of comparative advantages and investment incentives. The widespread use of 
investment incentives (both nationally and locally), combined with major com-
parative advantages (such as human capital and relatively widespread English 
proficiency) has promoted the development of several clusters across the coun-
try.69 Argentina ranks higher on the United nations Development Programme’s 
human Development Index than competitors such as brazil, costa rica, and 
Mexico (figure 1.26). based on the Knowledge Economy Index, Argentina can 
compete with brazil and Mexico in the knowledge economy (figure 1.27). In fact, 
because KbS activities typically do not require high capital investments, several 
smaller cities and towns have been promoting the development of KbS to create 
jobs and diversify exports.70 As a result of these widespread policies, there are 
more than 28 KbS clusters or poles in Argentina, mostly in software and infor-
mation technology (IT) services, with over 1,000 companies employing over 
37,000 workers. Many of the world’s leading IT companies (IbM, hP, Accenture, 
Intel, Motorola, SAP, google, and Tata, to name a few) are established in 
Argentina. Many local companies (for example, Fuego and core Security 
Technologies) export highly innovative software globally. Moreover, a variety of 
companies (globant, ASSA, and Prominente, among others) provide services to 
the global market.71

To continue attracting FDI into the sector, however, it is crucial that Argentina 
exploit potential synergies among the main institutional actors. When it comes 
to how well a country uses IcT to boost competitiveness and well-being, 
Argentina falls behind its competitors, despite having improved in the 

FIGURE 1.25

Services’ share of value added in total gross exports, 
Argentina, 2011
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Source: Data from World Bank’s Export Value Added database 
(https://wits.worldbank.org / analyticaldata/evad/Country/ARG 
/ Year/2011/Summary).
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networked readiness index ranking from 100th to 91st out of 143 countries 
between 2014 and 2015 (figure 1.28). Argentina could enhance its institutional 
environment to facilitate innovation, given existing weaknesses in the business 
and regulatory environment (figure 1.29). Strengthening the positive perfor-
mance of the KbS sector will, therefore, require further coordination among the 
main institutional actors. They include the AAIcI, the Undersecretariat for 
Technological and Productive Services (which hosts an Observatory of the 
Knowledge Economy), Argencon (an association of companies exporting KbS), 

FIGURE 1.26

Human Development Index, 2015
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/ en/composite / HDI).

FIGURE 1.27

Knowledge Economy Index, 2012

Source: Data from World Bank’s Knowledge Economy Index dataset (https://knoema 
. com / WBKEI2013/knowledge-economy-index-world-bank-2012).
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and other strong industry chambers, such as the chamber of the Argentine 
Software Industry. The recently created “red Federal”72 might be a useful plat-
form for attracting more FDI into the sectors while ensuring that investment 
incentives provided to KbS activities across the country are well coordinated, 
balanced, and properly monitored to avoid tax wars across provinces. 

Third, strengthening e-commerce can provide an opportunity to spread the 
benefits of trade integration to SMEs. In principle, the advent of new IcT tools 
can facilitate cross-border e-commerce and participation in global markets for 
smaller and new entrants by lowering barriers to entrepreneurship and boosting 
their ability to reach a sufficient scale. The growth of retail e-commerce in 

FIGURE 1.29

Global Innovation Index, 2017
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Source: Data from Global Innovation Index dataset (https://www.globalinnovationindex.org 
/ analysis-indicator).

FIGURE 1.28

Networked Readiness Index, 2015
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Source: Data from World Economic Forum’s Networked Readiness Index dataset (http://
reports . weforum.org/global-information-technology-report-2016/networked-readiness 
-index/dataset).
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Argentina has been impressive over the past decade; the 2010–15 compound 
average growth rate of retail e-commerce sales was 52 percent, well above 
selected lAc peers and even the lAc average (figure 1.30). however, Argentina’s 
share of worldwide retail e-commerce was well below that of its peers in 2015, 
at 0.2 percent as compared to 1 percent for brazil, 0.3 percent for Mexico, 
1.9 percent for the lAc region, and 1.1 percent for Australia.73 This discrepancy 
suggests that Argentina has untapped potential in e-commerce.

reinforcing procompetition regulation in the telecommunications sector, 
enhancing trade facilitation, and streamlining specific e-trade laws and regula-
tions could provide a substantial boost. In practice, Argentina could lose many 
potential gains if the right conditions for SMEs are not in place. In this regard, 
Argentina lags behind its peers in infrastructure and the quality of Internet ser-
vices. As discussed in chapter 4, this lag results, in great part, from gaps in the 
telecommunications sector regulatory regime. In addition, Argentina lags in 
e-commerce skills development, measured using a qualitative indicator of 
business-to-business use of IcT as a proxy (figure 1.31). On the other hand, 
Argentina has laws and regulations to promote e-commerce, particularly 
regarding electronic transactions and signatures, privacy and data protection, 
consumer protection for online purchases, and cybercrime prevention. Moreover, 
certain provisions in Argentina’s rules on e-signatures and e-documents (includ-
ing mandatory licensing of commerce service providers and mandatory 
e-government with free certification service) are exemplary.74 room for improve-
ment remains, however. For example, Argentina still needs to update the legisla-
tion in several ways to reflect the evolution of e-commerce. One is granting 
validity to all types of e-signatures while recognizing digital signatures as the 
enhanced alternative. Another is removing the exemptions from coverage, allow-
ing the use of e-signatures and e-documents in all cases. Still, Argentina also has 
consumer protection and intermediary liability laws and regulations. Argentina’s 
civil and commercial code of 2014 calls for contracts to be interpreted in the 
sense that is most favorable to the consumer, while online transactions are 

FIGURE 1.30

Retail e-commerce sales, Argentina vs. selected peers, 2010–15
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subject to the consumer Protection law, which requires fair and dignified treat-
ment of consumers. Updates to this legislation could help strengthen the protec-
tion of Argentine electronic consumers, facilitating the growth of international 
e- commerce. One recommendation would be to enact legislation for consumer 
protection that is specific to electronic consumers; the law could include provi-
sions for e-payments, dispute resolution mechanisms, and redress. In addition, 
trade facilitation—particularly cross-border procedures—need to be enhanced to 
facilitate e-commerce and trade more broadly.

WHAT MITIGATION MEASURES CAN ARGENTINA 
IMPLEMENT TO COUNTERVAIL THE TRANSITION EFFECTS 
OF MICROECONOMIC REFORMS IN SENSITIVE SECTORS?

Microeconomic reforms and the associated changes in relative prices trig-
ger a reallocation of production factors (within and between firms and 
sectors) that entails efficiency gains, but also adjustment costs. Underlying 
the process of integration into global markets is a reallocation and churning 
movement, through which productive resources are expected to move to 
more productive uses, also within and between firms and sectors, which is 
then expected to bring productivity growth. As part of this process, both 
firms and workers bear adjustment charges that are asymmetrical across 
sectors, regions, and worker types. Typically, low-skilled workers and firms 
in sensitive sectors, along with regions where the latter operate (especially 
if an industry is regionally concentrated), tend to bear the brunt of the 
adjustment costs.

Some segments of Argentina’s manufacturing sector are susceptible to adjust-
ment costs, as industries producing electronics, household appliances, automo-
biles, and textiles will have to compete with production coming from countries 

FIGURE 1.31

Extent of business-to-business ICT use, Argentina vs. selected 
peers, 2015
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reports . weforum.org/global-information-technology-report-2016/networked-readiness-index 
/ dataset).
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that enjoy comparative advantages. As discussed above, the analysis in this 
report suggests that employment losses are most likely to occur in sugar, metal 
products, footwear, auto parts, and other manufacturing sectors, while employ-
ment gains can be expected in meat, other agriculture and food, and services. 
Factors such as wage levels and logistics costs play a role in how susceptible 
industries will be international competition. In the textile industry, for example, 
low-income countries like cambodia and haiti pay monthly wages of US$115, on 
average, whereas an Argentine worker receives US$1,300 for the same job.75 This 
wage differential may not be explained fully by productivity differences; 
Argentina’s infrastructure currently lags in the region, and logistics costs are 
high (see chapter 4). According to data from the Argentine chamber of 
commerce and Services, the total number of occupied workers in the private 
sector in sensitive sectors such as automobiles, home appliances, and textiles is 
close to 350,000, or 1.7 percent of Argentina’s total labor force. These industries 
are concentrated mainly in buenos Aires and the central region, particularly in 
córdoba and Santa Fe.

Policymakers in Argentina can take early and comprehensive action to ensure 
that policy shocks lead to more widespread gains for the country. International 
experience shows that most countries that have gone through a structural reform 
process have resorted to adjustment or compensatory programs, along with a 
welfare system that served as a safety net. The design and implementation of 
each mitigation measure is specific to each country and depends on different 
variables, such as the country’s fiscal situation and political pressures. countries 
listed in table 1.10 used various types of adjustment or compensatory programs, 
such as retraining to facilitate reallocation in the labor market, early retirement 
and entrepreneurial programs, compensatory measures for affected firms, and 
incentives for lagging regions.

Australia designed structural adjustment programs for each industry, espe-
cially the sensitive ones. Analysis of government policy documents found 135 
structural adjustment programs between 2000 and 2012.76 The nature of these 
programs is diverse: industry restructuring (especially in primary industries), 
enterprise assistance, labor market reforms, and investment attraction strategies. 
Australia determined the programs’ objectives, specific restructuring 

TABLE 1.10 Compensatory measures applied in selected country experiences

GENERAL MECHANISM BENEFICIARIES AUSTRALIA 
(1983)

POLAND 
(1989)

SWEDEN 
(1991)

MEXICO 
(1993)

Unemployment compensation

The unemployed

¸ ¸ ¸ ¸

Subsidies ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸

Technical assistance/training ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸

Social initiatives ¸

Support for entrepreneurship ¸ ¸ ¸

Quotas on number of dismissals ¸

SPECIAL MECHANISMS BENEFICIARIES

Direct compensation Firms and workers 
affected by structural 
adjustment measures

¸ ¸ ¸ ¸

PROCAMPO (cash transfers) Farmers affected by 
NAFTA

¸

Regional support programs Disadvantaged regions ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸
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incentives, duration, and government budget according to the industry (box 1.10). 
These programs have not targeted a single policy objective but have instead 
sought to secure employment for displaced workers or business owners, sup-
port industries in their transformations, compensate property owners for the 
loss of rights or other economic opportunities, and generate new economic 
opportunities in communities affected by change. A primary goal of industry 
restructuring programs has been—and remains—to help industries adjust to 
new economic conditions to ensure their long-term viability. Many programs 
introduced since 2000 have sought to do this by helping nonviable enterprises 
exit the industry.

There is mixed evidence regarding the effectiveness of adjustment programs 
directed toward firms and regions, which highlights the importance of ensuring 
well-tailored policy design if one of these approaches is to be implemented. In the 
case of firms, individual support measures could distort the level playing field or 
violate competitive neutrality principles that prevent firms from attaining undue 
competitive advantages vis-à-vis their competitors so that the most efficient 
firms succeed in the market. In the case of support for regions, there is a risk of 
misdirecting public policy efforts and resources in trying to promote industries in 
places where the location or resource endowments may not yield competitive 
production or services, rather than letting each region find its vocation.

The recent literature suggests focusing on protecting workers, not jobs. 
Programs to assist workers can take the form of active labor market adjustment 
policies, such as training and acquisition of new skills, job search assistance, and 
subsidized employment through short-term contracts for displaced workers. 
Such programs can also take the form of passive labor market policies, such as 
direct compensation to workers, unemployment benefits, or insurance.77 It is 
important to strike the right balance between active and passive labor market 
programs, since they are complementary to each other and each has its draw-
backs. Passive programs support the economic well-being of laid-off workers 
and help reduce political pressures, but they generate fiscal pressures. Active 
programs boost incentives to seek new jobs, but a moral hazard problem remains 
if these training and job search programs are not temporally limited. As stated by 
IMF, Wbg, and WTO (2017), the balance between the use of active and passive 
labor market programs will ultimately depend on a country’s labor market 

Deregulation of the dairy industry and compensation measures in 
Australia, 2001

Australia established the Dairy Adjustment Authority 
to manage the implementation of adjustment programs. 
The authority offered three types of assistance:

• The Dairy Structural Adjustment Program pro-
vided financial support to all herders who were 
in the industry on September 28, 1999. This was 
the largest of the aid programs, granting US$1.6 
billion in assistance over eight years.

• As an alternative to the Dairy Structural 
Adjustment Program, the Dairy Exit Program 

granted up to US$45,000, tax-free (subject to an 
asset assessment), to farmers who were leaving 
the industry. (Australia designed this program 
for farmers who believed that this alternative 
would better compensate their decision to exit 
the market.)

• Dairy regional Assistance provided funding 
for diversification to communities previously 
dependent on the dairy industry. 

BOX 1.10
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institutions and rigidities. Social protection policies serve as complementary 
measures to curtail adjustment costs. These typically comprise health insurance, 
severance payments, and general income support. Among the comparator coun-
tries, and according to OEcD data, Finland has the most expansive coverage of 
labor market policies; in 2015, the Finnish government spent 2.94 percent of 
gDP on (active and passive) labor market policies (figure 1.32).78 Mexico lies at 

FIGURE 1.32

Public expenditure on labor programs in OECD countries, 2015
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Source: Data from OECD Labor Market Policies and Institutions database (http://
www.oecd.org/els / emp/employmentdatabase-labourmarketpoliciesandinstitutio
ns.htm).
Note: Figures for the United Kingdom are for 2011.
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the opposite end of the spectrum, having spent only 0.01 percent of gDP for the 
same purpose during the same period.

Well-targeted and well-designed labor adjustment assistance programs can 
achieve results even with limited resources. Despite reduced spending on labor 
market programs overall, Mexico has one of the most successful programs. 
Mexico established its Farmers Direct Support Program (Programa de Apoyos 
Directos al campo, or PrOcAMPO) in 1993–94 to compensate crop producers 
who were expected to see prices decline after the initiation of the north 
American Free Trade Agreement (nAFTA) with the United States and canada. 
The program provided per-hectare cash transfers to farmers who had land ded-
icated to staple production before nAFTA. PrOcAMPO has been in place for 
over 15 years and is now the largest agricultural program in Mexico. Although it 
has changed over time, it continues to provide a subsidy per hectare of land cul-
tivated to all farmers who subscribed initially. cord and Wodon (2001) found 
that PrOcAMPO had a positive effect on poverty reduction and a multiplier 
effect on household income: one peso in PrOcAMPO cash transfers resulted in 
a two-peso increase in household income.79

Argentina has recently put in place adjustment programs to help domestic 
workers and companies become more competitive. The programs encompass 
incentives to both workers and companies. Argentina launched the Programa de 
Transformación Productiva (Productive Transformation Program) at the end of 
2016. This adjustment program is designed to help companies enhance their 
competitiveness through mechanisms that facilitate improving productive pro-
cesses; implementing jumps in scale or technology; developing new products; 
and reorienting production toward more competitive and dynamic activities 
that demand long-term, high-quality employment. Within three months of the 
launch of this program, about 20 firms had presented expansion or conversion 
projects, with the potential to add up to 1,000 more workers (box 1.11). The gov-
ernment has also launched the Programa “111 mil, aprende a programar,” an ini-
tiative that seeks to train “100,000 programmers, 10,000 professionals, and 1,000 
technological entrepreneurs” to meet the demand of companies in the KbS 
sector.

Argentina’s Programa de Transformación Productiva

Objective
business growth in existing and new markets, along 
with job creation.

Benefits
For workers: capacity building for employed work-
ers who want to perform new tasks and for unem-
ployed workers who want to re-enter the labor 
market. The latter receive extended unemploy-
ment insurance (up to six months at up to 

50 percent of their most recent salaries, guaran-
teeing at least the minimum living wage), integral 
family assistance, and state facilitation of their 
reintegration into companies that are part of the 
program.

• For firms that identify opportunities for 
productive transformation: financial and 
technical assistance, including a guarantee 
fund with the aim of promoting innovation to 

BOX 1.11

continued
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Targeted trade-specific programs can complement labor adjustment assis-
tance programs and help reduce opposition to trade openness, but the effective-
ness of these programs has been mixed, and their coverage and size tend to be 
small. The most prominent examples of such programs are the United States’ 
Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) program80 and the EU European 
globalization Adjustment Fund. The TAA and the EU fund had budgets of 
US$800 million (2015) and €115 million (2014), respectively. So far, the effective-
ness of the TAA program has been limited. On the one hand, as stated by the IMF, 
Wbg, and WTO (2017), a comprehensive evaluation of the TAA found that the 
training obtained by workers did not improve their earning and employment 
outcomes (D’Amico, et al. 2007). On the other hand, others found evidence that 
the training component did have a positive effect (Park 2012) (rosen, 2008), 
although smaller in terms of wage insurance, since take-up rates for the insur-
ance were low. Additional findings suggest that low take-up rates could partially 
be linked to lack of knowledge about the program (D’Amico, et al. 2007). Other 
relevant adjustment programs include the EU’s common Agricultural Policy 
and the Austrian Steel Foundation programs. They include direct compensation 
(such as direct payments to EU farmers) and unemployment insurance and wage 
subsidies (as in the TAA).

As a complement to implementing programs, understanding frictions 
(coming from different sectors, markets, and society) and tailoring policies to 
tackle them is essential to accelerating adjustment and maximizing the gains 
from trade. Many obstacles can impede workers from switching firms, sectors, 
or regions. These frictions can vary, from skill mismatches to job search and 
travel costs, social barriers, housing policies, job protection regulations, and 
lack of capital mobility. In the case of Argentina, possible frictions include the 
fact that it is a federal country, since this implies that each region can have dif-
ferent policies, which could potentially deter interstate mobility; the geograph-
ical extension of the country, which increases travel costs; and rigid labor 
systems that complicate the reallocation of resources. Artuc et al. (2013) and 

improve production processes and business 
models. Specifically, companies can receive 
loans of up to US$140 million, with rate 
bonuses up to 6 percentage points, or access 
to guarantees.

• For “dynamic” firms with feasible, sustainable 
investment projects and job demand: employ-
ment subsidies for hiring workers seeking to 
re-enter the labor market through the program 
and assistance with expanding their produc-
tive capacity. Specifically, for each worker hired 
under the program, the company can receive 
credits of US$500,000 to US$140 million, with a 
bonus of up to 5 percentage points or access to 

guarantee funds. The company also benefits from 
lower labor costs.

Eligibility
• companies of any size, located in Argentina, 

that are part of any activity or productive sector, 
except public services, mining, fishing, and agri-
culture. Mutual associations and cooperatives 
are not eligible.

Requirement
• Presenting a project for productive transforma-

tion or a project to implement short-, medium- or 
long-term investment that proves to be feasible 
and sustainable and demands labor. 

Box 1.11, continued
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Dix-carneiro (2014) found that adjustment frictions in advanced economies 
can reduce the gains from trade by up to 30 percent (IMF, Wbg, and WTO 
2017). Evidence from Mexico and brazil support these findings. Kambourov 
(2009) finds that a lack of flexibility in Mexico’s labor market slowed the real-
location of labor in response to trade reform, such that the benefits of the 
reform were as much as 30 percent less than what could have been achieved 
under a more flexible labor market. likewise, Dix-carneiro (2014) finds that 
the reallocation in the labor market following trade liberalization in brazil 
would accelerate from 14 years to 4 years if capital were completely mobile. 
credit policies can facilitate the overall adjustment process. For workers, 
a well-functioning mortgage market and easy access to credit to help finance 
education, self-employment, or startups could ease adjustment.81

Finally, macroeconomic stabilization policies can help ease the adjustment 
process. Macroeconomic stabilization policies should complement active labor 
market policies, since displacement costs are known to be higher during periods 
of growth slowdown (Davis and von Watcher 2011).

NOTES

 1. The bill was already approved in the chamber of Deputies in november 2017 and, as of this 
writing, was under discussion in the Senate.

 2. World bank (2015) showed that total factor productivity growth in Argentina averaged 
0.4 percent per year from 1961 to 2014, below the average experienced by comparator coun-
tries in latin America and the caribbean (lAc), such as brazil (0.42 percent) and chile 
(0.86 percent), as well as Asian economies, such as hong Kong (1.73 percent), Malaysia 
(1.10 percent), Singapore (1.99 percent), and South Korea (2.38 percent).

 3. Economy-wide, productivity increases as resources move from lower-productivity sectors 
to higher-productivity sectors (the so-called structural transformation process). Within a 
sector, productivity increases when (a) firms become more efficient at using resources 
(within-firm efficiency gains), (b) firms that are more efficient gain market share at the 
expense of laggards (between-firm efficiency gains), and (c) new and more productive 
firms enter the market while obsolete ones cease their activities (entry and exit gains).

 4. See Altomonte et al. (2013) for an analysis of the patterns of interaction among firm-level 
internationalization, innovation, and productivity across seven European countries 
(Austria, France, germany, hungary, Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom).

 5. Argentina’s import and export values may be underestimated, because reportedly, some of 
the trade flows became informal during the Kirchner era.

 6. Trade in intermediate goods contributed more than trade in final goods did to the growth 
of total manufacturing trade in 2001–2008 and 2009–14 (World bank et al. 2017).

 7. More recent data points (after 2011) are not available from the OEcD TiVA dataset.
 8. It is likely that the good performance of bulgaria, Poland, and romania is linked to their 

proximity to a large gVc market, namely the European Union. Similarly, Mexico is rela-
tively close to the United States, a market for automotive gVcs.

 9. From the 1950s on, the number of active FTAs increased continuously to almost 70 in 1990. 
Thereafter, FTA activity accelerated noticeably, with the number of FTAs more than 
doubling over the next five years and more than quadrupling until 2010 to reach close to 
300 FTAs in force as of this writing.

 10. This is based on a World bank dataset on the content of preferential trade agreements 
(https;//data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/deep-trade-agreements), which includes the set 
of agreements that have been notified to the WTO. In addition to Mercosur, Argentina has 
in place an agreement with Israel, in force since 2010, that has not been notified to the 
WTO. Also not counted are partial scope and Economic complementation Agreements 
(AcEs). Argentina is a member of five partial scope agreements: global System of Trade 
Preferences among Developing countries, latin American Integration Association (lAIA), 
Protocol on Trade negotiations, MErcOSUr–India, and Mercosur–SAcU. A partial scope 
agreement is not defined or referred to in the WTO agreement, such that the agreement 

https;//data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/deep-trade-agreements�
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covers only certain products. Partial scope agreements are notified under paragraph 4(a) of 
the Enabling clause (WTO 2017). Argentina has also signed a series of bilateral AcEs with 
countries such as chile, colombia, and Peru. These agreements fall within the legal frame-
work of lAIA and point to a greater opening compared to partial scope agreements.

 11. The EcI was originally elaborated in hidalgo and hausmann (2009) and assesses the over-
all complexity of the export basket. The EcI is based on export data and, in part, captures 
export complexity.

 12. In 2016, Argentina’s EcI was −0.882 (68th in the ranking)
 13. The FDI complexity index is a weighted average of the product complexity index associated 

with industries where there is FDI activity, with the weights being the share of FDI in the 
sector over total FDI in tradable industries received in Argentina. Just as with EcI, the FDI 
complexity index is standardized, so that a value of 0 corresponds with the global average 
for the index.

 14. The OEcD-Wbg PMr data are part of the Wbg’s Markets and competition Policy 
Database. Each area addressed within the PMr methodology sheds light on specific 
restrictions of the regulatory framework, both economy-wide and in key sectors of the 
economy, on 12 topics: electricity; gas; telecommunications; post; transport; water; retail 
distribution; professional services; other sectors; administrative requirements for business 
startups; treatment of foreign parties; and other, such as governance of publicly controlled 
enterprises or antitrust exclusions and exemptions.

 15. The program was extended to 151 products in addition to the 325 already in the program. 
See https://www.elsol.com.ar/extendieron-el-programa-precios-cuidados.html. 
In January 2018, 50 more products were included under this program. https://www.clarin 
.com/economia/precios-cuidados-productos-incluidos-mayo_0_Sky6i0xEM.html.

 16. See Argent and begazo gomez (2015) and licetti et al. (2017) for a comprehensive 
discussion.

 17. This figure includes the summary categories of fruits and vegetables, while only some of 
those products have been included in the regressions. Discounting those two aggregate 
categories, the analysis still covers 66 percent of the food consumption basket.

 18. countries outside latin America, especially those in the OEcD, are appropriate compara-
tor countries in that they exhibit, arguably, a less distorted regulatory environment, on 
average, than developing economies.

 19. “numbeo” is an online database of user-contributed data on cost of living.
 20. The latin American comparator countries with available data include belize, bolivia, 

brazil, chile, colombia, costa rica, Ecuador, guatemala, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, 
and Venezuela.

 21. In this model, the cost to import does not have the expected effect on the level of prices, 
which may be due to the fact that the caveats in the methodology for this indicator are 
more accentuated for these four countries. however, the cost of import does not explain 
a significant share of the variance in prices, nor does it change the difference in price levels 
significantly.

 22. In countries where the population is concentrated, most of the price information reported 
to numbeo is likely to refer to the capital.

 23. First, the previous regressions already control for differences in the average income level, 
measured in PPP. Second, the original unit prices in local currencies were converted into 
U.S. dollar values using the market exchange rate (which falls between the parallel market 
rate and the official rate), and therefore account for the exchange rate fluctuations affect-
ing prices of traded goods. The parallel exchange rate (blue chip swap rate) was used in 
around 20 percent of the transactions.

 24. The r-squared is less than half in some of the specifications, compared to the ones in 
table 1.3.

 25. The values for the PPP conversion factor, gDP (local currency units per international $), 
are extrapolated from the 2011 International comparison Program (IcP) benchmark esti-
mates or imputed using a statistical model based on the 2011 IcP. This means that if food 
prices are higher in Argentina due to lack of competition along the value chain, then the 
IcP benchmark estimate itself would have been affected by this distortion.

 26. See rabinovich (2013) for more details.
 27. See http://www.pregonagropecuario.com/cat.php?txt=8619.
 28. The economic characteristics of the production process, the functioning of the supply 

chain, and the strategic behavior of firms can affect the relationship between market 

https://www.elsol.com.ar/extendieron-el-programa-precios-cuidados.html�
https://www.clarin.com/economia/precios-cuidados-productos-incluidos-mayo_0_Sky6i0xEM.html�
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concentration and price levels. Furthermore, prices are only one of the variables that firms 
decide on; they can also compete on price, quality, intangible value, customer service, and 
other features. When market rigidities impede a firm’s ability to vary prices, the firm may 
compete by adjusting these nonprice variables. As a result, the level and behavior of prices 
do not necessarily indicate the intensity of competition, and it becomes necessary to look 
at market behavior.

 29. See, for instance, Aghion et al. (2005) and Aghion, braun, and Fedderke (2008).
 30. See, for instance, World bank (2013), World bank (2014), and Iootty and Dauda (2018).
 31. See nickell (1966) for further details.
 32. PcMs are measured as the difference between value added and salaries, as a proportion of 

sales. results hold for various robustness checks: (1) using sectoral data from national 
accounts; (2) employing a different proxy for competition intensity; (3) using distinct esti-
mation techniques, such as robust regression and quantile regression; and (4) employing 
different price deflators. Even in the case of an alternative specification that is less conser-
vative and does not explain as much of the variance in PcMs, the same change would yield 
an additional 1.7 percent in annual productivity growth (specifications (3) and (4)). 
See goodwin, Dauda, and gramegna (2017) for further methodological discussion.

 33. See Kitzmuller and licetti (2012) for further discussion.
 34. This relation has been demonstrated by barone and cingano (2011).
 35. This is based on an ex ante simulation of potential impact on value added and associated 

gDP growth of service sector reforms that would reduce restrictive PMrs, using a sensi-
tivity analysis with four alternative simulation methods (appendix E).

 36. The tariffs for the 10 most protected sectors in 2015 were footwear (23 percent), furniture 
(20 percent), textiles and apparel (19 percent), wine (17 percent), sugar (14 percent), 
biofuels (14 percent), metal products (13 percent), computers (13 percent), machinery and 
equipment (11 percent), and home appliances (11 percent). Import tariffs for certain com-
puter items were brought down to zero in March 2017.

 37. This is done given current commitments in the context of Mercosur and the restrictions 
imposed by the use of national exceptions to cET.

 38. In this scenario, a sector with a small number of lines with nonzero tariffs, such as foot-
wear, could be fully liberalized (from an average tariff of 23 percent to 0 percent). For a 
large sector, such as textiles and apparel, however, the average tariff could be reduced from 
19 percent to 7 percent at the most. Two other sectors are assumed to open only partially: 
metal products (from an average tariff of 13 percent to 2 percent) and machinery and 
equipment (from an average tariff of 11 percent to 5 percent). Overall, the following tariff 
reductions are assumed for each sector: footwear (from 23 percent to zero), furniture 
(20 percent to 0 percent), textiles and apparel (19 percent to 7 percent), wine (17 percent 
to 0 percent), sugar (14 percent to 0 percent), biofuels (14 percent to 0 percent), metal 
products (13 percent to 1.5 percent), computers (13 percent to 0 percent), machinery and 
equipment (11 percent to 5.1 percent), and home appliances (11 percent to 0 percent).

 39. It is worth stressing that the hypothetical scenario of simultaneous tariff liberalization 
(of  all high-tariff sectors) goes beyond what can be done while keeping the cET. In 
other words, this scenario would involve expanding the national exceptions or “leaving” 
the cET.

 40. As highlighted in the executive summary, the elimination of DJAI and introduction of 
SIMI at the end of 2015 is considered to be a partial reform scenario, since nonautomatic 
import licenses still cover a share of trade in certain sectors. As of October 2016, about 1,600 
tariff lines remained with import licenses not subject to automatic approval.

 41. About 27 percent of tariff lines were above the international peak of 15 percent, and about 
5 percent of lines were at the WTO bound of 35 percent.

 42. The 10 most protected sectors in 2015 were footwear (23 percent), furniture (20 percent), 
textiles and apparel (19 percent), wine (17 percent), sugar (14 percent), biofuels (14 percent), 
metal products (13 percent), computers (13 percent), machinery and equipment 
(11 percent), and home appliances (11 percent).

 43. As explained in box 1.6, the long-term baseline reflects a projection of the Argentine 
and global economies with current policies in place. Starting from 2015 as the base 
year, the baseline provides “business-as-usual” scenarios for every year through 2030. 
The impact of a counterfactual policy is assessed by looking at deviations from the 
baseline.

 44. Simultaneous liberalization is not feasible due to cET commitments, suggesting the 
importance of a Mercosur-wide initiative.
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 45. As highlighted above, the introduction of the new regime (SIMI), to replace the DJAI, 
maintained about 1,400 tariff lines subject to nonautomatic licenses, with the remaining 
8,600 tariff lines with automatic licenses subject to preregistration for monitoring 
purposes.

 46. Export taxes remained for certain products, including soybeans, soybean products (soybean 
meals and oil), biodiesel, and scrap metals. This reform reduced to zero nearly 98 percent 
of tariff lines that had export taxes above zero. The vast majority were products facing an 
export tax of up to 5 percent. Indeed, a “blanket” export tax rate of 5 percent applied to 
about 93 percent of lines not subject to a different rate. For soybeans and soybean products, 
a gradual elimination of their export taxes is expected to take place, starting in 2018.

 47. removal of import tariffs and/or export taxes would have fiscal implications in terms of 
declining trade tax revenue relative to gDP. cage and gadenne (2016) analyze episodes of 
trade liberalization across 130 countries from 1792 to 2006 and find evidence that trade 
taxes have fallen by more than 3 percentage points of gDP, on average, and half of the coun-
tries that have experienced an episode of trade liberalization have not recovered the lost tax 
revenues five years after the start of the episode. In this regard, maintaining constant fiscal 
expenditure levels will depend on specific efforts to safeguard total tax revenue, particu-
larly through a domestic tax reform that could broaden tax bases by purging exemptions, 
simplifying rate structures, and improving revenue administration.

 48. The expansion of the soy sectors in this scenario is so large that output of wheat and corn 
would now be lower relative to the baseline projections to 2020. The rapid expansion of 
agriculture would, indeed, shift resources from other sectors of the economy, to the extent 
that most model sectors would produce at lower levels relative to the baseline; however, 
services—the largest sector in the model—would also expand.

 49. The specific scenarios used here are hypothetical because negotiations as of this writing 
were ongoing and private.

 50. In addition, nTMs are streamlined among Mercosur parties—resulting in a 15 percent 
reduction in the tariff equivalents for goods and services—and export taxes are eliminated 
among the parties.

 51. Also, nTM tariff equivalents are reduced by 15 percent and export taxes are eliminated 
among Mercosur and EU countries.

 52. With “brexit” underway at this writing, a completed agreement may apply to a EU27 
membership. The results with and without the United Kingdom are qualitatively similar, 
and both are presented for comparison.

 53. Under the Mercosur–Pacific Alliance scenario, nTM tariff equivalents are reduced by 
15 percent and export taxes are eliminated among the parties. Moreover, bilateral market 
access is assumed so that existing liberalization among partners remains. Existing tariff 
barriers with Pacific Alliance countries were lowered by previous bilateral or Mercosur 
agreements under the framework of the Asociación Latinoamericana de Integración, espe-
cially with respect to chile and Peru. Most tariff liberalization under this scenario would 
be with respect to Mexico and, to a lesser extent, colombia. liberalization with the Pacific 
Alliance is assumed to take place both more quickly and more comprehensively than with 
the EU. no products are excluded from liberalization, and all tariffs are either removed or 
partially reduced for the most sensitive products.

 54. This reflects a reduction in import barriers for beef in the EU and the elimination of export 
restraints in Argentina, which include export taxes on soybean products.

 55. Boletin Trimestral de Empleo Registrado is a publication from Ministerio de Trabajo, 
Empleo y Seguridad Social, available at http://www.trabajo.gob.ar/left/estadisticas/oede 
/ estadisticas_nacionales.asp.

 56. The model does not keep track of the number of jobs by sector. To translate proportional 
changes in labor payments into employment changes, the model’s results are combined 
with administrative data on formal employment in the private sector (based on the Sistema 
Integrado Previsional Argentino). This dataset provides detailed data by industry classifica-
tion, but it represents only a partial sample of total employment, reflecting 6.5 million 
jobs in 2015. nonetheless, these data permit us to obtain a relative scale of employment 
across sectors. The employment effects are thus best seen as relative, as they take into 
account the relative labor intensity in the sector, while the levels represent partial numbers 
only. With this caveat in mind, the notional gradation in the heat map reflects employment 
losses below 1,000 as relatively small, between 1,000 and 2,000 as relatively moderate, and 
above 2,000 as relatively large. These bands were defined to keep roughly one-third of 
cases in each category.
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 57. While all the sectors in the cgE model are included in the heat map, the different aggrega-
tions in the model and the employment statistics do not allow us to identify all the sectors 
separately. Several model sectors related to agriculture and food were combined. To the 
extent that there are different effects, say, between wheat and soybeans, the aggregation 
“other agriculture and food” in the table shows the net effect, which is an expansion and 
absorption of employment.

 58. See constantinescu, Mattoo, and ruta (2015) for an analysis of the determinants of the 
decline of trade elasticity in the 2000s.

 59. See Evenett and Fritz (2015) for further discussion on this topic.
 60. More than 50 percent of agreements include deeper provisions in areas such as antidump-

ing and countervailing measures, rules on competition, movement of capital, intellectual 
property rights (IPrs), and trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights (TrIPs). 
Moreover, technical barriers to trade, investment disciplines, and sanitary and phytosani-
tary measures are often included in FTAs.

 61. According to the World bank dataset on the content of preferential trade agreements 
(https://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/deep-trade-agreements), which includes the set 
of agreements that have been notified to the WTO. In addition to Mercosur, Argentina has 
in place an agreement with Israel that has not been notified to the WTO and five partial 
scope agreements that are not defined or referred to in the WTO Agreement, as the WTO 
Agreement covers only certain products.

 62. Mercosur covers all 14 WTO+ areas, which include disciplines related to market access, 
customs, standards, state trading enterprises, antidumping and countervailing measures, 
and trade-related investment and intellectual property, among others. In addition, it covers 
three WTO-X provisions: competition policy, movement of capital, and intellectual 
property rights.

 63. For instance, the maximum depth of FTAs is 20 in chile, 21 in colombia and Mexico, and 
30 in Peru. See Signoret, rocha, and Molinuevo (2017) for further discussion and results.

 64. gVc-related exports to brazil and Paraguay would increase by US$43 million–$477 million 
and US$4 million–$46 million, respectively. Figures vary according to the shallowness of 
current enforceable provisions within Mercosur; the 1 percent effect (with a US$54 million 
variation) reflects an increase in depth from 17 to 20 provisions, while the 9 percent effect 
(with a US$480 million variation) reflects an increase in depth from 6 to 20 provisions.

 65. The share of service exports increased from around 9 percent in 1970 to around 20 percent 
in 2014 (choi et al. 2016).

 66. See gosawmi, Mattoo, and Saez (2012) for further discussion.
 67. As defined by OEcD (2017), KbS includes activities that make intensive use of high 

technology or require highly skilled labor to take advantage of technological innovations. 
KbS encompasses many activities, including accounting and legal services, audiovisual 
services, design, advertising, software and IT services, research and development, health 
care, and education. For analytical purposes, it comprises four sectors: (1) software and 
services; (2) business, professional, and technical services (which includes business pro-
cess outsources, as well as engineering, architecture, design, research and development, 
and so on); (3) services related to intellectual property rights (licenses and royalties); and 
(4) audiovisual, media, and advertising services.

 68. both in direct value added (value added within the same sector—that is, not involving 
sectoral linkages) and inputs to other sectors.

 69. nationally, two main laws provide fiscal benefits to IT companies. First, law no. 25.856 
(2003), allows software development companies to receive tax reductions, loans, and other 
benefits available to other industrial activities. Second, the Software Promotion law no. 
25.922 (2004) created a 10-year special fiscal regime for the software and IT service sector and 
was extended until 2019 through law 26.692 (2011). Under the Promotional regime, compa-
nies that develop software or provide information technology services as their core activity 
can enjoy the following benefits: (1) tax stability for taxpayers registered with the system; 
(2) tax credits amounting to 70 percent of social security contributions paid for staff working 
on software development activities, which can be used to offset national tax liabilities (such as 
the value-added tax, or VAT); (3) a 60 percent reduction in the income tax burden for each 
fiscal year; and (4) exemption from VAT withholding or reverse withholding.

 70. For example, córdoba’s Technology cluster supports the development of clusters within 
the province to help young entrepreneurs grow their businesses without having to move to 
the capital city.
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 71. Please see nahirñak (2016) for further details.
 72. The AAIcI recently created an initiative, the “red Federal,” to guarantee coordination in 

investment promotion and export promotion with subnational entities. The red Federal 
aims to partner with the provinces, guarantee standardized services to investors and 
exporters, and collaborate with provinces in the promotion and facilitation of investment 
and exports. To date, memoranda of understanding have been signed with 15 provinces: 
buenos Aires, chaco, ciudad de buenos Aires, córdoba, corrientes, Jujuy, la rioja, Men-
doza, Misiones, neuquén, Salta, San Juan, Santa Fe, Tierra del Fuego, and Tucumán.

 73. According to data from eMarketer.
 74. See blythe (2011) for further discussion.
 75. cámara Argentina de comercio y Servicios (2017).
 76. See beer (2014) for further discussion.
 77. Empirical evidence provided by hollweg et al.(2014) suggests that, when a trade shock hits 

a developing country, the costs associated with worker decisions are notably higher than 
those associated with employer decisions. That is, the mobility costs borne by workers far 
outweigh the adjustment costs borne by firms. This would, in principle, justify stronger 
protection of workers, but not necessarily of jobs or employers.

 78. See OEcD data on public spending on labor markets at https://data.oecd.org/socialexp 
/ public-spending-on-labour-markets.htm.

 79. household income is defined here as the combined gross income of all the members of a 
household.

 80. The TAA’s current structure features four components of trade adjustment assistance, tar-
geting workers, firms, farmers, and communities. Each cabinet-level department is tasked 
with a different sector of the overall TAA program. The program for workers is the largest 
and administered by the United States Department of labor. The program for farmers is 
administered by the Department of Agriculture, and the firms and communities programs 
are administered by the Department of commerce.

 81. credit to firms facing greater foreign competition could also help those firms reorient their 
business models and invest in new or different technology. credit to potential exporter 
firms could facilitate entry and help harness the benefits from trade (Manova 2013). It is 
important to keep in mind, however, that policies for credit to firms must be designed and 
implemented in line with competitive neutrality principles in order to ensure a level play-
ing field for firms competing in the market.
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When integrating into the global economy, governments often face challenges—
in particular, the need to stimulate a rapid export response and the need to man-
age strategically the timing, sequencing, and costs of reform. Experience with 
comprehensive reforms to open the economy and integrate into global markets 
suggests that, in the course of opening, countries often face a short-term increase 
in imports, while responses in exports tend to be slow (figure 2.1). This asymme-
try can trigger a variety of problems, such as growing trade imbalances, less 
resilience to external shocks, a short- (to medium-) term increase in unemploy-
ment, and difficulties in maintaining political support for reforms. Notably, in 
such cases, growth of trade has accelerated rapidly after the reform period, 
although this cannot necessarily imply a causal relationship.

Reform experiences in Australia, Mexico, Poland, and Sweden are relevant to 
Argentina for various reasons. All of the selected countries’ economies already 
had a large and developed manufacturing and service sector. In all cases, the 
state still participated directly in important sectors. Australia and Sweden both 
had strong social safety nets that were used to cushion adjustment costs, as dis-
cussed in chapter 1. Mexico’s and Poland’s structural reforms were triggered by 
regional integration efforts, which could be informative for Argentina in terms 
of the potential gains of enhancing Mercosur and signing further free trade 
agreements (FTAs). Furthermore, three of the four countries (with Poland being 
the exception) had strong subnational governments that were part of their 
reforms’ political economy, as well as competition laws that started being 
enforced during the reform process (table 2.1).

International experience with the design and implementation of microeco-
nomic trade, investment, and competition reforms undertaken by these coun-
tries offers valuable lessons. Australia, a country rich in resources with a high 
standard of living, lost productivity during the 1960s and 1970s when its econ-
omy was closed and highly protected, and state-owned enterprises (SOEs) were 
the leading network and public utility service providers. The resulting eco-
nomic instability led to structural reforms starting in 1982, based on opening 
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FIGURE 2.1

Trends in import and export levels among countries that have 
experienced structural reforms 
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TABLE 2.1 Country indicators

CHARACTERISTICS AUSTRALIA (1982) POLAND (1989) SWEDEN (1990) MEXICO (1994) ARGENTINA (2016)

GDP (% change) 0.1 3.8 0.8 4.7 (2.3)

GDP per capita 
(constant US$, 
1979 = 100)

9,213 1,035 16,550 2,776 3,782

GDP’s main 
component

Manufacturing and 
servicesa

Manufacturing, 
mining, and 
agriculture

Manufacturing and 
services

Manufcturing and 
services

Manufacturing and 
services

General government 
revenue (% of GDP)

n/a n/a 54.7 n/a 33.7

Role of subnational 
governments

¸ X ¸ ¸ ¸

Competition law Trade Practices Act 
(1974)

Monopolistic 
Practices Law 
(1987)

Competition Act 
(1983)

Federal Law of 
Economic 
Competition (1993)

Competition Law 
(1999)

Source: Data from IMF World Economic Outlook database, April 2017 (https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2017/01/weodata/index.aspx).
Note: GDP percentage change with respect to the previous year. For Australia, the GDP percentage change refers to 1982 as compared to 1981.
a. Distribution services and public utility services. In the indicator “role of subnational governments” the check mark indicates countries that have a federal 
system where subnational governments can decide on policies and regulations, whereas the X means that the government is centralized.

FIGURE 2.1, continued

Source: Data from World Development Indicators (WDI) dataset (http://wdi.worldbank.org 
/ tables).
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the economy to trade and investment, as well as implementing competition 
policy principles at the national level. In 2017, Australia reached 25 years with-
out recession, despite recent global economic crises, which is at least partly 
attributable to its strong post-reform economic foundations. In the 1990s, 
Mexico negotiated and signed the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA), which first triggered domestic economic reforms, and Mexico’s 2013 
constitutional reform later opened network sectors (such as energy and tele-
communications) to competition and improved the competition law. Sweden, 
a country with high state participation and a strong welfare system, lost pro-
ductivity during the 1980s. however, the country managed to recover in the 
1990s following a gradual process of privatization and deregulation in the 
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context of regional integration with the European Union (EU). Poland’s transi-
tion to a market economy in 1989–91 resulted in abrupt changes that led rapidly 
to high  unemployment. Poland compensated for this trend with a series of 
active and passive labor market policies implemented in close coordination 
with unions in industries where the unions were strong. Furthermore, the lib-
eralization of professional services in Poland in 2013 serves as a reference for a 
targeted implementation strategy.

The reform processes in these countries have common features, the first of 
which is that reform measures were anchored in broader national policies. 
Australia began some reforms in the 1970s, accelerated them sharply in the early 
1980s with the reduction of import barriers, and consolidated them over the fol-
lowing decades. In 1995, all governments in Australia’s federal system agreed on 
a national competition policy that exposed previously sheltered activities to 
competition and promoted the long-term interests of consumers.1 Mexico’s first 
wave of reforms took place throughout the 1980s and, especially, in the first half 
of the 1990s. In this period, the overarching objective was to join the general 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, sending an unambiguous signal that an export-
led economy would be the foundation for the new growth strategy. The subse-
quent goal was to ratify and implement NAFTA. More recently, Mexico embarked 
on a bold package of structural reforms. These reforms were organized initially 
around the 2013 “Pacto por México,” which brought together the three largest 
parties to agree on a single, multifaceted package of specific reforms. The parties 
agreed to improve competition, education, energy, the financial sector, labor, 
infrastructure, telecommunications, and the tax system, among many other 
aspects of the economy (box 2.1). 

Second, new and existing institutions worked coherently to lead different 
segments of the overall microeconomic reform program. In Australia, important 
political institutions (such as the office of the prime minister, the treasury, and 
the Ministry of Finance) supported the reform.2 Moreover, Australia built inde-
pendent institutions (including the National competition Policy and Productivity 
commission) to provide additional support. The Productivity commission still 
serves as the Australian government’s principal review and advisory body on 
microeconomic policy, regulation, and a range of other social and environmental 
issues. Sweden achieved coherence across institutions and over time by imple-
menting a rotation scheme for public employees. This system helped avoid pol-
icy capture and spread technical expertise about reform implementation.

Third, efforts to assess the impact of reforms, maintain consistent and correc-
tive monitoring and evaluation regimes, and communicate positive results were 
critical to sustaining the reform process. In Australia, for example, the 
Productivity commission developed the “Impact Project” with Monash 
University. The team assessed the impact of reforms in different sectors and at 
different levels of the economy (national and regional). These assessments were 
useful in communicating the successful results achieved by reform, reaching or 
promoting consensus, and adapting measures that were not contributing as 
expected.3

Fourth, the sequencing and timing of reforms were as important as their 
content. For all countries under review here, the trade liberalization process 
combined “shock” reforms (such as the early elimination of nontariff mea-
sures (NTMs) to reduce severe distortions in pricing and supply, as well as 
tariff reductions) with a more gradual approach in some sensitive sectors. The 
sensitive sectors usually included manufacturing, particularly labor-intensive 
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sectors (such as textiles, clothing, and footwear), steel, and automobiles. In 
Australia’s first automotive export facilitation scheme, launched in 1985, the 
country first turned quantity quotas into tariff quotas, then abolished them 
and gradually reduced the tariff from 57.5 percent in 1985 to 35 percent in 
1992. Subsequent plans included gradual and previously announced reduc-
tions, reaching a tariff of 10 percent in 2004 and programmed to fall to 
5  percent in 2010. This gradualism contrasted with the unilateral tariff reduc-
tion programs applied to nonsensitive sectors, in which the tariff reached 5 
 percent or less by 1996. It is important to highlight that the Australian econ-
omy was opened to trade first, which created the need to reduce input costs in 
labor markets and (nontraded) public utility services. In turn, pressure 
mounted for the reform of government policies and institutions that were 
impeding these changes, and an increasingly broad-ranging program of 
domestic microeconomic reform was hatched (banks 2005). There is no con-
sensus in the economic literature on whether “shock therapy” or gradualism 
is a better strategy for trade openness and investment liberalization reforms. 
countries that have followed a gradualist approach (such as Australia, Mexico, 
and Sweden) have usually had political incentives to do so, including avoiding 
excessive costs, especially for the government budget; avoiding excessive 
downgrades in  living standards at the start of the reform; allowing 

Australia’s National Competition Policy and Pacto por México

The objective of Australia’s National competition 
Policy was to promote competitive markets, because 
they best serve the interests of consumers and the 
wider community, and to “achieve and maintain con-
sistent and complementary competition laws and pol-
icies which [would] apply to all businesses in Australia 
regardless of ownership.”

The following were its principal components:

• Extension of anticompetitive conduct legisla-
tion to cover previously exempt government and 
unincorporated enterprises

• Review of some 1,800 items of anticompetitive 
regulation

• Reforms to public monopolies, including “com-
petitive neutrality” enforcement mechanisms, 
certain structural reform requirements, and 
price regulation where public monopolies per-
sisted

• An open-access regime for network infrastructure

The objective of Mexico’s Pacto por México was to 
complete the democratic transition, boost economic 

growth, and generate good-quality jobs to reduce pov-
erty and social inequality.

The following were its principal economic 
components:

• labor reform that increased the flexibility of hir-
ing substantially

• Reform of “Amparos,” which made the legal sys-
tem more efficient and fair

• Introduction of a national code of criminal pro-
cedure

• Wide-ranging educational reform that intro-
duced clearer standards for teachers and schools

• Fiscal reform that improved the efficiency of the 
tax system

• Economy-wide competition reform
• Reforms to the financial, telecommunications, 

and energy sectors that opened long-closed sec-
tors to competition and strengthened the powers 
of regulators

• Reforms allowing politicians to be reelected, 
giving them a longer-term perspective on policy 

BOX 2.1
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trial-and-error and mid-course adjustments; and helping the government 
gain credibility over time (Roland 2012). While trade reforms typically have 
combined shock measures with gradualism in sensitive sectors, investment 
and competition reforms have usually followed a steadier path.

NOTES

 1. See banks (2005) for further discussion.
 2. See Kelly (2000) for further discussion.
 3. See banks (2005) for a detailed discussion on the Australian experience.
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International experience provides examples of institutional setups that have 
helped countries implement broad national policies of integration into the global 
economy. As described in chapter 2, countries such as Australia have set up new 
commissions and councils to design, monitor, and/or implement medium- and 
long-term policy programs to reform domestic markets. Such institutions require 
funding, accountability mechanisms, and high-level endorsement to be effective. 
A strong, high-level endorsement of a strategic objective, action plan, or road-
map can give institutions the space they need to coordinate effectively around an 
overarching goal and to implement changes on a day-to-day basis.

Institutions in charge of trade, investment, and competition policy are key to 
implementing these reforms and should thus be structured efficiently with a 
view to allowing complementarity and coordination among them.

INVESTMENT: BEST GOVERNMENT PRACTICES FOR 
JUMP-SHIFTING INVESTMENT PROMOTION POLICY

According to international experience, successful institutions in charge of pro-
moting foreign direct investment (FDI) have certain best practices in common, 
regardless of their institutional structure. In March 2016, Argentina set up its 
investment promotion agency (IPA) through the transformation of Fundación 
Exportar, a private entity dedicated exclusively to export promotion. The new 
Agencia Argentina de Inversiones y Comercio Internacional (AAICI) is now also 
dedicated to investment promotion and facilitation. The AAICI benefited from 
the record of Fundación Exportar and from its established governance and over-
all structure. The internal organizational structure was adjusted, with trade pro-
motion and investment promotion operating as independent business units, 
with distinct performance indicators but sharing a series of administrative 
“back office” services. Activities related to trade promotion and investment pro-
motion have, by nature, different needs in terms of staff expertise, skills, 
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target audiences, clients, and stakeholders.1 best practices point, in general, to 
the split of trade promotion and investment promotion, although some IPAs 
with joint mandates have been successful in attracting FDI. Table 3.1 displays the 
pros and cons of joint promotion. Successful IPAs with joint mandates have 
some commonalities: they tend to follow an umbrella structure, pool together 
administration and overseas office infrastructure, invest in market intelligence 
and image building, and operate a separate technical team for each promotion 
stream, leading to greater efficiency.2

Another best practice is to separate regulatory and promotional functions. 
The most effective investment promotion agencies focus on promoting specific 
locations (table 3.2). They do not have regulatory roles to allow or deny applica-
tions for registration or grant incentives (box 3.1). Functions such as granting 

TABLE 3.1 Pros and cons of joint export and FDI promotion

PROS CONS

One umbrella for investment and trade promotion policy Different functions and objectives. Loss of accountability and 
loss of focus in the agency

Shared support services: information technology (IT), human 
re  sources, accounting, legal services, public relations, research 
and analysis, shared office accommodation

Possible problems in coordinating investment and trade 
promotion activities and managing staff with different skills 
and perspectives

Knowledge sharing to benefit strategy development Different time frames, with generally a longer time perspective 
in investment promotion

Potentially more continuity in service delivery. A single point of 
contact in government—for example, for export- oriented investors

Often different clients and contact points in companies

TABLE 3.2 IPA best practices

MUST DO 
(CORE MANDATES)

MAY DO 
(AS ADDITIONAL 
FUNCTIONS, BUT 

REQUIRING INDEPENDENT 
SETUP AND RESOURCES)

SHOULDN’T DO 
(INCOMPATIBLE WITH 

INVESTMENT 
PROMOTION)

Investment 
promotion

Marketing X

Information provision X

Facilitation of meetings, site visits, 
and government procedures 

X

Advocacy X

General promo-
tion

Exports X

Outward investment X

SME linkages to FDI X

SME development X

Administration/
Regulation

Administration of government 
procedures (such as one-stop shops, 
licenses, incentives)

X

Management of state land or assets X

Administration/negotiation of 
government concessions (for 
example, infrastructure or extractive 
industries)

X

Administration of public–private 
partnerships

X
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permits, issuing licenses, or administering and negotiating government conces-
sions or public–private partnerships can create conflicts of interest and send 
confusing signals to investors. They can denaturalize the IPA, diverting resources 
from its core function of promoting and attracting investment.

An IPA’s institutional mandate and organization should allow for effective 
interaction with investors. In conducive investment climates, IPAs can interact 
effectively with investors at all stages of the investment life cycle: (1) vision and 
strategy; (2) investment attraction; (3) investment entry and establishment; 
(4)  investment protection, expansion, and retention; and (5) linkages and 
spillovers. It is crucial to ensure that the IPA has a clear mandate, an efficient 
organizational structure, and sufficient resources (box 3.2). The mandate to 
serve investors should be precise and focus not only on domestic investors, but 
in particular on foreign investors. The mandate should define the range, depth, 
and quality of services that will be provided to different types of FDI and inves-
tors along the investment life cycle, a time-phased approach to delivering 
marketing, information, facilitation, and policy advocacy services.

Among investment promotion efforts, policy advocacy is a vital activity with 
high returns. Although the particularities and strengths of each country should 
be taken into account, best practices and empirical results3 highlight that, among 
other key functions such as image building and investor services, advocacy is the 
function most closely associated with higher levels of investment. IPAs’ budget 
allocations do not often reflect this prioritization. IPAs might benefit from 
investing more resources in advocacy activities, such as surveys of the private 
sector, participation in task forces, policy and legal proposals, and lobbying 
activities.

Empirical analysis suggests that Argentina may achieve greater gains from 
directing investment promotion activities at foreign investment and the specific 
characteristics of a few sectors. When IPAs target foreign investment (as 
opposed to domestic investment), the likelihood increases of attracting the type 
of foreign investment that can yield substantial benefits for the local economy. 
Using a sample of 105 countries, harding and Javorcik (2012) found that FDI 

Separation of promotion and regulation functions: The case of Canada

• The origins of Canada’s IPA, Invest in Canada, 
go back to the Foreign Investment review 
Agency. The Foreign Investment review 
Agency was established in 1973 as a purely 
regulatory agency, prompted by a surge of 
acquisitions of Canadian firms by corporations 
in the United States.

• Investment Canada, a promoter-regulator, 
replaced the Foreign Investment review Agency 
in 1985. It continued to screen investments 

and began promotional functions as part of the 
Ministry of Industry.

• In 2003, the government split promotion and 
regulation functions by establishing a new unit 
with a stronger FDI mandate, Invest in Canada, 
under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
International Trade. It left investment review 
under the Ministry of Industry.

• Today, Invest in Canada is devoted to investment 
promotion, ranking among the top national IPAs.a

a. See World Bank (2011) for further details. 

BOX 3.1
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Highlights of some best-practice IPAs

The following examples highlight some best practices 
of IDA Ireland, EDb Singapore, Korea’s KoTrA, and 
UKTI United Kingdom, which are considered 
successful IPAs.

IDA Ireland: Incorporated as an autonomous 
state-sponsored body in 1969, the Irish government’s 
Industrial Development Agency, also known as IDA 
Ireland, has a track record of consistent achievement. 
Founded at a time when Ireland was not regarded as 
an attractive investment destination (due to economic 
stagnation, limited natural resources, one of the low-
est per-capita incomes in Europe, and a small popula-
tion), IDA Ireland changed global perceptions and 
helped transform Ireland into a powerhouse of FDI 
attraction. Some highlights:

• Clear mandate and sector strategy. With the 
single mandate of attracting FDI, IDA Ireland 
has developed a focused strategy to promote 
industrial development by targeting industries 
in which Ireland could achieve a competitive 
advantage. Today, these are life sciences; infor-
mation and communications technology; and 
international and financial services.

• Collaboration with other entities at the national/
subnational levels. Ireland created a combina-
tion of well-funded state agencies and advisory 
councils that work together and collaborate 
with IDA Ireland and have specialized func-
tions. These include Forfas (focused on strate-
gic planning); Enterprise Ireland (promoting 
small and medium enterprises [SMEs], domes-
tic industry, and export development); and the 
Science Foundation Ireland (focusing on inno-
vation). In addition to their own synergies, 
these agencies have good working relation-
ships with key regulatory agencies at national 
and local levels, as well as with private sector 
organizations. They all employ professional and 
permanent staff who do not change when the 
government changes.

• Adequate institutional and financial autonomy. 
IDA Ireland has a separate legal mandate that 
grants it a substantial degree of institutional and 
financial autonomy and a sufficient and sustained 

budget. Its board of directors builds on private 
sector representation, but board members are 
clearly appointed to represent public interests 
instead of private ones.

EDB Singapore: EDb Singapore was established in 
1961 as a centralized agency for investment promotion 
and has since been the agency responsible for 
Singapore’s success in attracting FDI and promoting 
the country’s economic development. Since 1993, it 
has also supported the regionalization initiatives of 
companies in Singapore, administered the FDI incen-
tives regime, administered grants/loans to promote 
the internationalization of local companies, and sup-
ported inward and outward investment. Some 
highlights:

• High-level support: EDb enjoys support from the 
highest level of government, with credibility and 
visibility.

• Four key strategic areas: (1) investment attraction: 
a “single window” promotes, attracts, facilitates, 
and supports investors in the manufacturing 
and service sector; (2) support for the retention, 
expansion, and vertical integration of existing 
industries; (3) improvement of the investment 
climate: policy advocacy to improve the 
investment climate; and (4) toward the future: 
serving as a “guiding compass” in preparing 
Singapore for the future.

Korea’s KOTRA: Korea transformed from one of 
the poorest agrarian economies into an industrialized 
country, mainly through an export-based industrial-
ization strategy. In the early 1960s, it abandoned the 
import-substitution strategy and adopted the “Export 
First” policy. KoTrA was founded in 1962 to assist 
businesses in exploring foreign markets, basically as a 
trade promotion organization. FDI promotion was 
included as one of KoTrA’s functions in 1997. KoTrA 
currently carries out trade promotion and investment 
promotion under one roof. regarding investment pro-
motion, it facilitates the entry and successful estab-
lishment of foreign businesses in Korea and provides 
aftercare services designed to retain and expand 
foreign investment in Korea.

BOX 3.2

continued
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targeting by investment promotion agencies can be key in attracting 
efficiency-seeking FDI. It can also raise the quality of exports from the host 
economy. The cross-country analysis found an increase in the unit values of 
exports from sectors that are considered priorities in efforts to attract FDI. The 
top 33 IPAs (25 national, 8 subnational) have targeted specific priority sectors 
and prominently display them on their websites (table 3.3).4 In the case of AAICI 
and its website, six sectors are listed as core to the agency (table 3.4). Keeping a 
restricted list of sectors for investment promotion is expected to yield gains to 
Argentina. because not all foreign investment is homogeneous, and in some sec-
tors efforts to attract investors are less relevant since the main drivers of invest-
ments are available natural resources or the size of the market, focusing 
marketing services on a few sectors seem to be a more efficient way to use the 

UKTI United Kingdom: named british Trade 
International until 2003, United Kingdom Trade and 
Investment (UKTI) is a joint government agency of 
the Department for business, Innovation, and Skills 
and the Foreign and Commonwealth office. Although 
UKTI has its own objectives, it also contributes to the 
objectives of both parent ministries. Some highlights:

• Great flexibility: The model allows for great flex-
ibility in terms of how UKTI presents business 
offers and targets clients. The common factor for 

all UKTI clients, both local exporters and poten-
tial investors, is the UKTI brand.

• A strong brand: The brand has global reach and 
impact. It is recognizable, and the addition of a 
crest identifies it as a body of the government 
of the United Kingdom—in other words, as 
trustworthy. It also clearly brands the United 
Kingdom and is positioned to be the natural 
choice for companies interested in either trading 
with or investing in the country. 

Box 3.2, continued

TABLE 3.3 IPAs and their focus in strategic sectors

IPA NO. OF STRATEGIC SECTORS SOME STRATEGIC SECTOR EXAMPLES

Invest in France 9 Aerospace, IT, health, agribusiness

Invest HK 
(Hong Kong)

9 Financial services, IT corporate 
services

CINDE 
(Costa Rica)

4 Life sciences (medical devices 
manufacturing), IT, advanced 
manufacturing

Note: IT = information technology.

TABLE 3.4 Strategic focus of Argentina’s IPA

1. Oil and gas

2. Telecommunications

3. Machinery and equipment

4. Agroindustry

5. Renewable energies

6. Knowledge-based services

Source: AAICI’s website: http://www.inversionycomercio.org.ar/en/invest_argentina.php.

http://www.inversionycomercio.org.ar/en/invest_argentina.php�
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agency’s limited promotional efforts and resources. Top-performing agencies 
have some good practices in common that can be adapted and implemented 
by agencies seeking to increase their share of the market for foreign invest-
ment (box 3.3).

COMPETITION: ENABLING IMPACTFUL AND INDEPENDENT 
COMPETITION POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

The institution in charge of promoting competition could benefit from addi-
tional resources and more functional autonomy. To implement the proposed 
substantial procompetition reforms, Argentina’s competition authority, the 
Comisión nacional de Defensa de la Competencia (CnDC) would benefit from 
more technical and functional autonomy, which would help shield it from poten-
tial political pressure. on the operational side, the CnDC will require more 
resources and will need to dedicate these resources toward more impactful com-
petition policy instruments. Currently, Argentina has fewer public officials than 
countries of comparable size, and this aggravates the procedural workload gen-
erated by an ineffective legal framework, especially regarding merger control. 

Main institutional recommendations for fostering IPAs

Most successful IPAs have focused mandates and 
functions. giving IPAs responsibilities for several 
other economic mandates different from those of 
investment promotion can lead to investment promo-
tion officials’ lacking the resources, policy support, 
or  strategic freedom necessary to achieve these 
substantial goals:

• Ensure clarity on the tasks to be carried out as 
part of investment promotion (including promo-
tional but not regulatory functions, independent 
from export promotion).

• Focus investment promotion strategies on a few 
sectors, including knowledge-based services (KbS).

• Achieve the appropriate balance in promoting 
domestic versus foreign investment.

• redefine the range, depth, and quality of services 
provided along the investment life cycle, from 
marketing information to investment facilitation 
and policy advocacy.

An autonomous organization with freedom to allo-
cate resources according to a results-oriented strategy 

helps to preserve a private sector-like clarity of 
mission and means:

• Provide an institutional outlet for addressing 
investment problems before they escalate into 
investor–state disputes.

• Foster a private-sector-minded culture by hiring 
staff with private sector experience, offering per-
formance bonuses, and prioritizing competency 
in English and other foreign languages.

• reallocate and prioritize tasks with a view to 
maximizing efficiency.

• Develop deep business knowledge through 
research capacity, account managers, and knowl-
edge and relationship management systems.

• Establish a stronger network with provinces and 
at subnational levels of investment and trade 
promotion units to guarantee investors an ade-
quate level of service that is homogeneous across 
subnational entities.

• Prioritize investment facilitation through internal 
systems and improved accessibility.a

a. See World Bank (2009) for further details. 

BOX 3.3
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A bill already approved in the Chamber of Deputies for a new competition law 
addresses some of these challenges effectively.

A new and more autonomous competition authority could increase the like-
lihood of overcoming potential pressure by interest groups when opening mar-
kets to competition and breaking up cartels. national regulatory authorities are 
generally considered independent when they are able to implement regula-
tions and policies without intrusion from the executive, but they are still 
obliged to follow general government policy.5 In Argentina, the CnDC’s deci-
sions on sanctions for cartels or remedies for proposed merger transactions are 
reviewed and signed by officials outside the agency and within the Ministry of 
Production. While some established competition authorities are part of minis-
tries or governmental departments and still exhibit a high level of autonomy—
in Chile, the European Union (EU), and the United States, for example—it is 
more common to find an administratively independent competition agency in 
charge of investigating and adjudicating restrictions on competition. More 
than half of the 120 competition agencies in the world are institutionally inde-
pendent from ministerial control. of these, 22 are in developing and transition 
economies.6 The bill for a new competition law, approved in the Camara de 
Diputados in november 2017,7 proposes the establishment of a new authority 
with technical and functional autonomy.8 This would be an important step 
toward ensuring that political pressures by interest groups do not interfere 
with technical decisions by the agency.

The competition authority should be well resourced to conduct sophisticated 
and procedurally consistent investigations and to implement advocacy initia-
tives proactively. The CnDC employs fewer public officials than agencies in 
comparator countries (figure 3.1). While agency size differs substantially across 

FIGURE 3.1

Number of public officials in competition authorities

Source: Data from Global Competition Review’s (GCR) Rating Enforcement dataset. 
(https://globalcompetitionreview.com/series/rating-enforcement).
Note: The data reflect overall staff, not necessarily those involved directly in competition 
enforcement. Agencies such as Australia’s have other mandates, but even if only half the 
staff worked on competition enforcement, Argentina would have a comparatively small staff 
group. Data for Colombia correspond only to competition enforcement staff, given that the 
institution is the Superintendence of Industry and Commerce, with 1,200 staff in total.
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countries, larger economies tend to have more staff. To undertake enforcement 
actions (which can involve, for example, simultaneous onsite inspections of 
alleged cartel members on multiple premises), the agency needs a minimum 
cadre of well-trained, full-time officials who are knowledgeable in cartel inves-
tigation techniques and procedural matters, such as confidentiality guarantees. 
The ability to procure modern investigation equipment, such as special IT foren-
sics equipment, is critical to tackling sophisticated cartel agreements. For 
Argentina to boost its anticartel enforcement, tackle government interventions 
that limit competition through proactive advocacy initiatives, and effectively 
review merger notifications, the agency requires significantly more staff. 

Merger notification thresholds in Argentina should be adjusted to currency 
fluctuations and to ensure effective use of ex ante merger review.9 Thresholds 
for merger transactions that trigger a review by the CnDC need to be set low 
enough that they do not exclude a large volume of transactions that may have 
negative effects on competition, but high enough that they do not unduly burden 
the competition authority and hamper the progress of (efficient) mergers. 
International benchmarking suggests that these thresholds are relatively higher 
in countries with larger economies (figure 3.2). Strong currency devaluations 
are typically followed by an adjustment of the notification thresholds, as seen in 
recent reforms in norway and Turkey. In Argentina, owing to currency devalu-
ation, the threshold is now low relative to the size of its economy. As a result, the 
procedural workload that is generated aggravates the scarcity in staff and 
resources. A much-needed reform of merger review provisions would introduce 
further improvements (such as individual thresholds10 and a fast-track proce-
dure for mergers that are unlikely to reduce competition).

An increase in staff and a reform to streamline the merger control system 
would allow the agency to strengthen anticartel enforcement. Cartels can raise 
the prices of affected goods and services by 49 percent on average (Connor 2014). 

Source: Data from International Merger Law Database and updates by World Bank Group based on methodology 
from Argent and Begazo Gomez (2015).
Note: The values of the notification threshold reflect the status as of 2013, except for Norway and Turkey, which 
have raised their thresholds since 2013. All values are expressed in US dollars using the exchange rate in 2016. Any 
threshold increase not captured here would take Argentina farther away from international practice.
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given their harmful effects, agencies are focusing their resources increasingly 
on anticartel enforcement. Among latin American agencies, detection of cartels 
has increased threefold over the last decade in comparison to the decade before 
(figure 3.3). Agencies in latin America now detect two cartel cases per year, on 
average, while the most mature agencies can detect five or more cases each 
year.  Argentina sanctioned only two cases between 2007 and 2016. The 
CnDC’s new leadership has already organized capacity-building sessions for 
staff and quickly upgraded investigation techniques. In September 2017, it suc-
cessfully detected and fined a number of health clinics in the Province of Salta 
for price fixing. building an effective anticartel program that deters collusive 
agreements will require continued efforts to strengthen capacities and 
implementation.

In addition to detecting and deterring anticompetitive business practices, the 
CnDC should devote a substantial portion of its resources to tackling govern-
ment restrictions that facilitate anticompetitive business practices in the first 
place. The Argentine legal framework does not provide for exemptions of any 
sector or type of firm, and regulatory protection of incumbents is driven instead 
by legal barriers to market entry by domestic or foreign firms, as well as barriers 
to network sectors (figure 3.4). These restrictions can be addressed by the com-
petition advocacy unit in the CnDC, which could increasingly influence policy 
decisions and regulatory design. This change would not necessarily require a 
change in the legal framework; international evidence suggests that the compul-
siveness of opinions issued in advocacy initiatives is not a necessary condition 
for successful advocacy (figure 3.5), and that the specific strategy in advocating 
for procompetition solutions is more important.

The competition authority and sector regulators can collaborate more 
effectively to strengthen competition principles in network regulation. While 
comparator countries such as Mexico and South Africa exhibit even 

FIGURE 3.3

Number of cartel investigations started and concluded before and after 2007
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FIGURE 3.5

Compulsiveness of opinions issued in advocacy initiatives
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FIGURE 3.4

Contribution of “legal barriers” to restrictiveness of product market regulation 
subindicator “regulatory protection of incumbents”
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greater  restrictiveness in the regulation of network sectors (figure 3.6), 
Argentina’s restrictiveness score in the road and air transport sectors is the high-
est among comparators. In the case of railway networks, and given the vertical 
connections between majority shareholders and cargo rail transport end-users, 
regulators and the competition authority could, for example, collaborate to 
ensure effective third-party access regulations are in place where appropriate 
(figure 3.7). The competition authority and sector regulators could sign a mem-
orandum of understanding to ensure coherent regulatory implementation. 
In the telecommunications sector, this could increase procedural predictability 
in merger reviews, where both the telecommunications regulator and the com-
petition authority would have specific regulatory functions. 

FIGURE 3.6

Restrictiveness of network sector regulation in telecommunications, electricity, gas, 
post, and rail, air, and road transport, 2013
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Source: OECD Product Market Regulation database, and OECD-World Bank Group Product Market Regulation 
database for non-OECD countries 2013, 2016, as of March 2018. (http://www.oecd.org / eco/growth 
/ indicatorsofproductmarketregulationhomepage.htm).

Main institutional recommendations to foster competition in Argentina

Competition law enforcement and advocacy can 
become more effective if the Argentine Competition 
Authority is granted greater autonomy, especially in 
the decision-making process. The government of 
Argentina can further enhance institutional effective-
ness by taking the following measures with respect to 
organization and resources:

• Continue expanding staff capabilities in volume 
and technical profile.

• reorient staff and resources according to pri-
orities for competition policy in Argentina (for 
example, cartel enforcement).

• Strengthen advocacy program and resources to 
engage with sector regulators. 

BOX 3.4

http://www.oecd.org/eco/growth/indicatorsofproductmarketregulationhomepage.htm
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TRADE: BEST INSTITUTIONAL PROCESSES FOR TRADE 
POLICY FORMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

The preparation and conduct of negotiations, together with the implementation 
of trade policy, are the core responsibilities of trade institutions.11 Mandates and 
institutional arrangements for trade policy vary from one country to another. 
In some countries, a single entity is in charge of trade (for example, the Ministry 
of Trade). In other countries, trade policy is the purview of an institution housed 
within another institution (such as a ministry of foreign affairs, economy, or trea-
sury). In still others, a special trade policymaking body brings together represen-
tatives from different ministries. regardless of the institutional setup, three tasks 
need to be performed to ensure effective participation in the trade system: anal-
ysis, communication and coordination, and representation (box 3.5).

Interagency coordination is an especially important feature in trade policy, 
which involves several government agencies. Coordination might entail resis-
tance to the transfer of authority from governmental bodies with trade-related 
issues to the responsible ministry of trade or equivalent; hence, the establish-
ment of mechanisms of information sharing is paramount. The United States 
model, while not easily replicable in other countries because of the idiosyncrasy 
of its constitutional arrangement and the amount of resources it requires, offers 
some good examples of interagency coordination through the Trade Policy 
review group and the Trade Policy Staff Committee (box 3.6). Secondment of 
personnel to the office of the United States Trade representative from other 
departments, such as state, agriculture, and the treasury, for instance, are another 
way of fostering cooperation. In the case of the European Union, coordination 
takes place among its different institutions and those of its member states, 

FIGURE 3.7

Extension of rail networks in Argentina, majority shareholders of each network, and their main product 
market, 2017
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Main responsibilities for effective trade negotiation

Effective efforts in negotiating and implementing 
trade agreements involve several key activities, 
including those related to analysis, communication 
and coordination, and representation.

Activities on analysis include to:

• build institutional capacity to collect, analyze, 
utilize, and disseminate trade-related informa-
tion, including statistical data on the domestic 
and international economy, tariff and nontariff 
barriers, treaties and other legal instruments, 
national laws and regulations, and academic and 
own analyses to support negotiations

• Conduct independent assessment of negotiated 
agreements to allow public scrutiny and ensure 
legitimacy

Communication and coordination responsibilities 
include those to:

• Implement mechanisms that facilitate communi-
cation among the ministry in charge of trade (or 
equivalent), other government agencies, and civil 
society—before, during, and after negotiations

• Foster high level of interagency coordination to 
manage the complexity of trade matters nowa-
days

• Promote stakeholder consultations and outreach 
efforts on trade agreements to maximize 
opportunities for all involved stakeholders, 
including SMEs and civil society

responsibilities related to representation should:

• represent the interests and positions of the coun-
try to foreign counterparts and international 
organizations and include permanent presence 
in foreign missions, participation in ministerial 
meetings, hosting of international gatherings, 
and so on

• be carried out by someone with a formal dip-
lomatic title or an official government official. 
Trade representatives should be fully trained in 
trade policy and negotiation techniques, active, 
informed, and involved (at home and abroad), 
and able to cover “a wide range of issues in a 
shifting array of bilateral, regional, and multilat-
eral negotiations.”a 

a. See Van Grasstek (2008) for further discussion.

BOX 3.5

Interagency coordination in the United States

This box describes the mechanisms for coordina-
tion and consensus building among government 
agencies of the United States on matters of trade 
policy. This interagency process in the United States 
is often held up as an example of best practices. The 
United States Trade representative (USTr) devel-
ops its responsibilities in consultation with an inter-
agency policy organization established under the 
Trade Expansion Act of 1962. The national 
Economic Council, a cabinet-level committee 
chaired by the president, deals only with issues of 
high importance.

Two subcabinet committees, each chaired by the 
USTr and made up of 20 agencies, complement the 
interagency coordination system. one, the Trade Policy 
Staff Committee (TPSC), is composed of more than 80 
subcommittees. The USTr solicits inputs from the 
appropriate subcommittees, which in turn provide rec-
ommendations to the full TPSC as the basis for reaching 
interagency consensus. The Trade Policy review group 
is composed of representatives at the undersecretary 
level and is advised by the Trade Policy Staff Committee.

The United States International Trade Commission 
is a nonvoting member of these communities.

BOX 3.6
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adding a layer of coordination at the supranational level. International trade 
agreements are negotiated through the Council of the European Union and 
the European Commission, and member states participate independently where 
the agreement involves mixed responsibilities. The Directorate general 
for Trade of the European Commission develops specific trade policies. Domestic 
trade falls under the competency of each member state.

Specialized trade units are the best places to conduct consultations and legit-
imize internal negotiations with the private sector during trade negotiations. 
Countries like Mexico have established a recognized consultation process 
through which to channel the participation of the private sector and strategic 
social groups. The Coordinating body of Foreign Trade business Associations 
(Coordinadora de organismos Empresariales de Comercio Exterior, in Spanish) is 
the private sector coordinating body for north American Free Trade Agreement 
(nAFTA) negotiations and an advisory body to the government. It comprises 
business organizations that are involved in foreign trade and international 
matters. Another consultation body is the Advisory Council, which integrates 
representatives of the private sector (which constitutes the majority), the gov-
ernment, academia, labor, and the agricultural sector. Consultations take place 
throughout the trade policymaking process, including the ratification and imple-
mentation of trade agreements.

Many countries in latin America have opted for trade negotiation institu-
tions with functions that are separate from international diplomatic matters, 
while others have chosen to concentrate these functions under one ministry. 
While institutional setups vary, countries like Colombia, Costa rica, and Peru 
have arguably benefited from dividing economic and political advisory roles 
across different ministries—the Ministry of Trade (or equivalent) and the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, respectively. Costa rica created its Ministry of 
Foreign Trade in 1996 and to date has signed 14 regional trade agreements. on 
the other hand, Chile, which participates in 30 regional trade agreements, is 
an example of how trade responsibilities can also be handled under the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Well-defined functions and close interagency 
coordination seem to be more important than the specific institutional loca-
tion of responsibilities. Chile’s Directorate general for International 
Economic relations (Dirección general de relaciones Económicas 
Internacionales in Spanish), under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, is the pub-
lic entity in charge of executing and coordinating international economic 
relations. The directorate coordinates all government agencies that are 
involved in foreign trade. In this sense, trade negotiations are coordinated 
with other ministries through the Interministerial Commission for 
International Economic relations, chaired by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and integrating the ministries of finance, economy, and agriculture, as well as 
the secretary general of the presidency.

Several recommendations can be advanced on the institutional aspects of 
trade policy (see also box 3.7). Assessing the technical capacity and skills needed 
to prepare, conduct, and implement trade policy, in light of recent international 
experience, can help streamline roles, support effective coordination, and ulti-
mately contribute to boosting trade. Trade policy is technical, and trade agree-
ments must guarantee predictability. It is important, therefore, to assess which 
resources and skills are necessary for implementing and negotiating trade 
 policies—and coordinating with stakeholders, including the private sector—
among other matters.
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NOTES

 1. See llobet et al. (2017) for a detailed discussion of common elements of the governance 
structures of best-in-class IPAs.

 2. See UnCTAD (2013) for further discussion.
 3. See Morisset and Andrews-Johnson (2004) for further details.
 4. See World bank (2009).
 5. See lavrijssen and ottow (2012) for further discussion.
 6. See UnCTAD (2011).
 7. The bill (“ley de Defensa de la Competencia”) was pending approval by Argentina’s Senate 

at the time of this writing.
 8. The bill could be strengthened further by clarifying the rules for designation and removal 

of board members to avoid undue discretion and political pressure or even the risk of 
judicial prosecution for the due exercise of their functions.

 9. For a full discussion, see Argent and begazo gomez (2015).
 10. This means that a notification would be needed only if the combined volume of sales 

(or assets) and the individual volume of sales (or assets) of each company, or at least one of 
the companies (in some cases, for example, the company being acquired), exceeded the 
thresholds.

 11. See Van grasstek (2008) for further details.
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Main recommendations for effective trade policy making and implementation

Main recommendations on trade policy institutional 
aspects center on improving interagency processes and 
stakeholder participation, as well as on building techni-
cal capacity on trade agreements. These include to:

• reassess the trade policy formulation process 
and compare it with practices in other countries. 
This should consider, in particular, the coor-
dination and consensus-building mechanisms 
among government agencies and processes to 
maintain active consultations with private sector 
and social groups, as well as other stakeholders, 
before and after negotiations

• reassess resource gaps regarding the specific 
expertise needed to prepare, negotiate, and 
implement trade agreements effectively. Key 
capabilities to consider include expertise in 
technical areas of deep agreements, such as 
competition, service trade, intellectual property, 
e-commerce, and so on; region-specific expertise, 
such as analytical units focused on regional areas 
(for example, Asia or China); and resources to 
conduct independent assessments of negotiated 
agreements.

BOX 3.7
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Trade, investment, and competition policies are closely interlinked. In an open 
economy, trade and investment policies are complementary, not interchangeable. 
Enhancing trade openness spurs foreign investment. Foreign direct investment 
(FDI), in turn, increases trade flows, as multinational corporations can help host 
countries overcome fixed costs and barriers to entry into international markets 
by importing new inputs, expanding networks of suppliers in the host economy, 
and exporting inputs or final goods.1 Easing output tariffs and entry of foreign 
companies tighten competition in the domestic market, while competitive 
national markets create opportunities for investment and trade.2

These three policies also determine the conditions that firms face as they 
attempt to integrate into the global economy. Successful integration into the global 
economy relies on the following conditions faced by firms: (1) the opportunity to 
enter and invest in the domestic market—either as domestic firms or foreign firms; 
(2) access to efficient input markets (beyond labor and finance) through compet-
itively priced inputs and services of adequate quality and variety; (3) the ability to 
compete on a level playing field through nondiscriminatory access to essential 
facilities and undistorted market conditions; and (4) the capacity to thrive in 
global markets (figure 4.1). All of these factors are influenced directly by trade, 
investment, and competition policies and are elaborated below.

1. Opportunities to enter and invest. Firms (domestic or foreign) can enter and 
invest in one market through various means: setting up a production plant, 
importing their products that have been produced elsewhere and developing 
retail and distribution activities for those products, or acquiring/merging with a 
local firm that is already established in the domestic market. Trade, investment, 
and competition policies directly influence these individual entry steps. For 
instance, the entry process may require licenses (which might be general or sec-
tor-specific), approval from a competition authority to acquire or merge with a 
local company, potentially an incentive from investment promotion agencies to 
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That Will Allow Companies 
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cover the risk and cost of investment (especially for foreign companies), approval 
to import inputs (import licenses and tariffs), and so on.

2. Access to efficient input markets. once settled in, firms must implement their 
production strategies. It is then essential to access competitively priced inputs 
and services (besides labor and capital) of adequate quality and variety. Trade, 
competition, and investment policies directly affect the conditions under which 
inputs and services are offered in the economy. For instance, the existence of tariff 
barriers or nontariff measures (nTms) influences the cost and availability of 
intermediate inputs. Similarly, the price, availability, and quality of infrastructure 
services (such as energy, telecommunications, transport, and logistics) are influ-
enced by market regulation, while specific government policies might impose 
certain requirements regarding the use of domestic inputs and services in allow-
ing firms to operate in the economy.

3. Ability to compete on a level playing field. Firms cannot implement their pro-
duction strategies efficiently if they cannot compete on a level playing field. 
having nondiscriminatory access to essential facilities and undistorted market 
conditions is necessary to ensure that firms thrive based on merit. Trade, compe-
tition, and investment policies can protect—but also distort—the level playing 
field. For instance, regulations that discriminate or allow for discretionary appli-
cation distort the level playing field and therefore reduce incentives for firms to 
invest, compete, and become more productive. Similarly, the lack of nondiscrimi-
natory access conditions in infrastructure for all players can affect service 
standards and ultimately influence the ability of firms to compete in the market. 
moreover, the absence of proper rules that guarantee competitive neutrality in 

FIGURE 4.1

Essential conditions for successful integration into global markets

For Argentina to become more competitive and integrate
into the global economy, firms need to have…
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markets with state-owned enterprises (SoEs) can prevent firms from expanding 
their activities based on merit.

4. Capacity to expand and thrive in global markets. The capacity of firms to 
expand their activities, first domestically and then abroad, as (domestic or 
foreign) exporters of goods and services or by opening production plants abroad, 
is influenced by government interventions. here again, trade, competition, and 
investment policies play a critical role. For instance, expansion and growth of 
firms in the domestic market can be impaired if merger control policies are 
lengthy and costly. In addition, high costs of export inspection and inefficient 
border management can ultimately influence the ability of firms to sell their 
products abroad. Similarly, export taxes and export bans influence the actual and 
potential volumes of exports sold by any firm. moreover, the absence of invest-
ment protection and grievance policies can negatively affect FDI retention, which 
then reduces the propensity of foreign-owned companies both to expand their 
activities in domestic markets and to sell their products abroad.

When taken together and implemented in a coherent way, trade, investment, 
and competition policies can bring large, long-term payoffs. Figure 4.2 illustrates 
how specific measures designed under these three policy areas are associated 
with each of the conditions and highlight the positive effects on productivity 
dynamics and shared prosperity that would stem from coherent policy imple-
mentation in these three areas. A recent strand of the empirical literature finds 
that structural reforms combining trade, investment, and competition reforms 
(among others) bring positive impacts on economic growth and other outcome 
variables, such as productivity, capital intensity, and employment.3

coherent design and implementation of these three policies relies on insti-
tutional coordination and interaction. Although, in Argentina, different institu-
tions hold the primary mandate in each of these three policy domains, they can 
inform each other to ensure consistent policies that achieve the objectives of 
integrating Argentina into the world economy. Trade policy is under the aus-
pices of the Undersecretariat for Foreign Trade (Subsecretaría de comercio 
Exterior) and the cancillería, which are under the ministry of Production 
(Secretariat of Trade) and the ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship, respec-
tively. competition policy is managed by the comisión nacional de Defensa de 
la competencia (cnDc) and sector regulators, and investment policy by the 
Agencia Argentina de Inversiones y comercio Internacional (AAIcI). These 
institutions define the objectives of each policy area independently; but imple-
menting their respective policy programs can sometimes obstruct policy 
objectives defined under the other two areas, which can ultimately hamper 
the overall objective of integrating Argentina into global markets. For instance, 
the AAIcI’s objective of promoting FDI in global value chains (gVcs) can be 
impeded if trade policy institutions issue nonautomatic import licenses for 
intermediate products along those gVcs. by the same token, the cnDc’s objec-
tive of keeping a level playing field among domestic and foreign competitors 
can be truncated by discretionary and selective investment incentives employed 
by the AAIcI. Similarly, the Undersecretariat for Foreign Trade’s objective of 
accessing new markets for exports can be impaired by distortionary regulation 
of input services (such as logistics, telecommunications, and energy) that ham-
pers efficiency. In this context, institutional cooperation and interaction are 
essential to achieving the overall objective of integrating Argentina into 
the world economy. box 4.1 shows some successful examples of interinstitu-
tional cooperation.
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Successful examples of interinstitutional cooperation

The current administration in Argentina has been work-
ing to strengthen cooperation among key policy institu-
tions. As a successful example, the AAIcI—through its 
Facilitation Unit (gerencia de Facilitacion)—has been 
coordinating with other government institutions to ease 
the investment process in two main ways.

First, the AAIcI has been facilitating and address-
ing specific bureaucratic hurdles faced by investors in 
key areas, including:

• Production (encompassing coordination with 
the ministry of Production, particularly the 
Trade Secretariat)

BOX 4.1

continued

FIGURE 4.2

Associations between trade, investment, and competition policy areas and conditions for successful 
integration into global markets
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Note: Purple-colored policy instruments refer to trade instruments, blue to competition policy instruments, and green to investment policy instruments.
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OPPORTUNITIES TO ENTER AND INVEST

Entrepreneurs in Argentina generally have difficulties in starting a business, reg-
istering property, and paying taxes. The country’s overall investment climate is 
not conducive to the entry and establishment of new firms, whether they are 
domestic or foreign-owned. As reported in Doing Business 2018 (World bank 
group 2018), Argentina ranks in the bottom third of countries on ease of doing 
business, at 117th out of 190 countries.4 overall, Argentina underperforms in 
areas related to entering the market, such as the ease of starting a business, deal-
ing with construction permits, registering property, and paying taxes (figure 4.3; 
figure 4.4). According to Doing Business 2018, starting a business requires 13 pro-
cedures, takes 24 days, and costs 10.4 percent of per-capita income for men and 
women. Dealing with construction permits requires 22 procedures, takes 
347 days, and costs 3.1 percent of the warehouse value.

In addition to the general obstacles that exist to opening a business, some 
firms cannot enter or invest in specific markets, which affects market competi-
tion. barriers to entry in certain markets are so high that they can effectively 
prevent entry of new players. For example, professional bodies license lawyers, 
accountants, engineers, and architects. membership in the association is manda-
tory for lawyers and accountants to practice, and the number of tasks that can be 
offered only by licensed professionals is higher than in other countries 
(figure 4.5). As discussed above, legal barriers to entry in Argentina are higher 
than in comparator countries and a main driver of overall regulatory protection 
of incumbents. Entry regulation in the air transport sector, for example, increases 
the sector’s overall regulatory restrictiveness (figure 4.6). only national carriers 
may serve the domestic air transportation market, and before new air carrier 

• customs and fiscal duties (which includes coor-
dination with the Federal Administration of 
Public revenues, including the customs depart-
ment, and the Secretariat of Public revenue 
under the Treasury)

• Subnational government (including coordination 
with provincial authorities for investment and 
export promotion)

Second, the AAIcI has been presenting proposals 
to streamline laws and regulations that affect the busi-
ness environment, including key interventions such as 
these, so far managed by the AAIcI :

• land law (ley de Tierras): The AAIcI has 
coordinated efforts with the national land reg-
istry to draft a decree aimed at making the 
framework under the rural lands law (ley de 

Tierras rurales) more flexible to promote for-
eign investment. Decree no. 820 was approved 
in June 2016.

• Personal Data law (ley de Datos Personales): 
The national Directorate for the Protection of 
Personal Data (Dirección nactional de Protección 
de Datos Personales, or DnPDP) has recently 
elaborated a proposal to modify law no. 25326, 
which is perceived to obstruct innovation and 
investment in the sector. The AAIcI conducted 
working groups with key players in the sector 
(including cabase, google, Facebook, Amazon, 
bT, microsoft, and nosis) to collect suggestions 
for potential changes to the proposal. A technical 
note was then elaborated and sent to the DnPDP, 
among other authorities, with proposed modifi-
cations to the law. 

Box 4.1, continued
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licenses can be granted, the executive government conducts a public hearing to 
determine whether granting the license would be convenient and serve the 
“public purpose” of airlines’ services. In the media sector, law no. 25750 estab-
lishes a limit on foreign ownership of newspapers, magazines, publishing com-
panies, and television and radio companies. Article 2 allows foreign companies 
to hold up to a 30 percent stake in the capital and voting rights of 
such companies.

Where firms consider entering and investing, the incentives to do so are inef-
fectively designed and discretionary. As part of a complex fiscal regime, 

FIGURE 4.4

Argentina’s ranking on Doing Business topics, 2018

Starting a business (157)

Ranks range from 1st at center to 190th at outer edge

Dealing with construction
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Paying taxes (169)

Trading across borders
(116)

Enforcing contracts (102)

Resolving insolvency
(101)

Source: Data from World Bank Group Doing Business 2018 dataset (http://www.doingbusiness.org 
/ data).

FIGURE 4.3

Distance to frontier scores on Doing Business topics, Argentina, 2018
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Argentina’s federal, provincial, and municipal governments offer incentives to 
promote investment in certain sectors and localities. While this intervention can 
advance public objectives and correct market failures caused by informa-
tion asymmetries, externalities, economies of scale, and other circumstances, it 
can also impose costs and create distortions that might outweigh their benefits. 

FIGURE 4.5

Number of professional tasks with exclusive or shared exclusive 
rights, 2013
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FIGURE 4.6

Contribution of “entry barriers” to restrictiveness of 
nonmanufacturing regulation subindicator “air transport,” 2013
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Investment incentives offered by the federal and local levels of Argentina’s gov-
ernment promote specific business decisions, such as expansion or hiring, rather 
than a firm’s establishment in the respective territory (that is, behavioral rather 
than locational incentives) and are not targeted precisely. This lack of precise 
targeting entails significant costs for the country and results that are not neces-
sarily effective. moreover, there is neither an assessment of the effectiveness of 
incentives nor an inventory of incentives or mapping of procedures to adjudicate 
incentives. This can result in discretionary application of those incentives. 
Provincial governors often negotiate incentive packages bilaterally with large 
companies, in some instances to cover office rent costs and subsidize salaries and 
other benefits.

A firm that aims to enter a domestic market through trade (imports) rather 
than investment faces significant barriers to trade, especially nTms. beyond tar-
iffs, nTms and procedural obstacles in Argentina are widespread. According to 
nTm data by the United nations conference on Trade and Development 
(UncTAD), over 600 measures affected essentially all tariff lines in Argentina in 
2015.5 coverage ratios—the percentage of imports subject to at least one nTm—
were close to 100 percent.6 Prior to 2016, import licenses were the main nTms. 
Even after excluding these horizontal measures, a large percentage of imports is 
subject to standards (such as sanitary and phytosanitary measures and technical 
barriers to trade) and quantity controls.7 Quantity control measures reflected in 
the database, aside from import licenses that are not subject to automatic 
approval, include import restrictions for used machinery, equipment, instru-
ments, and devices and their parts (figure 4.7).8 The coverage ratio for these 
nTms is higher than for other countries.9 The restrictiveness of nTms is also 
high, as measured by the ad valorem equivalents (AVEs) of nTms.10 According 
to estimated AVEs, nTms during the years 2012–14 were, on average, at least 
twice as restrictive as tariff barriers; the estimated average nTm AVE for 

FIGURE 4.7

Coverage ratios of NTMs in Argentina and other countries, 2015
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Argentina was 22 percent, as compared to a (simple) average tariff of 12 percent 
in 2015. The largest restrictions were for manufacturing, where the AVE is about 
26 percent, followed by agriculture and food (16 percent) and natural resources 
and energy products (less than 8 percent) (figure 4.8).

Foreign firms struggle with various procedures when they seek to enter the 
Argentine economy, either by investing or importing. In 2016, the AAIcI man-
aged 305 inquiries to facilitate investment; 195 cases were successfully resolved. 
of these resolved cases, 64 percent were related to foreign trade issues (mainly 
import and export procedures and import duties), while 4 percent dealt with the 
Industry Secretariat and the tax authorities. most of the facilitation cases 
(79 percent) related to facilitating procedures before governmental authorities, 
which suggests that the AAIcI has acted as intermediary with different author-
ities to remove red tape that hampers business operations.

The government is already improving opportunities for foreign and domestic 
firms to enter and invest. Argentina introduced Sistema Integral de monitoreo de 
Importaciones (SImI), a new licensing system for importing, reducing the time 
required for documentary compliance. Paying taxes is now less costly due to 
the increase in the threshold for the 5 percent turnover tax, and easier due to 
improvements in the online portal for filing taxes. The cnDc has conducted 
12 market studies to identify barriers to entry and competition in specific markets. 
It has supported the opening of the payment services sector to competition. The 
AAIcI has already resolved at least 195 cases in which investors have encoun-
tered obstacles to entry and investment, while the Undersecretariat for Foreign 
Trade has advanced with multiple bilateral trade negotiations to open markets.

There is room for further improvement to help firms enter and invest. There 
are four main areas of potential reform (box 4.2). The first would be to address 
red tape and bureaucratic hurdles that affect the ease of doing business, particu-
larly in the entry phase and in trading across borders. The second would be to 
open major sectors for investment and eliminate barriers that limit market entry. 
The third would be to improve the incentive framework so that it is effective in 
attracting FDI. The fourth would be to lower tariffs and nTms in priority sec-
tors. To ensure effective implementation of these suggested reforms, and to 

FIGURE 4.8

Estimated AVEs of goods NTMs in Argentina, 2012–14
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prevent the introduction of new policies or regulations that obstruct opportuni-
ties for entry and investment, cooperation and interaction among the major 
institutions in the trade, investment, and competition policy domains are import-
ant. The evidence shows that the same barrier can reduce investment, competi-
tion, and trade. The cnDc, AAIcI, and Undersecretariat for Foreign Trade can 
collaborate to ensure that incentives, standards, statutory requirements, and 
licenses do not unduly obstruct entry and investment overall.

ACCESS TO EFFICIENT INPUT MARKETS

Domestic and foreign firms do not have access to efficiently priced and reliable 
energy services. Successive government interventions in all segments of the 
energy industry have contracted energy supply and affected the reliability and 
prices of energy services. In the electricity generation segment, the definition of 
an administrative price that was lower than the marginal cost, together with 
price caps, in 2001 and the associated introduction of a compensatory mecha-
nism for inefficient plants gradually eliminated the long-term signals in energy 
and power prices, which contributed to lowering the reserve margin and dis-
couraging more efficient, lower-cost investments. Until 2007, there were 

Main policy recommendations for opening up opportunities to 
enter and invest

Potential reforms to boost opportunities for firms to 
enter and invest in Argentina would include the 
following:

Address red tape and bureaucratic hurdles that 
affect the ease of doing business, particularly in 
the  entry phase and in trading across borders. 
For example:

• create “one-stop shops” to provide all necessary 
information on the notifications and licenses 
required to open a business.

• broadly apply the “silence is consent” rule.
• Introduce a general procedure for regulatory 

simplification.

open key sectors for investment and eliminate 
barriers that limit market entry. For example:

• In the air transport sector, eliminate the “public 
hearing” requirement for granting new licenses, 
and open the domestic air transport market to 
foreign carriers.

Improve the incentive framework to boost effective-
ness in attracting efficiency-seeking FDI. For example:

• conduct a systematic inventory of incentives.
• complete a procedural mapping of steps to 

adjudicate incentives.
• Design incentives to avoid the risk of anticom-

petitive behavior (potential area of cooperation 
with the cnDc).

• continuously assess the effectiveness of 
investment incentives.

lower tariffs and nTms in priority sectors and 
pursue multilateral tariff reductions through free 
trade agreements (FTAs). For example:

• Unilateral tariff reduction for final goods: Start 
with the sectors with the lowest labor adjustment 
costs (computer central processing units, furni-
ture, home appliances) or the highest impact on 
gDP (furniture, textiles and apparel).

• Unilateral nTm reforms: harmonize standards 
among mercosur parties; minimize use of nonau-
tomatic licenses.

• multilateral tariff reduction: Pursue “community 
reforms” at mercosur and FTA with the 
European Union (EU). 

BOX 4.2
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practically no new generation plants. In the transmission and distribution seg-
ment of the energy industry, the administrative freezing of prices has affected 
the short-term and long-term sustainability of several enterprises, reducing 
investment and lowering service quality. In 2004, Argentina created an SoE to 
provide all electricity services and to exploit and commercialize oil and natural 
gas resources, which has created additional distortions in potentially competi-
tive segments. As an overall consequence of the government’s persistent inter-
ventions in electricity markets, the energy sector’s commercial balance has 
changed dramatically. Subsidies to compensate for differences between internal 
and external prices amounted to 3.5 percent of gross domestic product (gDP) in 
2014 (castro, Szenkman, and lotito, 2015).

Investors face similar challenges in the telecommunications service sector. 
Telecommunications penetration is high. In 2015, 69 percent of inhabitants had 
Internet access, and mobile subscriptions were high, at 67.3 per 100 inhabitants.11 
Argentina lags in infrastructure and quality of Internet service, however, ranking 
36th of 50 countries on the 2017 global connectivity Index.12 broadband speed, 
measured as the proportion of connections above 4 megabits per second, is low 
(40 percent) compared to the best performers in latin American and caribbean 
(lAc) (67 percent) and organisation for Economic co-operation and 
Development (oEcD) countries (87 percent) (figure 4.9).13 This outcome is 
mostly the result of inefficient regulatory design, which has delayed or pre-
vented efficient firms from entering and thriving in the market. For instance, 
regulatory asymmetries explicitly prohibit participation in certain segments of 
the telecommunications industry, preventing the provision of converged and 
better-quality services. Specifically, companies that offer pay television by sub-
scription can offer telecommunications services, but telecommunications com-
panies cannot offer television services. Also, delays in spectrum assignment 
processes and the absence of rules to protect competitive neutrality 
have  prevented mobile operators from connecting more people at faster 
speeds. between 2000 and 2015, there were no auctions for assigning spectrum. 

FIGURE 4.9

Broadband speed, April 2017
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In 2015, 700mhZ spectrum (for 4g) was assigned to Empresa Argentina de 
Soluciones Satelitales Sociedad Anónima (ArSAT), an SoE that will also admin-
ister the fiber optic network and provide it to other mobile network operators. 
rules for assuring competitive neutrality are not yet in place. ArSAT is exempt 
from rules of infrastructure interconnection and sharing.

Firms struggle with high-cost, low-quality transport and logistics services, 
owing in part to rules that do not induce local providers to operate efficiently. 
Argentina has a poorer logistics Performance Index score than would be 
expected from its per-capita income (figure 4.10). It also underperforms on spe-
cific logistic indicators compared to regional peers. For example, the average 
lead time to import or export in Argentina is seven days, compared to four days 
for the average lAc country. logistics costs, adjusted for inflation, have increased 
by 40 percent since 2003 (castro, Szenkman, and lotitto, 2015). In part, the 
underperformance and high costs of logistics services reflect inappropriate sec-
toral regulations. For instance, road cargo transport regulations allow truck driv-
ers (represented by the Federación nacional de Trabajadores camioneros, or 
FEDcAm) and transporters (associated through the Federación Argentina de 
Entidades Empresarias del Autotransporte de cargas, or FADEEAc) to negoti-
ate jointly salaries applicable to all market participants, including those unaffili-
ated with FADEEAc or FEDcAm.14 Such joint negotiation may facilitate or even 
constitute collusive behavior. In addition, private road freight services (carga 
propia) that want to enter the market and exert competitive pressure on public 
road freight services must deal with distortive rules: they receive only a 30 per-
cent discount on tolls, while public road freight providers receive a 100 percent 
exemption.

International evidence suggests that intermediate goods are prone to 
price-fixing and market-sharing agreements; such cartels have been detected in 
Argentina in the past and dampen firms’ competitiveness. over the last decade, 
competition agencies all over the world have been uncovering dozens of cartel 

FIGURE 4.10

Logistics Performance Index vs. GDP per capita (2014–16 average)
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agreements in auto parts. In the United States, the Department of Justice, in 
charge of tackling cartels, has called its efforts in this area the “largest criminal 
investigation ever,” having already issued US$2.9 billion in fines. The turnover 
of cartels sanctioned in Europe over the last 15 years in products that are typi-
cally classified as part of electronics gVcs was US$1.9 trillion.15 cement firms 
have been prosecuted for explicit collusion in at least 14 countries, including 
Argentina. Factors that are common to standard input products, such as interna-
tional markets where a few market players have multimarket contact and homo-
geneous product characteristics, make cartel agreements stable and profitable. 
Their anticompetitive overcharges, in turn, reduce competitiveness along the 
value chain.

Firms in Argentina cannot access all input products at competitive prices due 
to tariff protection and nTms. The restrictiveness of tariffs and nTms protects 
not only final goods manufacturers but also intermediate goods producers. For 
example, tariffs on aluminum products are as high as 13 percent in an industry 
that also has a concentrated market structure, which facilitates the exercise of 
pricing power in domestic markets. In addition, with a tariff equivalence of 
17 percent, nTms in the steel sector reinforce the market dominance of national 
steel producers and have led to substantially higher prices for producers in the 
past. overall, evidence shows that the incidence of nTms in industrial input- 
related sectors is particularly high (table 4.1).

Even if tariffs and nTms were low and products were available at competitive 
prices, local content rules would potentially hinder investors from sourcing from 
the most competitive offer. In recent years, the use of local content requirement 

TABLE 4.1 Incidence of NTMs in Argentina

WITS CATEGORY
NUMBER OF NTMS 

APPLIED BY CATEGORY 
(OUT OF 670 NTMS)

NUMBER OF NTMS 
THAT AFFECT 

INDUSTRIAL INPUTS

Processed 314 62

Mainly for industry 219 3

Primary 219 11

Mainly for household consumption 216 7

Nondurable 162 13

Capital goods (except for transport 
equipment) 129 37

Semidurable 97 20

Parts and accessories 67 27

Durable 64 15

Nonindustrial 28 4

Industrial 27 11

Other 21 3

Motor spirit 16 4

Goods not elsewhere specified 16 2

Passenger motor cars 13 2

N/A 5 0

Source: Data from UNCTAD TRAINS dataset (http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DITC/Trade-Analysis 
/ Non-Tariff-Measures/NTMs-trains.aspx) and UN COMTRADE dataset (https://comtrade.un.org/data).

http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DITC/Trade-Analysis/Non-Tariff-Measures/NTMs-trains.aspx�
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DITC/Trade-Analysis/Non-Tariff-Measures/NTMs-trains.aspx�
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(lcr) policies has increased substantially, part of a trend toward less transpar-
ent protectionist measures, including bailouts, tax concessions, and export sub-
sidies.16 While the use of lcrs may help achieve certain development objectives 
in the short term, it undermines long-term industrial competitiveness. Investors 
forced to buy inputs from local sources who do not yet produce the necessary 
quality and quantity cannot tap into potential efficiency gains that could be avail-
able from gVcs. From an overall economic standpoint, the ultimate effect of this 
type of policy is a negative impact on export competitiveness—not only in those 
sectors that are targeted directly by the lcr, but in the overall economy. A recent 
oEcD analysis examined a subset of trade-related lcr measures in several 
countries, including Argentina, and found that lcrs have caused a decline in 
global imports and total exports in every region. Two lcr measures in Argentina 
were assessed: one affecting the reinsurance market, introduced in 2011, and the 
other affecting transportation services in the mining industry, introduced in 
2012. The estimated permanent reduction in total exports from Argentina result-
ing from these measures amounts to 0.3 percent.17

Against this backdrop, there is ample space for reforms to streamline firms’ 
access to efficient input markets for firms. Four potential reform areas can be 
emphasized (box 4.3). The first would be to reinforce procompetition sector reg-
ulation in essential input services. The second would be to strengthen anticartel 
enforcement, especially in homogeneous input products. The third would be to 

Main policy recommendations to enhance access to efficient input 
markets for firms

Potential reforms to enhance access to efficient input 
markets for firms include the following:

reinforce procompetition sector regulation in 
essential input services. For example:

• Telecommunications: Fully implement mobile 
Virtual network operator (mVno) framework to 
allow mVnos to provide 4g services and enforce 
infrastructure access regulation. Implement rules to 
protect competitive neutrality (ArSAT). Allow pay 
TV companies to offer telecommunications services.

• Transport: guarantee effective nondiscriminatory 
access in rail freight (particularly on tracks 
operated by bulk users). review toll exemption 
rules for public and private providers.

• Strengthen anticartel enforcement, especially in 
homogeneous input products.

• Introduce a leniency program, under which car-
tel members can report their infringement to the 
competition authority in exchange for exemp-
tion from fines for the first applicant.

• Further develop and apply techniques for 
conducting surprise inspections at premises 

of alleged cartel members (dawn raids) and IT 
forensic investigative capacities.

• Increase fines for cartel infringements to 
effectively deter collusive agreements among 
competitors.

Introduce effective policies to promote linkages 
with domestic firms. For example:

• create an online database of national suppliers.
• Eliminate discriminatory performance require-

ments and carefully assess existing local content 
incentives and policies.

• Introduce behavioral incentives aimed at 
promoting technical training, skill building, and 
attainment of international certifications.

Impose unilateral nTm reduction:

• remove import ban on used machinery, equip-
ment, instruments, devices, and parts, and elim-
inate nTms for basic industrial inputs (such 
as plastics, fertilizers, steel, cement, paper and 
board, and ceramics, among others). 

BOX 4.3
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introduce effective policies to promote linkages with domestic firms. The fourth 
would be to promote a unilateral reduction in nTms. Ensuring cooperation and 
interaction among the major existing institutions in the trade, investment, and 
competition policy domains would be critical in promoting the successful imple-
mentation of these suggested reforms. A single nTm, local content rule, or prod-
uct market regulation can simultaneously reduce competition, export 
competitiveness, and the opportunity to integrate into gVcs. consequently, the 
cnDc, AAIcI, and Undersecretariat for Foreign Trade must collaborate to 
ensure that network regulation, nTms, and investment requirements do not 
unduly obstruct firms’ ability to compete at home and abroad.

ABILITY TO COMPETE ON A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD

Investors in some important sectors (such as air transport and energy) face com-
petition from SoEs that may benefit from undue competitive advantages. SoEs 
participate in numerous key sectors in Argentina (17, according to product mar-
ket regulation, or Pmr, data), above several regional peers (figure 4.11). While 
SoE participation is not necessarily distortionary per se, the lack of competitive 
neutrality principles poses risk to investors of competing operators. Although 
SoEs and private enterprises receive equal treatment in rules about anticompet-
itive practices and merger review procedures, in practice the SoEs benefit from 
advantages compared to their private competitors. For example, law no. 20,705 
provides a special regime to SoEs (“Sociedades del Estado”) that does not apply 
to companies of exclusively private capital (“Sociedades Anónimas”), allowing 
SoEs to obtain financing that is not available to private competitors. In addition, 
the government (national, state, provincial, or local) assumes liabilities for the 
losses of airline and railway SoEs.

FIGURE 4.11

Sectors with state-owned enterprises (SOEs), 2013
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Foreign investors face differential treatment in certain sectors. In principle, 
the legal regime for investment in Argentina does not discriminate between 
domestic and foreign investors. Important investment protection provisions are 
included in the Foreign Investment law (law 21.382), including nondiscrimina-
tion, expropriation, transparency, and due process of law.18 however, foreign 
suppliers receive less favorable treatment regarding taxes and eligibility for sub-
sidies in several sectors, including computers, construction, and telecommuni-
cations and business services. In addition, foreign parties and domestic firms do 
not have equal access to appeal procedures. Unlike in most other economies, 
foreign firms face unequal chances of winning competitive tenders. Several 
laws preclude tenders altogether, either by establishing that certain SoEs (such 
as repsol, an energy company) are to provide goods and services to public bodies 
and companies or by favoring Argentine companies even if their prices remain as 
much as 5–7 percent above those of foreign tenderers.

Argentina has discontinued some policies that could have reduced firms’ 
ability to compete on a level playing field. overall, the perception of business 
risk in Argentina has declined, but it is still above levels recorded in comparator 
countries (figure 4.12). For example, the government of Argentina is phasing out 
the program “Precios cuidados,” which set prices for a selected list of goods 
from certain producers. As an alternative measure, it created the website 
“preciosclaros.gob.ar,” which aims to boost transparency for consumers. 
however, law 1974 (ley de Abastecimiento) is still in place and grants the gov-
ernment ample powers to intervene in the economy, including by setting 
minimum and maximum prices, return margins, and production quotas.

There is space for improvement to level the playing field effectively. There are 
three main areas for potential reform (box 4.4). The first would be to implement 
competitive neutrality principles. The second would be to ensure that laws, reg-
ulations, and policies apply in a nondiscriminatory way to foreign and domestic 
firms. The third would be to modify laws that, even though no longer applied, 
can become a source of limitations to competition. Deploying effective reforms 
in these areas will depend on how the main institutions in charge of trade, 

FIGURE 4.12

Business risks related to weak competition policies by component, June 2017
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investment, and competition policy cooperate and interact. Evidence presented 
here suggests that policies or government interventions that distort the level 
playing field can not only reduce competition, but also reduce attraction of FDI. 
To avoid this, the cnDc, AAIcI, and Undersecretariat for Foreign Trade could 
collaborate to ensure that SoE participation in markets and command-and- 
control regulation do not put global economic integration at risk.

CAPACITY TO EXPAND AND THRIVE IN GLOBAL MARKETS

Investors have not expanded and have often not even been retained, owing to 
exposure to discretionary or unpredictable government interventions. 
Investment decisions are influenced largely by transparency, predictability, and 
stability with respect to government actions. In Argentina, investors’ percep-
tions of the overall quality of regulatory governance are not favorable (figure 4.13), 
driven essentially by the perception that there is limited transparency in 
rulemaking.19 In addition, Argentina’s reputation among investors has been com-
promised by the significant number of investor–state dispute settlement cases 
triggered after the economic crisis in the early 2000s; at least 57 known trea-
ty-based claims were brought against Argentina in response, all but four of which 
were lodged under the International centre for Settlement of Investment 
Disputes rules (figure 4.14).20 Since 2009, Argentina has had six cases under the 
center, with claims focusing mostly on breach of contract, expropriation, and 
revocation of licenses within the provinces. Although domestic investment dis-
pute adjudication is available through local courts or administrative procedures, 
the judicial process is lengthy and backlogged. many foreign investors prefer to 
rely on private or international arbitration when those options are available in 
individual contracts.

Main policy recommendations to enhance predictability and level 
the playing field

Potential reforms to boost predictability and level the 
playing field include the following:

Implement competitive neutrality principles. For 
example:

• Incorporate SoEs under the same regime as pri-
vate joint-stock companies.

• Introduce regulatory and tax-neutrality principles 
for SoEs to avoid undue comparative advantages.

Ensure that laws, regulations, and policies apply in 
a nondiscriminatory way to foreign and domestic 

firms. For example:

• Ensure equal treatment for foreign suppliers 
regarding taxes and eligibility for subsidies in 
several sectors, as well as equal access to appeal 
procedures.

• modify laws that can become a source of 
limitations to competition. For example, reform 
or eliminate the 1974 Supply law that grants the 
government ample powers to intervene in firms’ 
business decisions. 

BOX 4.4
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These types of barriers have negative effects on retention and expansion of all 
types of FDI, but in particular the “efficiency-seeking” type. Several factors 
influence foreign investment decisions, often representing a blend among effi-
ciency-, market-, and natural resource-seeking goals. The “efficiency-seeking” 
investor aims to increase the cost efficiency of the production process by taking 
advantage of factors that improve the competitiveness of the enterprise. The 
“market-seeking” investor is almost entirely motivated by the size and charac-
teristics of the domestic market. The “resource-seeking” investor aims to secure 
access to natural resources in the host country. market size and the availability 

FIGURE 4.13

Regulatory Governance Index, Argentina vs. selected peers, 2016
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Source: Data from World Bank Global Indicators of Regulatory Governance dataset (http://
rulemaking .worldbank.org/data/explorecountries/argentina).

FIGURE 4.14

Investor–state disputes, Argentina vs. selected peers, 2000–17
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of natural resources pull in resource-seeking and market-seeking FDI. by con-
trast, local authorities need to actively attract efficiency-seeking FDI because the 
production stages are generally internationally mobile and can thus be located 
elsewhere.21 That said, while the existence of barriers triggered by the low pre-
dictability of government actions—combined with an investment climate that is 
not conducive, overall, to the entry and establishment of new firms—tends to 
hinder the retention and expansion of all types of foreign investments, such bar-
riers are particularly burdensome for efficiency-seeking FDI. In Argentina, the 
pull factors—mostly the availability of resources and the size of the domestic 
market—help to counterbalance the burden for “resource-seeking” and 
“market-seeking” investors, but they are not advantageous enough for 
“efficiency-seeking” investors.

Firms that are willing to integrate into gVcs continue to face administrative, 
procedural, and regulatory risks when importing critical inputs. To become full-
fledged participants in international production networks, it is essential for 
firms to be able to import inputs so they can be processed and exported in the 
form of goods, parts, components, and services.22 Despite the recent replacement 
of the Declaración Jurada Anticipada de Importación (DJAI) with the SImI, as 
of october 2016, around 1,600 tariff lines remained with import licenses that 
were not subject to automatic approval, amounting to 25 percent of all imports.23 
Products with licenses not subject to automatic approval included polypropyl-
ene, polyethylene and other plastics, and paper and board—all critical for pack-
aging and inputs for typical exporter activities, such as food products and 
agribusiness.

The government of Argentina has recently improved the consistency and effi-
ciency of procedures that could otherwise delay firms’ expansion and growth—
notably, by improving the merger review process. The cnDc has reduced the 
time a merger spends under review by a significant amount. Although the aver-
age time for merger review remains high, at 21 months (owing in large part to 
the many old cases inherited by the new administration), for new cases that 
have been notified over the last year or so, the average review time is only 4 to 
5 months.

As in other policy areas, there is ample space for improvement here, too. Five 
reforms would be particularly important in enhancing the capacity of firms to 
expand and thrive in global markets (box 4.5). The first would be reducing reg-
ulatory and legal uncertainty through regulatory improvement mechanisms. 
The second would be overhauling the merger control framework. The third 
would be to limit the use of licenses that are not subject to automatic approval. 
The fourth would be to develop a targeted, proactive investment promotion 
approach by prioritizing a few sectors—potentially the “efficiency-seeking” 
type of FDI, as it needs a push to be attracted to Argentina. Finally, the fifth key 
reform would be to enhance investor grievance mechanisms to improve inves-
tor protection and confidence. overall, the evidence shows that policies that 
generate regulatory risk reduce attractiveness to FDI and limit the potential 
benefits of trade. This illustrates the need for policy coherence among the 
trade, investment, and competition policy fronts, which, in turn, depends on 
effective institutional cooperation and interaction among respective policy 
actors. For example, the cnDc, AAIcI, and Undersecretariat for Foreign Trade 
could usefully collaborate to minimize regulatory risk through coherent and 
standardized procedures.
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NOTES

 1. There is substantial empirical evidence on the synergies between trade and investment 
policies. For instance, harding and Javorcik (2012) show that attracting FDI inflows can 
raise the quality of exports in developing countries. Similarly, halpern, Koren, and Szeidl 
(2015) and Ahn et al. (2016) show that trade liberalization has a larger impact when com-
bined with pro-FDI measures.

 2. Topalova and Khandelwal (2011) show that competition in an industry also influences the 
payoffs of trade liberalization measures.

 3. See, for instance, gal and hijzen (2016) and Egert and gal (2016) for recent empirical evi-
dence on organisation for Economic co-operation and Development (oEcD) countries.

 4. For more details, see IFc and Wbg (2018).
 5. not all nTm information is collected for Argentina in this database. For instance, informa-

tion on temporary barriers such as antidumping and countervailing measures is not col-
lected, although it is available from other sources. here we focused on two types of mea-
sures included in the UncTAD database: technical measures related to sanitary and 
phytosanitary and technical barriers to trade and nontechnical barriers in the form of 
quantity or price controls. The latter are often called “hard” nTms.

 6. In part, this reflects two measures that apply universally or nearly universally across all 
tariff lines: (1) import licenses that are not subject to automatic approval and (2) a manifest 
documentation fee, which is a relatively shallow measure that imposes a fee of 90 pesos 
(less than US$10 at current exchange rates) for air cargo (resolution 3244/2012), which is 
not likely to affect large commercial shipments in any meaningful way.

 7. These measures, and others, could overlap across products, with multiple nTms affecting 
the same good.

 8. Argentina generally restricts or prohibits the importation of used and remanufactured 
goods, including agricultural machinery, auto parts, and medical equipment. capital goods 

Main policy recommendations to enhance the capacity of firms to 
thrive and expand

Potential reforms to boost the capacity of firms to 
thrive and expand include the following:

reduce regulatory and legal uncertainty through 
regulatory improvement mechanisms. For example:

• Introduce a legal obligation for regulatory 
agencies to publish text or proposed regulations 
before enactment.

• Establish a clear procedural protocol to enforce 
problems faced by foreign investors and 
arising from regulatory conduct (federal or 
subnational).

overhaul merger control framework. For example:

• revise notification threshold for companies 
merging or acquiring another party.

• clearly define transactions that classify as 
mergers for the purpose of notification.

• Introduce fast-track procedures for mergers that 
are unlikely to have anticompetitive effects.

• Improve procedural effectiveness in reviewing 
mergers.

remove nonautomatic licenses. For example:

• limit licenses not subject to automatic approval 
to the minimum (such as in the case of hazardous 
imports).

Take a targeted, proactive investment promotion 
approach:

• Prioritize efficiency-seeking FDI.

Enhance investor grievance mechanisms. For 
example:

• Establish a systemic investor response 
mechanism. 

BOX 4.5
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that may be imported are subject to higher duties than new ones. recently, in December 
2016, the government introduced a program to facilitate imports of used production lines 
as part of investment projects, subject to approval under certain conditions, including that 
these production lines are complete and autonomous (decree 1174/2016).

 9. These other countries include 50 countries for which nTm data is available in the UncT-
AD database for 2015, or for which the latest available year is within the period 2009–15. In 
the large majority of cases, data are for 2015.

 10. The nTm ad valorem equivalent measurement for Argentina follows a price-based 
approach. This analysis estimates nTm tariff equivalents for goods by looking at detailed, 
bilateral product price gaps. In practice, international price data are often not very detailed 
or comprehensive and are often observed at different points of the supply chain. This 
motivates the use of trade unit values to approximate prices, as they are widely available 
across imported products (around 5,000 categories at the hS 6-digit level) and many coun-
tries. They are also observed before tariffs and behind-border distribution markups, avoid-
ing the need to adjust or proxy for these factors. See Signoret, rocha, and molinuevo (2017) 
for further details.

 11. Figures according to International Telecommunications Union database, available at the 
World bank WITS website (https://wits.worldbank.org/analyticaldata/e-trade/country 

/ Arg). Internet access numbers for brazil and mexico are 59 percent and 57.1 percent, 
respectively. For mobile subscriptions, brazil has 88.6 subscriptions per 100 inhabitants, 
while mexico has 50.4.

 12. The global connectivity Index captures adoption of IT (including e-commerce and app 
downloads), quality (download speeds and affordability), and tech enablers, such as the 
Internet of things, cloud services, and data centers.

 13. According to Akamai (2017).
 14. Since 2016, the government has set these rates only if associations of transporters and 

producers do not come to an agreement in negotiations.
 15. Author’s calculation based on global competition review data.
 16. See Evenett and Fritz (2015) for documentation of the worldwide resort to protectionism 

in the past decade.
 17. See Stone et al. (2015) for further details.
 18. The main provisions in the Foreign Investment law (law 21.382) are that foreign investors 

have the same rights and obligations as local investors: (1) foreign investors may transfer 
abroad-realized profits coming from their investments, as well as repatriate their invest-
ments; (2) foreign investors may use any of the legal forms or organization provided within 
the national legislation; (3) domestic foreign-capital companies may use local credit with 
the same rights and under the same conditions as domestic national-capital companies; 
and (4) section 17 of the Argentine constitution affirms the right to private property and 
states that any expropriation must be authorized by law, and compensation must be 
provided. See llobet et al. (2017) for further discussion.

 19. According to the World bank global Indicators of regulatory governance dataset for 
2016 (http://rulemaking.worldbank.org/data/explorecountries/argentina), Argentina 
ranks extremely low in the transparency of rulemaking. There is no legal obligation 
for regulatory agencies to publish text on proposed regulations before enactment, nor 
are they required to solicit comments on proposed regulations from the public. 
ministries and regulatory agencies do not conduct an impact assessment of proposed 
regulations. legislation is not available in one single place for access by the public, 
and affected parties do not have the right to request reconsideration or appeal to the 
relevant administrative agency on adopted regulations. See llobet et al. (2017) for 
further discussion.

 20. Utility operators alone brought 29 cases; the water and sanitation service sector initiated 9; 
and electricity and gas distributors brought 20 cases. A handful of cases were brought 
against Argentina in the years preceding the crisis, which revealed to state officials the 
extent to which the country was ill prepared to address investor claims. See llobet et al. 
(2017) for further discussion.

 21. See llobet et al. (2017) for a typology of motivations for FDI.
 22. baldwin and lopez-gonzalez (2015) call this process “import to export.”
 23. As already mentioned, on January 2018, the ministry of Production issued a resolution that 

eliminates 314 products from the list of nonautomatic import licenses.

https://wits.worldbank.org/analyticaldata/e-trade/country/ARG�
https://wits.worldbank.org/analyticaldata/e-trade/country/ARG�
http://rulemaking.worldbank.org/data/explorecountries/argentina�
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Strengthening integration of the Argentine economy into global markets is a 
 primary objective of the new administration. Recently adopted measures have 
begun to bear fruit. The government has replaced the previous import licensing 
system, which is expected to boost gross domestic product (GDP) by at least 0.14 
percent above baseline projections to 2020. A renewed investment promotion 
agency, the Agencia Argentina de Inversiones y Comercio Internacional (AAICI), 
has facilitated investment in at least 539 cases, contributing to 778 new future 
investment projects announced in the first 24 months of this administration, 
amounting to a total investment of US$102 billion.1 The new head and staff at the 
competition authority, the Comisión Nacional de Defensa de la Competencia 
(CNDC), have already reduced the time spent on merger reviews by almost 
50 percent, presented a new bill to Argentina’s Congress, and promoted changes 
in the card payment market to strengthen competition.

There is still ample space for further reforms, and empirical analyses pre-
sented in this report show that both unilateral and multilateral trade liberaliza-
tion reforms would have the potential to bring substantial payoffs. For example, 
a comprehensive opening by all Mercosur members to the world could boost 
Argentina’s GDP by at least 1 percent above baseline projections to 2020, and a 
free trade agreement (FTA) between Mercosur and the European Union (EU) 
would boost Argentina’s exports to the EU by 80 percent above the baseline. 
Eliminating the remaining nonautomatic import licenses could boost the GDP 
gains already achieved through the replacement of the Declaración Jurada 
Anticipada de Importación (DJAI) system from 0.14 to 0.22 over baseline projec-
tions to 2020; and eliminating all export taxes would boost GDP by at least 
1 percent.

The effects of trade liberalization on employment would differ across sectors. 
Simulations drawn from the computable general equilibrium (CGE) model sug-
gest that certain sectors would be more susceptible to losing jobs in response to 
trade reforms. Overall, simulations suggest that sugar, metal products, footwear, 
auto parts, and other manufacturing sectors would be more susceptible to 
 experiencing large or moderate losses in employment for most of the trade inte-
gration scenarios modeled relative to the baseline projections. On the other 

Conclusions5
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hand, some sectors emerge as formal employment generators relative to the 
baseline, regardless of the trade integration scenario under consideration; these 
include meats, other agriculture, and overall services.

Implementing complementary reforms that tackle anticompetitive busi-
ness practices and product market regulations that restrict competition could 
bring further gains to Argentina. boosting competition in Argentina could gen-
erate additional annual labor productivity growth in manufacturing sectors by 
around 7 percent, on average, and by over 10 percent in the wood, basic metals, 
and paper products sectors. Simulated scenarios in which Argentina reduces 
regulatory restrictiveness on competition in service sectors would translate 
into an additional 0.1 percent to 0.6 percent growth in annual GDP, all else 
being equal.

The current trade scenario offers opportunities that Argentina could seize. 
This report highlighted three main opportunities. First, trade in intermediate 
goods grows faster than trade in final goods, and foreign direct investment (FDI) 
often plays a crucial role in such global value chains (GVCs). Argentina could 
thus connect to regional and global value chains by facilitating trade in interme-
diate goods, attracting strategic FDI, and building on existing capabilities in spe-
cific industries. Second, services can be traded by virtually connecting provider 
and consumer, or by either one moving across borders. Argentina could leverage 
its comparative advantage in services to increase FDI and exports. Third, infor-
mation and communications technology (ICT) tools can facilitate cross-border 
e-commerce and the participation of smaller and new entrants in global markets 
by boosting their ability to reach a sufficient scale. Argentina could, therefore, 
foster inclusive trade by facilitating cross-border e-commerce for small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs).

Argentina could implement key mitigation measures to countervail the tran-
sition effects of opening up and integrating into the global economy. International 
experience suggests that there is no one-size-fits-all strategy for effective miti-
gation, but that protecting workers instead of jobs is good practice. both active 
and passive labor market policies have proved to be effective. Complementary 
 policies and reforms in other markets (such as housing, credit, and infrastruc-
ture) play a crucial role in facilitating mobility, thereby reducing adjustment 
frictions.

Argentina’s ability to take advantage of opportunities that have emerged 
under the new trade landscape will depend on how reforms are designed, 
sequenced, and managed. International experience with the implementation of 
reforms in trade, investment, and competition brings valuable lessons. The expe-
rience of Australia, Mexico, Poland, and Sweden, for example, highlighted four 
main lessons. First, reform measures were anchored in broader national policies, 
and their effective implementation was gradual and took a decade or more. 
Second, new and existing institutions worked coherently to lead different seg-
ments of the overall microeconomic reform program. Third, assessing the impact 
of reforms, having consistent and corrective monitoring and evaluation regimes, 
and communicating positive results were critical to sustaining the reform 
 process. Fourth, sequencing and timing were as important as the content of the 
reforms; in this regard, trade reforms typically combined shock measures with 
gradualism in sensitive sectors, while investment and competition reforms usu-
ally followed a steadier path.

The success and sustainability of reforms will depend on the strength of rel-
evant institutions. This report highlighted international best practices in terms 
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of institutional setup and policy implementation. Three main aspects are note-
worthy. First, successful institutions in charge of promoting FDI have certain 
good practices in common: separate regulatory and promotional functions, a 
precise mandate that allows effective interaction with investors, and a clear sec-
tor strategy. Second, effective competition agencies design and implement 
enforcement and advocacy tools to ensure the greatest impact on market out-
comes; they operate under technical and functional autonomy and work to 
embed competition principles in broader public policies. Third, the preparation 
and conduct of negotiations, as well as the implementation of their outcomes, 
are the core responsibilities of trade institutions.

If properly equipped and supported, these institutions could design and 
implement specific reforms in the areas of trade, investment, and competition 
that would bear fruit at the microeconomic level by allowing firms to become 
more competitive and better integrated into the global economy. This report laid 
out potential reforms that could be structured around the conditions that firms 
typically face as they attempt to integrate into the global economy, including (1) 
opportunities to enter and invest, (2) access to efficient input markets, (3) ability 
to compete on a level playing field, and (4) capacity to expand and thrive in 
global markets.

To open up opportunities for firms to enter and invest, Argentina could address 
red tape and bureaucratic hurdles, open key sectors for investment while improv-
ing the incentive framework, and facilitate the entry of foreign providers in prior-
ity sectors. Argentina could address red tape and bureaucratic hurdles by setting 
up one-stop shops, introducing general procedures for regulatory simplification, 
and introducing a broad application of the silence-is-consent rule. The govern-
ment could further open key sectors for investment and eliminate barriers that 
limit market entry (for example, in the air transport sector) and improve the 
incentive framework by setting up inventories, mapping procedural steps for adju-
dication, and improving the monitoring and evaluation of incentive schemes. 
Finally, the government could facilitate entry of firms that organize their activities 
around imports of final goods, rather than investment in production, by lowering 
tariffs and nontariff measures (NTMs) in protected sectors, such as furniture and 
home appliances, and as done recently for computers.2

To ensure access to efficient input markets, Argentina could strengthen pro-
competition regulation in key network sectors, strengthen anticartel enforce-
ment, and promote linkages with domestic firms. Argentina could strengthen 
procompetition regulation in key network sectors such as transport, electricity, 
and telecommunications by ensuring effective and nondiscriminatory access to 
inputs, as well as stimulating competitive outcomes while providing incentives 
for firms to operate efficiently. It could further strengthen anticartel enforce-
ment, in particular in homogeneous input markets, and simultaneously reduce 
NTMs, including nonautomatic licenses in input products. Finally, Argentina 
could actively promote linkages with domestic firms by setting up online data-
bases of national suppliers and redesigning performance requirements.

To strengthen the level playing field and ensure undistorted market condi-
tions, so as to allow the most productive and efficient firms to grow, Argentina 
could streamline its treatment of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and remove 
instruments that distort competition. Argentina could incorporate SOEs under 
the same regime as joint-stock companies and introduce tax and regulatory neu-
trality principles for SOEs. It could further eliminate instruments that limit 
competition, such as the supply law that allows for price controls.
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Finally, to help firms expand and thrive in global markets, Argentina could 
reduce the number of nonautomatic licenses required to import, while also 
 creating transparent procedures for addressing problems faced by foreign inves-
tors, overhauling the framework for mergers and acquisitions, and updating the 
e-commerce framework. by minimizing the use of nonautomatic licenses, 
Argentina could increase production predictability for exporters. It could also 
establish clear procedure protocols for addressing problems faced by foreign 
investors and proactively create a legal obligation for regulatory agencies to pub-
lish texts or proposed regulations before enactment. A systematic investor 
response mechanism would also increase investor confidence. Argentina could 
further overhaul the framework for reviewing mergers and acquisitions to 
 accelerate efficient firm consolidation. To facilitate e-commerce, it could update 
the  legal framework on e-signatures and strengthen protection for 
electronic consumers.

All of the above reforms need to be implemented in a coherent way if Argentina 
is to reap the self-reinforcing benefits of stronger trade, investment, and compe-
tition policy. Achieving this objective in any of the policy areas will require effec-
tive institutional cooperation and interaction among main policy actors.

NOTES

 1. based on AAICI (2017) and Télam (2018).
 2. Import tariffs for certain computer items were brought down to zero in March 2017.
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Among the many policies that can shape the dynamics of resource allocation in 
the economy, this report focuses on a particular set: product market policies 
related to foreign direct investment (FDI), trade, and competition. In principle, 
these three policies share a common attribute: the capacity to shape the incen-
tives of firms to improve resource allocation and to strengthen productivity 
while integrating into international markets. While foreign investment policy 
encourages or discourages investment decisions, trade policy shapes the size of 
the output market and the range of input sources available to firms, and compe-
tition policy affects market entry and contestability, as well as incentives to inno-
vate and increase productivity.

The literature identifies several channels through which trade liberalization 
can boost resource allocation and productivity. The effects of trade policy shocks 
on productivity can be classified broadly into two main categories: 
(1) changes within firms that affect firm-level components of productivity and 
(2) changes that induce intra-industry reallocations of resources toward more 
productive firms, thereby increasing average industry productivity. Endogenous 
improvements in firm-level productivity caused by within-firm changes can be 
triggered by exposure to competition stemming from output tariff reductions 
and are associated with (observable) actions, such as investment in new technol-
ogies, adoption of new management practices, and the decision to export.1 
Within-firm improvements can be also triggered by input tariff reductions and 
are associated with changes in the level of input expenditures and/or the variety 
and quality of inputs imported.2 In the case of multiproduct firms, improvements 
in firm-level productivity might come from changes in output mix, when firms 
drop their lowest-expertise products, raise the average productivity of products 
that survive, and, therefore, raise overall firm productivity.3 As regards the real-
location (aggregate) effects, trade shocks are expected to reshuffle market shares 
toward the more productive firms, therefore increasing aggregate productivity; 
and the extent to which this reallocation process affects aggregate productivity 
depends on the productivity dispersion of firms prior to the reforms.4

Appendix A
Theoretical and Empirical Links 
among Trade, Investment, and 
Competition from the Literature
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lowering FDi barriers is also expected to bring positive effects to domestic 
resource allocation and productivity, especially through vertical spillovers. 
conceptually, there are two main ways through which lower FDi barriers can 
affect the allocation of productive resources and productivity (of indigenous 
firms and of the country as a whole). First, this effect can occur through compet-
itive externalities, which refers to an increase in the competition level of the 
domestic market. this can affect productivity by inducing within-firm 
changes  in  a manner similar to output trade liberalization, as described 
above, when indigenous firms are pushed to take actions to improve productiv-
ity, or by inducing resource reallocation across domestic firms, where less effi-
cient firms are forced to leave and the survivors upgrade their production (or 
lower their cost base), and, as a result, the average productivity of indigenous 
firms increases. Second, lower FDi barriers can affect resource allocation 
through knowledge spillovers, which occur when knowledge created by a for-
eign firm is used by a domestic company, and this company does not (fully) com-
pensate the multinational firm.5 this type of spillover typically happens through: 
(1) the demonstration effect, when local companies obtain knowledge of new 
products, technologies, and marketing/management strategies by observing for-
eign competitors; (2) labor turnover, when indigenous firms hire workers trained 
by multinationals; and (3) knowledge transfer, when foreign affiliates transfer 
knowledge to their customers or suppliers (and are not compensated for that).

the way in which FDi affects the productivity of local firms and the economy 
as a whole has been studied exhaustively. As regards the effect of FDi on recipi-
ent firms, there is supportive evidence of knowledge transfer taking place 
between headquarters and foreign affiliates, at least in the context of developing 
countries.6 When it comes to the horizontal spillovers (effects of FDi on compet-
ing firms within the same sector—the so-called intra-industry spillovers), the 
empirical evidence is not conclusive, and results are strongly dependent on host 
country conditions.7 As for the interindustry (vertical) spillovers, there seems to 
be stronger evidence about the positive effects of FDi. this can happen through 
backward linkages, when domestic firms act as suppliers to multinational firms, 
or mainly through forward linkages, when foreign companies (especially in the 
service sectors) benefit from local downstream firms.8

From the competition side, theoretical and empirical studies provide evi-
dence that greater market competition boosts productivity and economic 
growth. this evidence falls into two large groups. First, there is a wide variety of 
empirical studies—on an industry-by-industry or even firm-by-firm basis— 
providing strong evidence that industries where competition intensity is stron-
ger experience faster productivity growth.9 the second group of studies uses 
direct information on the level of competitive pressure faced by firms, rather 
than the degree of competition itself, to assess the correlation between the level 
of (or changes in) competitive pressure on productivity (growth). in this regard, 
see, for instance, nicoletti and Scarpeta (2003), conway et al. (2006) and Alesina 
et al. (2005) for empirical results on the impact of procompetitive regulation on 
productivity growth.10 Strengthening competition might drive productivity 
growth in three main ways: improving allocative efficiency, enhancing produc-
tive efficiency, and boosting innovation. First, competition leads to an improve-
ment in allocative efficiency by allowing more efficient firms to enter and gain 
market share, at the expense of less efficient firms (the so-called between-firms 
effect). Several studies have attempted to quantify the importance of this 
 market-sorting effect; see, for instance, Syverson (2004) and Arnold, nicoletti, 
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and Scarpetta (2011). Second, competition leads to an improvement in produc-
tive efficiency; it acts as a disciplining device within firms, placing pres-
sure  on  the managers of firms to become more efficient, which decreases 
“x- inefficiency”—that is, the difference between the most efficient behavior of 
which the firm is capable and its observed behavior in practice (the so-called 
within-firm effect). Bloom and Reenen (2010) examine links between product 
market competition and quality of management and find evidence that compe-
tition is robustly and positively associated with higher management practice 
scores. Third, competition pushes firms to innovate, which increases dynamic 
efficiency through technological improvements in production processes, or 
through the creation of new products and services.

Once properly combined, (foreign direct) investment, trade, and competition 
polices have mutually reinforcing relationships, in the sense that growth divi-
dends stemming from reforms in one policy area are reinforced when properly 
combined with reforms in the other two. There are specific mechanisms through 
which investment, trade, and competition policies can be integrated; see Guasch 
and Rajapatirana (1994) and Bartok and Miroudot (2008) for an introductory 
discussion about the three sets of forces at play. In principle, (static and dynamic) 
gains from trade—from either output or input markets—and FDI reforms rely on 
price signs that require competitive markets. For example, gains from trade lib-
eralization in terms of lower prices for domestic consumers can be canceled by 
anticompetitive practices in markets that allow firms to exercise market power. 
By the same token, opening the market to foreign investors will not benefit con-
sumers if a domestic monopoly is replaced by a foreign monopoly. It is only 
when domestic markets are competitive and foreign companies have market 
access that a higher degree of competition can lead to higher productivity and 
higher income (OECD 2008). The synergies between trade and investment pol-
icies, on the one hand, and trade and competition policies, on the other hand, 
have been widely documented by the empirical literature. For instance, trade 
liberalization appears to have a larger impact when combined with pro-FDI 
measures.11 There is also evidence that the degree of competition in a given 
industry influences the payoff of trade liberalization measures.12 More recently, 
a new research trend in the literature has been to seek to explain the combined 
impact of reforms in all three of these policy areas.13

NOTES

 1. See De Loecker (2013) for the case of Slovenia, Lileeva and Trefler (2010) for Canada, and 
Bustos (2011) for Argentina as examples of studies covering this type of effect.

 2. For empirical evidence of these input effects, see Fernandes and Paunov (2012) for the case 
of Chile; Topalova and Khandelwal (2011) for India; and Halpern, Koren, and Szeidl (2015) 
for Hungary.

 3. See Bernard, Redding, and Schott (2010) for empirical evidence.
 4. See Melitz (2003) and Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) for a theoretical and empirical investi-

gation on this aspect and Pavcnik (2002) for empirical evidence on the productivity divi-
dends coming from the reallocation effects caused by trade liberalization in Chile.

 5. The idea that FDI inflows are likely to bring new technologies and know-how to the host 
country is grounded on the argument that multinationals are knowledge producers. Mul-
tinationals tend to come from the upper part of the productivity distribution of firms in 
their countries of origin, since only the most productive establishments can afford the ex-
tra cost of setting up production facilities in a foreign country (Helpman, Melitz, and 
 Yeaple 2004). They are able to compete successfully in foreign markets due to their 
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“ ownership advantages” (Dunning 1988), which are strongly determined by their heavy 
engagement in research and development (r&D), and that are not necessarily codified in 
proprietary technologies as, for instance, tacit knowledge, know-how, management tech-
niques, and marketing strategies.

 6. For instance, Arnold and Javorcik (2009) control for the possible endogeneity of FDI 
 decisions and present results for Indonesia that indicate that foreign ownership leads to 
significant productivity improvements in the acquired plants.

 7. See Javorcik and Spatareanu (2005) for a brief discussion about the countervailing forces 
stemming from the presence of multinationals within a given sector. A plausible explana-
tion for these mixed conclusions has been proposed by Aitken and harrison (1999). They 
postulate that, on the one hand, foreign entry leads to dissipation of knowledge, thus po-
tentially facilitating productivity growth in indigenous firms. on the other hand, increased 
competition from firms with foreign capital may drive up the average costs of domestic 
producers in the short run, resulting in lower observed productivity. Since most studies do 
not include comprehensive controls for the competition effect, they observe the sum of the 
two forces and, depending on their relative strength, find positive, negative, or no effect.

 8. For empirical evidence of the former effect, see Javorcik (2004) and blalock and gertler 
(2004). As regards the forward linkage effects, see, for instance, Arnold, Javorcik, and mat-
too (2011) for the czech republic, Arnold et al. (2015) for India, and Fernandes and Paunov 
(2012) for chile.

 9. See nickell (1996); blundell, griffith, and Van reenen (1995); Ahn (2002); and Disney, 
haskel, and heden (2003), among many others.

 10. In this second group, there are also studies seeking to relate the degree of competition in 
upstream sectors to productivity performance in downstream sectors. See barone and cin-
gano (2011) and bourles et al. (2013) for oEcD countries.

 11. See ramondo and rodriguez-clare (2013), halpern, Koren, and Szeidl (2015) and Ahn 
et al. (2016).

 12. See Topalova and Khandelwal (2011). In this respect, De loecker et al. (2016) sheds light 
on how cost reductions and productivity improvements stemming from trade liberaliza-
tion are passed on to prices (and consumers). They analyze a period of Indian trade liber-
alization and find that reductions in input tariffs and, therefore, marginal costs are actually 
offset by firms by raising markups by 11 percent, on average. The incomplete pass-through 
might be linked with uncompetitive market conditions. Demand conditions could also play 
a role on this process.

 13. conway et al. (2006), Andrews and cingano (2014), and gal and hijzen (2016), 
among many others, present evidence of substantial productivity gains from reducing 
 competition-restraining regulations, cutting tariff barriers, and easing restrictions on FDI 
to “best practice” levels.
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This report discusses microeconomic structural reforms in product markets, 
and this appendix briefly discusses other complementary policy areas that can 
be important for success in integrating into the global economy.

An adequate macroeconomic policy also matters because it can help set the 
right incentives for economic agents. A sound macroeconomic policy—with sta-
bilized inflation and a flexible exchange rate not grossly out of equilibrium—
helps bring stability and predictability to economic agents so they can better 
formulate their production strategies. Macroeconomic stability and appropriate 
exchange rates matter even more when opening the economy, especially to elicit 
a robust and strong export response, because imports tend to rise faster than 
exports in reaction to trade tariff reductions.

Labor market policies must also be favorable to facilitate the resource reallo-
cation movement triggered by pro-opening reforms. Underneath the process of 
integration into global markets is a turbulent labor reallocation and churning 
movement. Absent labor market rigidities, opening the economy would cause a 
smooth reallocation of workers toward more productive activities. This realloca-
tion process does not work automatically, however, owing in part to stringencies 
created by labor market institutions, such as rigid hiring and firing practices. 
Evidence suggests that less stringent labor market institutions facilitate the 
movement of labor to more productive firms and foster firm entry and exit.1 

Impediments to the movement of labor between heterogeneous firms and sec-
tors could undermine both aggregate productivity growth and the benefits from 
opening the economy. Country-specific studies find that excessive regulation 
can slow down job creation in global value chains (GVCs), causing countries to 
miss job-supporting agglomeration effects and knowledge spillovers.2

The same applies to credit and financial policies. Allocation of capital across 
firms (and activities) is another important determinant of aggregate productivity 
and can shape the effects of international integration. Financial restrictions on the 
price or quantity of credit can slow down, or even limit, the reallocation process 
following the economy’s opening, because it takes time for productive but 

Appendix B
Links between Macroeconomic 
and Factor Market Policies for 
Integration
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low-net-worth firms to accumulate enough assets to operate at full scale.3 
Distortive financial policies can affect misallocation of resources, additional entry, 
technology adoption,4 and the ability to cover fixed costs of entry into export 
activities.5

Also instrumental is the combination of significant absorptive capacity and an 
effective innovation policy to ensure the proper functioning of the “diffusion 
machine.” the gains from further integration into the global economy are condi-
tional on the “absorptive capacity” (for example, human capital) to capture the 
spillover benefits from trade.6 in addition, connecting with global markets via 
trade, FDi, and participation in gVcs provides scope for knowledge diffusion 
between global frontier companies and national frontier firms. in this regard, the 
capacity of a country to absorb, adapt, and reap the full benefits of knowledge 
produced at the frontier depends on strategic investments in research and devel-
opment (r&D), organizational know-how, and other forms of knowledge-based 
capital.7

efficient business regulations are another important factor in seizing new 
opportunities that arise from foreign economic integration while boosting alloc-
ative efficiency. integration into the global economy brings new business oppor-
tunities to domestic companies and pushes the reallocation of resources across 
sectors and firms. the time and financial costs of compliance with business reg-
ulations strongly condition the ability of firms to respond to emerging prospects 
in new sectors. entry and exit regulations are important. restrictive entry rules 
can penalize experimentation, a cost that is disproportionately higher for areas 
such as information and communications technology (ict)–intensive indus-
tries.8 restrictive regulations damage employment growth heavily because 
young firms are the primary drivers of job creation. exit regulations (such as 
bankruptcy legislation) affect how quickly an economy can reallocate resources 
that are trapped in nonviable firms to more efficient uses.

NOTES

 1. See, for instance, henrekson and Johansson (2010) for an empirical analysis of the role of 
institutions that encourage the creation of high-growth firms and promote structural 
transformation.

 2. See World bank (2013) for a detailed discussion on how excessive labor market regulations 
can offset job creation within value chains.

 3. See buera and Shin (2011) for empirical analysis on the role of financial frictions and re-
source misallocation in explaining development dynamics.

 4. See midrigan and Xu (2014) for a compelling theoretical and empirical analysis on the 
impact of financial frictions on total factor productivity (tFP) growth via entry and tech-
nology adoption decisions and resource misallocation.

 5. See manova (2013) for a theoretical model and empirical analysis about the detrimental 
impacts of financial market imperfections for international trade.

 6. See borensztein, De gregorio, and lee (1998) for a theoretical discussion.
 7. See oecD (2015) for a theoretical and empirical discussion on the role of technology dif-

fusion as a channel to boost productivity growth.
 8. See Andrews and cingano (2014) for empirical evidence.
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A computable general equilibrium (CGE) model uses economic data and a set of 
behavioral equations to estimate how an economy might react to changes in pol-
icy, technology, or other factors. The model is benchmarked to a starting year 
dataset that covers the whole economy, tracking the linkages among sectors 
through input–output or interindustry transaction flow tables, as well as various 
sources of demand, such as the intermediate demand of enterprises and the final 
demand of households, government, and investment. It also models the behavior 
of producers according to the principle of profit maximization and their produc-
tion functions. Finally, it simulates foreign demand and supply by including 
equations that explain bilateral trade flows. The analysis using a CGE model 
starts from the development of a long-term baseline with a set of exogenous vari-
ables and parameters (population, productivity growth, and elasticities). Then 
the counterfactual policy scenario is formulated by changing some exogenous 
variables or policy parameters. Finally, the impact of a counterfactual policy is 
assessed by looking at deviations of endogenous variables (that is, those variables 
that are not fixed or user specified) from their baseline levels—for example, for 
gross domestic product (GDP), investment, savings, trade flows, sectoral output, 
employment, wages, household consumption, welfare, relative prices, and so on.

This report presents medium- and long-term scenarios to assess several 
implications for Argentina of trade liberalization on both unilateral and multilat-
eral  integration fronts. These scenarios are based on the World Bank’s LINKAGE 
model—a recursive global dynamic CGE model.

This appendix covers the main features of LINKAGE. A full description is pro-
vided by Van der Mensbrugghe (2011). The version of the LINKAGE model applied 
to Argentina relies on release 9.1 of the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) 
database. This dataset was customized for Argentina as follows. First, the input–
output structure for Argentina was updated from 1997 to 2004 (the latest official 
tables from Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Censos de la República Argentina, 
or INDEC). Second, the base year in GTAP (2011) was updated to 2015. Third, 26 
regions were identified, including each Mercosur country; the European Union 
(EU27 + UK); the members of the Pacific Alliance; and other regions with poten-
tial for integration, such as Canada, China, the European Free Trade Association, 

Appendix C
The CGE Framework
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Japan, Korea, and the United States. Fourth, the sectoral dimension in gtAP was 
expanded to include several new sectors of interest for the Argentine economy 
(see table c.1 for a final list of sectors).

the core specification of the linKAge model replicates largely a standard 
global cge model, where production is specified as a series of nested constant 
elasticity of substitution (ceS) functions for the various inputs—unskilled and 
skilled labor, capital, land, natural resources (sector specific), energy, and other 
material inputs. the structure of the ceS nest characterizes the substitution and 
complementary relations across inputs.1 in the labor market at the baseline, the 
model assumes full employment and allows for internal migration, even though 
there is no international migration. the model also allows for market segmenta-
tion by allowing rural–urban migration of unskilled labor to be a function of rel-
ative wages.

Demand on the part of each domestic agent is specified at the so-called 
Armington level—that is, demand for a bundle of domestically produced and 
imported goods. Armington demand is aggregated across all agents and allocated 
at the national level between domestic production and imports by region of ori-
gin.2 each bilateral flow is associated with three price wedges: the first distin-
guishes producer prices from the free-on-board price (an export tax and/or 
subsidy); the second distinguishes the free-on-board price from the cost, insur-
ance, and freight price (an international trade and transportation margin); and 
the third distinguishes the cost, insurance, and freight price from the user price 
(an import tariff ).

government income is derived from various taxes: sales, excise, import duties, 
export, production, factors, and direct taxes. investment revenues come from 
household, government, and net foreign savings. government and investment 
expenditure are based on ceS functions.

three closure rules are incorporated into the standard scenario. First, govern-
ment expenditures are held constant as a share of gDP, and fiscal balance is exog-
enous, while direct taxes adjust to cover any changes in the revenues to keep the 

TABLE C.1 Sectors identified in the model

AGRICULTURE/FOOD NATURAL RESOURCES AND 
ENERGY MANUFACTURING SERVICES

Wine Biodiesel Pharma Communications, financial, and 
business

Beef Fuels and fuel products Computers Other services

Poultry and swine Steel Electronics

Dairy Other natural resources Metal products

Soybean Furniture

Soy meals and oil Footwear

Sugar Vehicles

Fruits and vegetables Auto parts

Corn Agricultural machinery

Wheat Home appliances

Other food and agricultural 
products

Other machinery and 
 equipment

Textiles and apparel

Other manufacturing 
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fiscal balance at the exogenous level. The second closure rule determines the 
investment/savings balance. households save a portion of their income, with the 
average propensity to save influenced by demographics and economic growth. 
Government savings and foreign savings are exogenous in the current specifica-
tion. As a result, investment is savings driven, and the total amount of savings 
depends on household savings, with the price of investment goods being deter-
mined also by demand for investment. The third closure rule determines the 
external balance. In the current model specification, the foreign savings—and 
therefore the trade balance—are assumed to be fixed. Changes in trade flows will 
therefore result in shifts in the real exchange rate.

The LINKAGE model incorporates a few key dynamics in terms of popula-
tion growth, savings versus investment, capital accumulation, and productivity 
growth. Population growth is based on the medium fertility variant of the United 
Nations’ population projections. Labor force growth is equated to the growth of 
the working-age population—defined here as the demographic cohort between 
15 and 64 years of age. Investment is equated to savings. Savings are a function of 
income growth and demographic dependency ratios, with savings rising as 
incomes rise and dependency ratios decline.3 Capital accumulation is then 
equated to the previous period’s (depreciated) capital stock plus investment. 
Productivity growth in the baseline is “calibrated” to achieve a given trend in 
long-term growth in line with historical growth rates (that is, up to 2015), and 
then productivity growth remains fixed up to medium- and long-term scenarios 
(2020 and 2030).

For the baseline scenario of this report, the GDP growth rates assumed for 
Argentine economy are shown in figure C.1.

Some caveats of the LINKAGE model are worth highlighting. The model 
does not include some of the features typical for increasing returns to scale with 
product variety, so the liberalization does not cause dynamic productivity gains 
and variety effects. however, empirical work supporting this approach is still 
underdeveloped, and there are no country-specific estimates of elasticity param-
eters to be applied in global models. The LINKAGE approach is, therefore, based 

FIGURE  C.1

Annualized real GDP growth in Argentina under the baseline
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on intersectoral specialization effects alone. In addition, the model does not 
include other dynamic factors proposed in the literature, such as productivity 
increases from endogenous growth effects via technological spillovers, “learning 
by doing,” or inflows of foreign technology and investment induced by liberaliza-
tion. These effects, while possible, are difficult to measure and incorporate in 
this type of analysis. Moreover, certain policy changes that are often difficult to 
quantify—such as reforms related to nontariff measures (NTMs) in goods and 
services and restrictions to investment—present analytical challenges that may 
affect the estimated economic effects. owing to these limitations, CGE results 
presented in the report are likely to be conservative.

NOTES

 1. LINKAGE uses a vintage structure of production that allows for putty to semi-putty capi-
tal. This means that capital can be either old or new, with new capital being more substi-
tutable with other factors. In addition, it is assumed that old capital is less flexible than new 
capital.

 2. A top-level CES nest first allocates aggregate (or Armington) demand between domestic 
production and an aggregate import bundle. A second-level nest then allocates aggregate 
imports across the model’s different regions, thus generating a bilateral trade flow matrix.

 3. Therefore, countries that have declining youth dependency rates tend to see a rise in sav-
ings. This will eventually be offset by countries where the share of the elderly in the popu-
lation is rising, which will result in a fall of savings.

REFERENCE

Van der Mensbrugghe, D. 2011. Linkage Technical Reference Document, Version 7.1. Washington, 
DC: http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPRoSPECTS/Resources/334934 
-1314986341738/TechRef7.1_01Mar2011.pdf.

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPROSPECTS/Resources/334934-1314986341738/TechRef7.1_01Mar2011.pdf�
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPROSPECTS/Resources/334934-1314986341738/TechRef7.1_01Mar2011.pdf�
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The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
economy-wide and sectoral product market regulation (PMR) indicators 
measure regulatory restrictiveness with regard to competition. While the 
economy-wide PMR is a single indicator that summarizes information by 
regulatory domain, the latter indicators do so by sector. The economy-wide 
indicator is calculated using a bottom-up approach in which data on regula-
tory structures and policies are used to assign numeric values to eighteen 
low-level regulatory domains. These values, or low-level indicators, are then 
aggregated “up the tree” (figure D.1) to derive seven mid-level indicators, 
which are, in turn, aggregated to derive three high-level indicators: state 
 control, barriers to entrepreneurship, and barriers to trade and 
 investment.  Finally, these three indicators are aggregated to yield the 
 economy-wide PMR.

Sectoral indicators aggregate information by sector. They are based on the 
same underlying dataset as the economy-wide PMR indicator, and their cal-
culation utilizes a similar bottom-up approach, but the tree structure 
 aggregates numeric values to derive sector-specific indicators.1 There are 
three sectoral indicators, corresponding to three sector groups: (1) energy, 
transport, and communications (ETCR); (2) professional services; and (3) 
retail distribution. For each group, computing the corresponding sectoral 
PMR indicator aggregates lower-level scores into an indicator for each sector 
in the group. For example, in computing the ETCR, we obtain indicators for 
the electricity, communications, and transport sectors. These are finally 
aggregated to obtain the ETCR indicator. Figure D.2 shows the tree structure 
of the ETCR and professional services nonmanufacturing regulation 
indicators.

Appendix D
The OECD PMR Methodology
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FIGURE  D.1

OECD PMR indicator

Source: Koske et al. (2015).
Note: SOE = state-owned enterprise; FDI = foreign direct investment.

FIGURE  D.2

OECD Nonmanufacturing indicators in energy, transport, and communication sectors

Source: Koske et al. (2015).
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NOTE

 1. For example, data on the requirement of membership in a professional organization enter 
the calculation of the economy-wide PMR indicator via the “barriers in service sectors” 
subcategory within the “administrative burdens on startups” category. however, the same 
data enter the calculation of the professional services PMR indicator via the “compulsory 
chamber membership” subcategories within the “entry-regulation” categories for each of 
the four professional services.

REFERENCE

Koske, i., i. Wanner, R. bitetti, and O. barbiero. 2015. “The 2013 Update of the OECD’s Database 
on Product Market Regulation: Policy insights for OECD and non-OECD Countries.” 
OECD  (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development), Economics 
Department Working Papers, no. 1200. http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver 
/download/5js3f5d3n2vl -en.pdf?expires=1520448144&id=id&accname=guest&checksum 
=C9b7289FC51F2C4DbED4AC5E9320994A.

http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/download/5js3f5d3n2vl-en.pdf?expires=1520448144&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=C9B7289FC51F2C4DBED4AC5E9320994A
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This appendix presents an ex ante calculation of the potential impact of service 
sector reforms that would reduce restrictive product market regulations on 
value added and associated gross domestic product (GDP) growth. The exercise 
follows the existing literature on the effects of restrictive product market regu-
lation reforms on growth,1 notably Barone and Cingano (2011), Conway et al. 
(2006), and Arnold, Nicoletti, and Scarpetta (2011).

Based on the World Bank Group’s Markets and Competition Policy Assessment 
Tool, four scenarios are calculated:

• Scenario 1: The simulation is based on the differential of the reform effect 
between service-intensive and non-service-intensive sectors as a proxy 
of the size of the reform effect for only above-average service-intensive sec-
tors.2 The analysis identifies Argentine sectors with above-average technical 
coefficients of service inputs based on the input–output tables for Argentina 
(for 2011)3 as intensive in all services combined (telecommunications, trans-
port and storage, electricity, gas and water supply, and other business activi-
ties that capture professional services).4 In this scenario, additional value 
added is calculated using data on 2011 value added in sectors intensive in ser-
vices,5 and the additional GDP growth is calculated based on the share of 
additional value added in 2017 GDP.

• Scenario 2: Includes the same assumptions as in Scenario 1 and takes into 
account the reform effect for only above-average service-intensive sectors. In 
this scenario, additional value added is calculated using data on 2011 value 
added in sectors intensive in services, and the additional GDP growth is 
 calculated based on the share of additional value added in 2011 GDP.

• Scenario 3: Includes the same assumptions as in Scenario 1 and takes into 
account the reform effect for only above-average service-intensive sectors. In 
this scenario, additional value added is calculated using 2011 value added in 

Appendix E
Calculation of the Potential 
Impact of Reforms Associated 
with Less Restrictive Service 
Regulations
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sectors intensive in services, and the additional GDP growth is calculated 
based on the share of gross value added in 2011 GDP.

• Scenario 4: Takes into account the reform effect for  highly intensive 
 service sectors. highly intensive sectors are those whose technical coeffi-
cients for services inputs exceed the 75th percentile of the technical coeffi-
cients for services across all sectors. In this scenario, additional value added 
is calculated using data on 2011 value added in sectors that are highly inten-
sive in services, and the additional GDP growth is calculated based on the 
share of additional value added in 2017 GDP.

Table e.1 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis using these four alter-
native calculation methods. The results are robust to the assumptions presented 
above and suggest that if Argentina undergoes reforms that decrease the regula-
tory restrictiveness of the service sector, growth in value added in service- 
intensive industries would translate into an additional 0.1 percent to 0.6 percent 
growth in annual GDP, all else being equal.

NOTES

 1. See Kitzmuller and licetti (2012) for a literature review.
 2. Based on Barone and Cingano (2011), the differential of growth in value added of industries 

at the 75th and 25th percentiles of intensity in services was calculated to be approximately 
0.75 percentage points higher in a country at the 25th percentile than a country at the 75th 
percentile of regulatory restrictiveness. Fixed prices and no supply constraints are as-
sumed.

 3. All calculations presented here are conservative, as the input–output table is endogenous 
to the current restrictive service-sector regulation, and, as a result, the contribution of 
 service-intensive industries in the current economy is likely to be biased downward.

TABLE E.1 Sensitivity analysis of impact calculation

CALCULATION METHOD ADDITIONAL VALUE 
ADDED (US$ 
MILLIONS)

ADDITIONAL 
GROWTH OF 

ANNUAL GDP (%)ADDITIONAL VALUE ADDED ADDITIONAL GROWTH OF ANNUAL GDP

Scenario 1. Calculated using data on 2011 value 
added in sectors intensive in gas, electricity and 
water supply, telecom, transport, and other 
business services

Based on the share of additional value 
added in 2017 GDP

1,394.8 0.26

Scenario 2. Calculated using data on 2011 value 
added in sectors intensive in gas, electricity and 
water supply, telecom, transport, and other 
business services

Based on the share of additional value 
added in 2011 GDP

1,394.8 0.35

Scenario 3. Calculated using data on 2011 value 
added in sectors intensive in gas, electricity and 
water supply, telecom, transport, and other 
business services

Based on the share of additional value 
added in 2011 gross value added

1,394.8 0.59

Scenario 4. Calculated using data on 2011 value 
added in sectors that are highly intensivea in gas, 
electricity and water supply, telecom, transport, 
and other business services

Based on the share of additional value 
added in 2017 GDP

607.9 0.097

Source: Data from OECD Input-Output table for Argentina (https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=IOTS) and IMF World 
Economic Outlook database, April 2017 (https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2017/01/weodata/index.aspx)

a Highly intensive sectors are those whose technical coefficients for service inputs exceed the 75th percentile of the technical coeffi-
cients for services across all sectors.

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=IOTS�
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2017/01/weodata/index.aspx�
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 4. In the case of Argentina’s 2011 input–output table, available from oeCD, the industries C73 (r&D) and 
C74 (other business activities) are reported jointly. excluding this sector entirely does not change the re-
sults substantially.

 5. The sectors that use services intensively in Argentina are the following: food products, beverages, and 
tobacco; pulp, paper, paper products, printing, and publishing; chemicals and chemical products; other 
nonmetallic mineral products; basic metals; computer, electronic, and optical equipment; electricity, gas, 
and water supply; wholesale and retail trade; repairs; transport and storage; post and telecommunications; 
financial intermediation; computer and related activities; r&D and other business activities; and other 
community, social, and personal services.
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Appendix F
Specifications of the Price 
Regressions

TABLE F.1 Price comparisons analysis: Buenos Aires, Argentina, vs. cities in all other countries  
(with Numbeo data)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Argentina 0.138***

(0.022)
0.141***

(0.024)
0.330***

(0.022)
0.323***

(0.032)
0.319***

(0.040)

Log of GDP per capita PPP (2011 
international $)

— — 0.409***

(0.026)
0.410***

(0.026)
0.416***

(0.034)

Log of cost of import — — — 0.014
(0.046)

0.011
(0.046)

Tariff rate, applied — — — — 0.003 
(0.010)

No. of observations 17,724 17,724 17,542 17,542 17,482

R-squared 0.615 0.616 0.756 0.756 0.756

Product fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year fixed effects No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Source: An elaboration using Numbeo data.
Notes: Results are from an OLS regression using data from Numbeo. The dependent variable is the logarithm of market prices (US$/kg) of the following 
products: milk (regular, 1 liter), loaf of fresh white bread (500 g), rice (white, 1 kg), eggs (12), local cheese (1 kg), chicken breasts (boneless, skinless, 1 kg), 
beef round (1 kg, or equivalent back leg red meat), apples (1 kg), bananas (1 kg), oranges (1 kg), tomatoes (1 kg), potatoes (1 kg), onions (1 kg), lettuce 
(1 head). Standard errors clustered at the city level are in parentheses. Significance is indicated by ***, **, and * at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, 
respectively.
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TABLE F.3 Price comparisons analysis: Buenos Aires, Argentina, vs. comparator cities in Latin America, using 
PPP conversion factor

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Argentina 0.137**

(0.059)
0.136**

(0.059)
0.139*

(0.070)
0.084
(0.118)

0.090
(0.114)

Log of GDP per capita PPP (2011 
international $)

— — −0.023
(0.182)

0.008
(0.202)

−0.054
(0.179)

Log of cost of import — — — 0.183
(0.201)

0.096
(0.165)

Tariff rate, applied — — — — 0.021
(0.020)

No. of observations 1,162 1,162 1,162 1,162 1,162

R-squared 0.783 0.787 0.787 0.794 0.795

Product fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year fixed effects No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Source: An elaboration using EIU data.
Notes: Results are from an OLS regression using data from the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) dataset (http://www.eiu.com/site_info.asp?info_name 
=EIUcityData&entry1=DataServicesNav&entry2=DataServicesNav2&infositelayout=site_info_nav). The dependent variable is the logarithm of market prices 
(US$/kg) of the following products: apples (1 kg), bananas (1 kg), beef (roast, 1 kg), cheese (imported, 500 g), chicken (fresh, 1 kg), eggs (12), lettuce  
(1 head), milk (pasteurized, 1 liter), onions (1 kg), oranges (1 kg), potatoes (2 kg), tomatoes (1 kg), white bread (1 kg), and white rice (1 kg). Standard 
errors clustered at the city level are in parentheses. Significance is indicated by ***, **, and * at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, respectively.
The comparator countries in Latin America with available data include Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, 
Panama, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. — = not available.

TABLE F.2 Price comparisons analysis: Buenos Aires, Argentina, vs. comparator cities in Latin America (using 
the prevailing EIU market exchange rate to convert local currencies into US$)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Argentina 0.231***

(0.040)
0.231***

(0.040)
0.196***

(0.034)
0.164***

(0.029)
0.165***

(0.028)

Log of GDP per capita PPP (2011 
international $)

— — 0.272*

(0.143)
0.290*

(0.142)
0.272*

(0.137)

Log of cost of import — — — 0.114** 
(0.049)

0.090 
(0.093)

Tariff rate, applied — — — — 0.006 
(0.018)

No. of observations 1,176 1,176 1,176 1,176 1,176

R-squared 0.782 0.786 0.795 0.798 0.798

Product fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year fixed effects No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Source: An elaboration using EIU data.
Notes: Results are from an OLS regression using data from the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) dataset (http://www.eiu.com/site_info.asp?info_name 
=EIUcityData&entry1=DataServicesNav&entry2=DataServicesNav2&infositelayout=site_info_nav). The dependent variable is the logarithm of market prices 
(US$/kg) of the following products: apples (1 kg), bananas (1 kg), beef (roast, 1 kg), cheese (imported, 500 g), chicken (fresh, 1 kg), eggs (12), lettuce 
(1 head), milk (pasteurized, 1 liter), onions (1 kg), oranges (1 kg), potatoes (2 kg), tomatoes (1 kg), white bread (1 kg), and white rice (1 kg). Standard 
errors clustered at the city level are in parentheses. Significance is indicated by ***, **, and * at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, respectively.
The comparator countries in Latin America with available data include Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, 
Panama, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

http://www.eiu.com/site_info.asp?info_name=EIUcityData&entry1=DataServicesNav&entry2=DataServicesNav2&infositelayout=site_info_nav�
http://www.eiu.com/site_info.asp?info_name=EIUcityData&entry1=DataServicesNav&entry2=DataServicesNav2&infositelayout=site_info_nav�
http://www.eiu.com/site_info.asp?info_name=EIUcityData&entry1=DataServicesNav&entry2=DataServicesNav2&infositelayout=site_info_nav�
http://www.eiu.com/site_info.asp?info_name=EIUcityData&entry1=DataServicesNav&entry2=DataServicesNav2&infositelayout=site_info_nav�
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Appendix G
Detailed Matrix of Policy 
Recommendations
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SHORT TERM MEDIUM TERM LONG TERM

CONTENT OF 
REFORM

RESPONSIBLE 
INSTITUTION REQUIRES CONTENT OF 

REFORM
RESPONSIBLE 
INSTITUTION REQUIRES CONTENT OF 

REFORM
RESPONSIBLE 
INSTITUTION REQUIRES

Open up further opportunities to enter and invest

Lower tariffs and NTMs in priority sectors

Limit nonautomatic 
licenses to the 
minimum (hazard
ous imports) 

ComEx New decree  Unilateral tariff 
reduction for high 
protected sectors 

ComEx New decree Harmonize 
standards 
among Mercosur 
parties

Foreign Affairs, 
ComEx, CNDC

Negotiations 
within 
Mercosur 

Pursue FTA with 
EU

Foreign Affairs, 
ComEx

International 
agreement

Pursue “com
munity reforms” 
at Mercosur

Foreign Affairs, 
ComEx

International 
agreement

Improve incentive framework to attract efficiency seeking more effectively

Introduce a system
atic inventory of 
incentives

AAICI Coordination 
federal–state

Procedural 
mapping of steps 
to adjudicate 
incentives

AAICI Coordination 
federal–state

Strengthening 
monitoring and 
evaluation of 
incentives

AAICI New program

Open key sectors for investment and eliminate barriers that limit market entry

Limit GoA’s liability 
for losses of 
Aerolineas 
Argentinas

Advocacy by 
CNDC, AAICI

Change in law 
(Ley 26466, 
Art. 3)

Eliminate “public 
hearing” for 
granting new 
licenses for air 
transport services

Advocacy by 
CNDC, AAICI

Change in law 
(Ley 17285, Art. 
102)

Open domestic 
air transport 
market to 
foreign carriers

Advocacy by 
CNDC, AAICI

Change in law 
(Ley 19030, 
Art. 3)

Address red tape and bureaucratic hurdles that affect ease of doing business; particularly in the entry phase 

Better regulation 
efforts to improve in 
the areas of doing 
business

Advocacy by 
AAICI, CNDC

New law and 
institution

Broad application 
of  
“silenceis 
consent” rule

Advocacy by 
AAICI, CNDC

Change in law 
(Código Civil, Art. 
919)

General 
procedure for 
regulatory 
simplification

Advocacy by 
AAICI, CNDC

New law and 
institution

Enhance access to more efficient input markets for firms

Unilateral NTM reduction in input products

Remove import ban 
on used machinery, 
equipment, 
instruments, 
devices, and their 
parts

ComEx New decree  Reduce NTMs for 
key industrial 
inputs

ComEx  New decree

continued
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SHORT TERM MEDIUM TERM LONG TERM

CONTENT OF 
REFORM

RESPONSIBLE 
INSTITUTION REQUIRES CONTENT OF 

REFORM
RESPONSIBLE 
INSTITUTION REQUIRES CONTENT OF 

REFORM
RESPONSIBLE 
INSTITUTION REQUIRES

Introduce effective policies to promote linkages with domestic firms

Develop a central 
(online) database of 
national suppliers

AAICI New program Redesign perfor
mance require
ments and local 
content rules, e.g., 
revise tax benefits 
in auto industry

Advocacy by AAICI Change in law 
(Ley 27263) 

Introduce behav
ioral incentives for 
firms to enhance 
capacities

AAICI New program

Strengthen anticartel enforcement, especially in homogeneous input products

Strengthen cartel 
investigation 
techniques (IT 
forensic capabilities)

CNDC Increase in budget 
and training

Elevate sanctions 
for cartels

CNDC Change in law 
(Ley 25156, 
Capítulo VII)

Introduce leniency 
program

CNDC Change in law 
(Ley 25156)

Strengthen procompetition sector regulation in key input services

Implement rules to 
protect competitive 
neutrality in the 
telecom sector

Advocacy by 
CNDC

Change in law 
(Ley 26092)

Fully enforce 
MVNO framework

Advocacy by 
CNDC

Implementation Allow payTV 
companies to 
offer telecom 
munication 
services

Advocacy by 
CNDC

Change in 
decree 
(Decreto 267)

Guarantee effective 
nondiscriminatory 
access in rail freight 

Advocacy by 
CNDC

New policy  Review toll 
exemption rules 
for private (‘self’) 
cargo transport 
and public cargo 
transport (to third 
parties)

Advocacy by 
CNDC

Change in 
Decree (Decree 
455/2007, Art. 1 
and Joint 
Resolution 
111/2011)

     

Enhance predictability and a level playing field for the private sector 

Implement competitive neutrality principles and eliminate instruments that can limit competition

Eliminate the 
government’s ability 
to control prices

Advocacy by 
CNDC

Change in law 
(1974 Supply Law)

Incorporate SOEs 
under the same 
regime as private 
jointstock 
companies

Advocacy by 
CNDC

Implementation/
potential change 
in Ley 20705 and 
company-specific 
laws

Introduce 
regulatory and 
taxneutrality 
principles for 
SOEs

Advocacy by 
CNDC

New law

continued
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SHORT TERM MEDIUM TERM LONG TERM

CONTENT OF 
REFORM

RESPONSIBLE 
INSTITUTION REQUIRES CONTENT OF 

REFORM
RESPONSIBLE 
INSTITUTION REQUIRES CONTENT OF 

REFORM
RESPONSIBLE 
INSTITUTION REQUIRES

Enhance the capacity of firms to thrive and expand

Remove nonautomatic licenses to increase predictability

Ensure that 
nonautomatic 
licenses are set to 
the minimum

ComEx  New decree

Reduce regulatory and legal uncertainty through broad regulatory improvement mechanisms

Introduce a clear 
procedural protocol 
to solve problems 
faced by foreign 
investors and arising 
from regulatory 
conduct 

AAICI New secondary 
legislation/
guideline

Legal obligation 
for regulatory 
agencies to 
publish text or 
proposed regula
tions before 
enactment

AAICI New legal 
provision

Establishment 
of a systemic 
investor 
response 
mechanism

AAICI New law and 
institution

Strengthen the legal framework for e-commerce

Remove exemptions 
to esignatures and 
edocuments; give 
validity to all types 
of esignature

AAICI and ComEx Change in law 
(Ley 25506)

Strengthen 
consumer 
protection specific 
to electronics 
consumers 

AAICI and ComEx New law      

Overhaul merger control framework

Raise notification 
threshold for 
mergers

CNDC Change in law 
(Ley 25156, Art. 8) 

Introduce fast
track procedures 
for mergers 
unlikely to have 
anticompetitive 
effects

CNDC Change in law 
(Ley 25156, 
Capítulo III) 

Improve procedur
al effectiveness in 
reviewing mergers

CNDC Secondary 
legislation

Notes: ComEx = Sub-Secretaría Comercio Exterior; CNDC = Comisión Nacional de Defensa de la Competencia; FTA = free trade agreement; EU = European Union; AAICI = Agencia Argentina de Inversiones y 
Comercio Internacional; MVNO = Mobile Virtual Network Operator; SOE = state-owned enterprise.
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